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Abstract

Advances in server virtualization offer new mechanisms to provide resource man-

agement for shared server infrastructures. Resource sharing requires coordination

across self-interested system participants (e.g., providers from different administra-

tive domains or third-party brokering intermediaries). Assignments of the shared

infrastructure must be fluid and adaptive to meet the dynamic demands of clients.

This thesis addresses the hypothesis that a new, foundational layer for virtual

computing is sufficiently powerful to support a diversity of resource management

needs in a general and uniform manner. Incorporating resource management at a

lower virtual computing layer provides the ability to dynamically share server infras-

tructure between multiple hosted software environments (e.g., grid computing mid-

dleware and job execution systems). Resource assignments within the virtual layer

occur through a lease abstraction, and extensible policy modules define management

functions. This research makes the following contributions:

• Defines the foundation for resource management in a virtual computing layer.

Defines protocols and extensible interfaces for formulating resource contracts

between system participants. Separates resource management functionalities

across infrastructure providers, application controllers, and brokering interme-

diaries, and explores the implications and limitations of this structure.

• Demonstrates policy extensibility by implementing a virtual computing layer

prototype, Shirako, and evaluating a range of resource arbitration policies for

various objectives. Provides results with proportional share, priority, worst-fit,

and multi-dimensional resource slivering.

• Defines a proportional share policy, Winks, that integrates a fair queuing al-

gorithm with a calendar scheduler. Provides a comprehensive set of features

iv



and extensions for virtual computing systems (e.g., requests for multiple re-

sources, advance reservations, multi-dimensional allocation, and dynamic re-

source pools). Shows the policy preserves fairness properties across queue trans-

formations and calendar operations needed to implement these extensions.

• Explores at what layer, and at what granularity, decisions about resource con-

trol should occur. Shows that resource management at a lower layer can expose

dynamic resource control to hosted middleware, at a modest cost in fidelity to

the goals of the policy.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Sharing resources distributes the costs of investment and management of infrastruc-

ture across a larger community, which is especially beneficial if the infrastructure

is expensive or geographically dispersed. To share computing resources, some entity

must determine how to divide resources among competing users. When there are sur-

plus resources, and no contention in the system, the partitioning of shared resources

provides users the resources they need; however, resource contention requires the

arbitration of user requests. Dynamic and adaptive provisioning provides a fluid al-

location of user work to shared resources. This benefits clients with dynamic resource

needs, for example, a web or batch service may have periods of peak use followed by

periods of underutilization. As demand changes, user work is redeployed according to

some policy. Shared computing environments dynamically partition their resources

so that if one application experiences high demand while another is under-utilized,

resources transition to the application experiencing a demand spike.

In many of today’s data centers, system administrators partition system resources

and perform any required configuration actions for users. However, as the size of data

centers increases to hundreds of thousands of servers, system administrators require

a more automated approach. Having a dynamic and automated solution is even more

important when resource sharing occurs across multiple administrative domains, for

example, federated environments. A federated system is one where multiple resource

providers (e.g., cluster sites) contribute resources to a shared system and allow clients

(resource consumers) from outside their administrative domain to use their resources

and services. To succeed, these environments should be sustainable, which includes
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incentives for participation. There are a wide range of framework configurations

as well as organizational objectives for providers and consumers. The following are

several key challenges for resource management in this context:

• Resource provisioning. Resource sharing environments require policies for

resource provisioning that provide a scalable, dynamic mapping of users to

shared resources. This includes arbitrating between client resource requests

and allocating resources to those clients. However, resource management poses

formidable algorithmic challenges and involves projections under uncertainty

and optimization problems that are NP-hard in their general form. Different

systems have varying objectives for their resource management (e.g., energy

conservation or high resource utilization). There are also multiple models for

constructing systems and these systems adopt heuristics tailored for specific

needs and settings; there is no “one size fits all” policy solution.

• Adaptive applications. Shared resource environments must support a diverse

set of applications and services. To achieve this, systems need to export pro-

grammatic interfaces to allow self-managing clients to negotiate for resources

and configure them on-the-fly. Clients also require programmatic access to

shared resource pools from multiple providers and feedback control to adjust

their applications as system conditions vary (e.g., flash crowds and faults).

• Balance consumer and provider supply and demand. Consumers require

predictability in their allocations to satisfy their demands. At the same time,

providers wish to maintain autonomy over their resources to control how they

are used. Resource provisioning policies should assign resources to their “high-

est and best use” while balancing the needs and interests of system participants

(actors).
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Resource management policies in these systems should address these needs in a

way that is scalable and sustainable. Due to the difficulty of managing networked

resources, first-generation systems, such as PlanetLab [35], limited their initial de-

ployments to a centrally controlled infrastructure. However, more scalable resource

management solutions are necessary. Resource management functions need to be

addressed in a general fashion at a lower layer, but in a manner that can be adapted

to the requirements of diverse environments.

1.1 Virtual Computing

This thesis addresses resource management for networked virtual computing envi-

ronments. Resources are considered to be virtual if they are partitionable into a

measured and metered quantity in a way that allows for safe and effective resource

sharing. This thesis focuses on the use of partitioned servers such as virtual machines

(VMs) (e.g., Xen [32] and VMware [178]). To create these virtual resources, the un-

derlying infrastructure is subdivided into resources that are semantically equivalent to

each other. This abstraction provides “raw” resources upon which clients may define

a customized software stack for their virtual environments. However, this resource

partitioning is not limited to virtual machines: another example is hardware-level

physical partitioning, such as clusters, blade arrays, and other scalable computing

systems.

While virtualization has existed since the 1960’s [60], the last decade has seen

a resurgence in virtualization technology due to advances in virtualizing server re-

sources. Virtual machine systems are becoming increasingly robust and efficient and,

as a result, are fast becoming ubiquitous. The leading VM systems support live mi-

gration, checkpoint/restart, and fine-grained allocation of server resources. VMs are

popular for hosting in part because they enable server consolidation, in which multiple
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VMs run on the same host [1, 183]. This can help reduce data center infrastructure

and operating costs.

Although virtualization promises to change the way cluster and data center re-

sources are managed and shared at the lowest level, it is important to preserve invest-

ment in existing resource sharing systems to support clients who depend on services

provided by those systems. For example, middleware (a software layer that medi-

ates between applications and the operating systems) manages federated resources

to target the needs of specific applications and services; job execution services [2, 43]

and grids [84] are examples of middleware tailored to run scientific computations

and support scientific data sharing. My work moves resource management below the

middleware layer to address it in a common way such that different middleware and

application instances may dynamically share underlying networked resources.

Accomplishing this requires a new foundational layer of control software that ar-

bitrates resources to instantiate and manipulate the virtualized contexts in which

users run. This new layer coordinates multiple networked computing environments

through a unified resource control plane. The resource control plane should meet

resource management challenges and provide protocols and mechanisms for shared

virtual infrastructure, and programmatic access for adaptive applications to dynami-

cally change their resource allotments. It should also manage the arbitration between

competing users, and the mapping of services and middleware onto resources.

1.2 Open Resource Control Architecture

This thesis addresses the challenges of networked virtual computing in an open re-

source control architecture (Orca). Orca is an umbrella project that defines leasing

protocols for actor interactions in virtual computing environments. It defines a re-

source control plane for virtual computing and makes the assumption that the shared
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Figure 1.1: Resource control plane for distributed resource management that ex-
poses underlying physical resources to services and middleware.

resources can be partitioned into measured and metered quantities. While many of

the examples in this thesis involve the leasing of virtual machines, the architecture

can also provision physical machines in a cluster. The architecture is founded on an

abstraction of resource leasing, and provides negotiated degrees of assurance and iso-

lation to system participants. A lease is a particular kind of contract that is defined

at the resource level. Actors use open leasing protocols to acquire and coordinate

underlying virtual resources for efficient and reliable execution of their applications

and services. Figure 1.1 gives an overview of the resource control plane in Orca.

The Orca architecture is based on a core of services that form an extensible

resource leasing abstraction that meet the evolving resource sharing needs of diverse

users and applications. The design of the Orca architecture follows these principles:

• Sustainable structure and autonomy. Actors have the ability to decide

how much they will contribute and obtain from the system over time. Each

participant makes its own decisions at a local level, but participates in the

system globally. For example, instead of having all resource providers agree

on global administrative policies, each provider may follow its own local policy

for its administrative domain. However, providers participate in the global

system by allocating resources to consumers, which together creates system-
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wide resource allocation. The structure of the architecture provides a layer

for federated resource sharing while still protecting participant autonomy to

control its local management policies.

• Application and resource neutrality. The architecture does not unnec-

essarily restrict hosted applications or services from using the architecture to

satisfy their resource requirements. Each service may require different resources

(e.g., physical machines, virtual machines, or storage) as well as different con-

figurations and customizations of those resources. The architecture defines

extensible programmatic interfaces for users to acquire resources, instantiate

custom environments, monitor resource status, and adapt to the dynamics of

resource competition or changing demand.

• Negotiated contracts for resource allocations. The Orca architecture

provides a means to form contracts for specific resource allocations at specified

times. These allow actors to understand exactly what resource control they can

relinquish to other system participants or what they obtain from the system.

While different providers may offer different degrees of control, contracts are

explicit about the assurances they offer.

• Policy extensibility. The architecture cleanly separates resource manage-

ment policies and mechanisms, which allows it to support a variety of systems.

For example, market-based utilities, grid systems, network testbeds, and man-

aged data centers can be built on the same underlying resource management

substrate. Orca allows new policies to plug into the system to accommo-

date changing system demands and unforeseen future policy capabilities and

requirements.
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1.3 Contributions

The focus of this thesis is to study policy extensibility with leases and the basic leas-

ing infrastructure for networked virtual computing systems, using virtual machines

allocated from shared clusters as the primary example. The hypothesis is that an

extensible resource control plane provides reliable and predictable resource manage-

ment for a variety of distributed resource sharing systems—including cluster utilities

and grid computing systems—and allows systems to implement their own, customized

policies to tailor the control plane’s resource management functionalities to their own

specifications.

This thesis makes the following contributions:

• Explores the problem of resource management in the context of vir-

tual computing environments. This thesis defines challenges for resource

management in networked resource environments, specifically the need to have

a coordinated scalable system while maintaining the autonomy of system par-

ticipants. It also defines the space of policy challenges and relates it to a larger

vision for virtual computing. [Chapters 2 and 3]

• Defines an extensible resource management architecture that is inde-

pendent of policy; defines the interface to plug in policy implemen-

tations; explores the tensions that arise when policies conflict. Actors

may define their own local policies to support resource leasing and together they

interact to control the flow of resources from providers to consumers. While

clean separation of policy functions between providers and brokers is critical

for federation, tensions may arise through the division of resource management.

This thesis explores how to address these tensions and presents one heuristic

based on migration. This work points towards future work in this area, and
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improves understanding of the degree to which these functions can be cleanly

separated. [Chapters 2, 4 and 6]

• Describes the implementation of a prototype resource control plane

that embodies the Orca principles. Shirako 1 is a toolkit for building ac-

tors that combine into a unified resource control plane for virtual computing. It

incorporates resource contract management functionality into a common core

that is resource-independent, application-independent, and policy-neutral. Shi-

rako’s implementation is a team engineering effort; the specific contributions

in this thesis are extensible policy management through leasing protocols and

actor interfaces. [Chapter 4]

• Demonstrates that the architecture accommodates multiple resource

management policies. This thesis evaluates the actor interfaces by showing

they are powerful enough to support diverse policies. Example policies imple-

mented in Shirako include: First Come First Served, Earliest Deadline First,

and Best-Fit. Prior work shows the architecture accommodates bidding and

allocation policies for markets [105]. The design and evaluation of a worst-fit

heuristic policy also shows that partitions host resources into customized vir-

tual resources addresses the challenges of multidimensional resource allocation.

[Chapter 6]

• Defines a general proportional share algorithm for virtual comput-

ing resource management. Virtual computing systems need the ability to

deliver a fair allocation of resources across time between competing clients who

are requesting resource leases. This thesis defines a policy, Winks, that com-

bines a fair queuing algorithm with a calendar scheduler to address resource

1The Shirako project has many contributors, including Laura Grit, David Irwin, and Aydan
Yumerefendi.
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management challenges for virtual computing. Winks accommodates advance

reservations, resource contracts for multiple resources, a variable resource pool,

priority request ordering, and best-effort contracts. This thesis evaluates the

fairness and efficiency of Winks. [Section 5]

• Explores the factoring of resource management functions across lay-

ers. There is a duality between the resource management functions of job

scheduling middleware and the Shirako-based virtual computing layer. Sys-

tems may address resource management at either layer. In collaboration with

others, I developed prototypes for three key points of the design space for job

execution services over virtual computing infrastructure: scheduling policy at

the virtual computing layer, policy at the middleware layer, and a hybrid with

policy at multiple layers. To compare resource management across systems,

experiments use a shim that runs the Maui scheduling policy [11, 14] at the

middleware and virtual computing layer. This thesis illustrates the ability to

accomplish job and resource management within the different models, using

the same policy at each level, and explores the tradeoffs of the alternatives.

Specifically, policy at the virtual level gives the option to schedule at a coarser

granularity and across multiple middleware environments. This can help scale

complex policies, but by applying policy at the middleware level, it can also

reduce resource utilization. This thesis uses job execution to illustrate hybrid

systems, but my work relates to many types of services running above shared

virtual environments. [Chapter 7]
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Chapter 2

Resource Management for Federated

Environments

A goal of this thesis is to manage shared server environments where resources and

services are shared among multiple users. In this domain, users have units of work to

execute on the shared environment and some entity must determine when and where

the execution will occur. For example, in job execution systems and grid computing

environments, the units of work correspond to computational jobs that users submit

to batch scheduling services at cluster sites (e.g., Maui [14] and PBS [16]). The units

of work may also be database queries submitted to a stream processing engine [17],

or HTTP requests at a web service [52]. Whether the system is a batch scheduler,

a stream engine, or a web service, it is responsible for scheduling the requests from

multiple users across the shared services and resources. Specifically, the scheduling

of user work requires the system to arbitrate between requests from competing users,

provision the shared service or resources to users, and decide at what time, and for

how long, a user will receive a share of the resources and services.

Systems may define their commitment to provide service to users through con-

tracts. These define a promise to consumers about the resources they will receive:

how much and/or when. There are a variety of ways to define contracts within

shared server infrastructures. Some systems may use weak contracts that do not pro-

vide any service guarantees (e.g., a well-provisioned network testbed), while others

require stronger contracts to meet service quality targets or to ensure reproducible

results. For example, consider an on-demand system that schedules work with no

assurance that it will make forward progress. The provisioning problem is trivial in
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this system: it requires no admission control. Now consider a system whose goal is

to assure a predictable level of service quality for its guests. Best-effort contracts are

adequate if the system is sufficiently over-provisioned, since guests cannot predict

what resources or services they will receive from the system.

The scheduling challenges increase when sharing occurs across multiple providers

and administrative domains. In these environments each domain performs its own

management of requests for their services. Federated systems, such as computational

grids [3, 4, 84, 85], use this approach to retain site autonomy over scheduling de-

cisions. In these systems users need to determine to which provider they will send

their requests. This requires users to contact all providers to understand their current

offerings, which increases the amount of communication across the system, and may

increase the time it takes for a user to find an appropriate provider for their requests.

Also, since individual resource domains perform provisioning locally, it can be dif-

ficult to obtain global behavior throughout the system. To overcome this problem,

some shared server systems, such as PlanetLab [35], VCL [5], nanoHUB [6], and Vio-

lin [152], use a central scheduling entity and have all participating providers delegate

scheduling control over their services and resources to the central component. How-

ever, a centralized approach may suffer from having a single point of attack, failure,

and trust. This approach may not be sustainable, for example, a cluster site may be

unlikely to contribute substantial resources to an infrastructure that does not allow

it to control local policies (e.g., energy or thermal management) that may contribute

significantly to operating costs or to an infrastructure that does not allow it to use

its own resources.

Therefore, a challenge is to develop shared systems that allow providers to re-

tain some of their autonomy, while also providing coordinated scheduling of requests

across multiple domains. One proposal uses a distributed consensus to synchronize
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scheduling decisions across multiple domains [132]. Another approach uses schedul-

ing intermediaries, or brokers, to create a management hierarchy across multiple

domains [89]. In this bottom-up hierarchical scheme, providers, or other brokers,

delegate partial control to a broker through the use of secure claims, which results

in an aggregation of shared resources and services. Alternatively, clients may use a

top-down broker hierarchy as a way to coordinate resource scheduling on their behalf

across the multiple domains. Another example is metascheduling [51, 87, 176] where

users submit work requests to an entity that then sends their requests to appropriate

providers at different sites so they may schedule requests on local resources.

To enable a scalable system, while still allowing for some coordinated global con-

trol, this thesis focuses on resource management through the use of broker inter-

mediaries. While hierarchical delegation of scheduling power is one use of brokers,

Section 2.1 describes different functions and roles brokers may take as coordinating

intermediaries for shared server environments. Section 2.2 describes Orca’s archi-

tecture, including the specific roles brokers play in Orca, as well as defines actor

leasing protocols.

2.1 Brokers in Federated Environments

Brokers are system intermediaries that may perform a variety of roles within federated

systems to help achieve coordinated service and resource sharing. For example, they

may relay information between system participants, identify service matching, or

mediate contract negotiations. What makes brokers unique are the characteristics,

such as aggregation capabilities, that they provide compared to what is offered by

providers themselves. These capabilities can increase the service provided to clients

or minimize the client overhead in system participation. Different system actors may

benefit from brokers. The following are a few key broker functions (also illustrated
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in Figure 2.1):

• Admission Control. If the broker is a participant in contract negotiations

between consumers and providers, it may choose to reject requests based on a

local admission policy or because it cannot satisfy the requests. This becomes

particularly important during times when services and resources are constrained

because not all requests may be satisfied.

• Aggregation. Many brokers perform aggregation of resources and services

across consumers or providers [30, 57, 63, 126]. For example, brokers can com-

bine resources and services from multiple providers and allocate them together

to consumers. This allows consumers to go to one source instead of having to

negotiate and form contracts with a variety of providers.

• Load Distribution. If a broker knows the conditions across multiple providers,

it may take an incoming stream of requests and use the current conditions of the

resources or services at sites to determine where to send requests. Consumer

requests may be distributed across multiple providers to equalize supply and

demand, balance service load, or improve consumer quality of service, such as

increasing throughput or reducing response time [52, 64].

• Duplication. Since brokers have access to multiple providers, brokers may

choose to duplicate consumer requests to achieve quality-of-service properties

requested by consumers. For example, if providers offer best-effort guarantees

for a resource, by duplicating the request across multiple sites, this can improve

the likelihood that a request will be satisfied at one of the providers.

Along with a diversity of functionality, there are a variety of alternatives for

incorporating brokers into federated environments. The following discusses some of

the different design decisions. Table 2.1 gives an overview of different alternatives.
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Figure 2.1: Some ways brokers provide value to consumers and providers.

Design decision Alternatives
distribution of brokers centralized - one omniscient broker with all de-

cision making power
decentralized - multiple brokers each with their
own local decision making power

mode of service interac-
tion

information broker - provides hints about ser-
vice sites
service virtualizers - add additional functional-
ity to services

who develops the broker self-interested - independent, and working to
maximize its own gain from the system
agent of system - working to improve the con-
dition of actor(s)

Table 2.1: Summary of some of the broker architecture design alternatives.

2.1.1 Centralized versus decentralized

As mentioned above, there are a number of ways federation may occur within a

networked computing infrastructure. This section describes broker roles in centralized

and decentralized systems. In a centralized broker architecture, all system resources

are aggregated under the control of one broker that is responsible for provisioning

and placement [29, 35, 57, 71, 87, 166]. This type of broker may also be like a

blackboard, where providers post their goods, and clients learn about the location and

availability of goods [80]. While centralized brokers can enable the success of shared

infrastructures by coordinating resource management, they can limit infrastructures

in a variety of ways: for example, they incur a single point of failure, and they increase

the risk that the centralized point will be a bottleneck to system performance.
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Federation may also occur within a decentralized architecture where there are

multiple brokers that each know about a subset of the system participants, services,

and resources. The brokers may have different functions [54, 62] or there may be

multiple instances of a broker with the same capabilities [30, 39, 44, 72, 123, 162].

The NorduGrid [73] uses a highly decentralized approach where clients have a per-

sonal broker to distribute their workload around the architecture following specialized

policies. By having a decentralized broker architecture, each broker may implement

its own local policies to best serve the needs of its clients and to maximize its return

from the system. However, the decentralization may fragment policy decisions and

prevent global allocation.

2.1.2 Information broker verses service virtualizers

Brokers are either information brokers or service virtualizers. Information brokers

perform referrals for resources. The broker may give hints about the location of

services and resources but has no control over resource management; however, it

can provide hints about where the resources or services matching a request can be

found. These types of brokers do not provide guarantees over availability or quality

of service. This category of brokers includes resource discovery systems, such as those

that provide a wide-area directory service, as well as brokers that use client-provided

parameters to match the specific needs of client with providers [18, 20, 61, 87, 146].

Brokers that are service virtualizers perform allocations to clients: they give guar-

antees over allocations and form contracts representing those guarantees. Contracts

contain information about the service or resource description, the quality-of-service

agreements, and penalties if those agreements are not made. In general, these bro-

kers act as a front end for services to add additional functionality that the service

does not provide [27, 46, 54, 64, 162]. By definition, they do not fundamentally
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change the service, but provide enhancements to it. These brokers may perform

functions such as service aggregation or allocation of services. To the client, these

brokers look like a service and provide functionality on behalf of services, but they

may actually represent multiple instances of providers. Particularly applicable to

this thesis are brokers that schedule resource requests for consumers across federated

resources [34, 65, 89, 126, 132, 149, 168].

2.1.3 Self-interested brokers versus system agents

Many proposed broker architectures have brokers that act as agents of clients or

providers, in that they act to improve the utility of other actors. For example, brokers

can act directly on behalf of a group of system actors [39, 46, 62, 97]. A system may

deploy brokers that are assumed to perform correctly and make decisions for the good

of the system [57, 147, 186]. The other alternative is that brokers enter the system

as third-party, independent, and self-interested entities [188].

2.2 Resource Management in ORCA

A goal of the Orca architecture is to provide coordinated resource management for a

diverse set of hosted applications and services across a shared collection of resources.

Section 1.2 gives an overview of Orca. This thesis focuses on one specific type of

provider for Orca, a resource provider, where the user’s unit of work is a request for

raw virtual system resources (e.g., virtual machines or network storage). Section 2.2.1

describes how brokers integrate into the architecture, Section 2.2.2 explains how

service level agreements integrate into Orca, Section 2.2.3 gives an overview of

feedback loops between the different actors, Section 2.2.4 describes contract formation

in Orca, and Sections 2.2.5 and 2.2.6 describe related work.

Coordination of the underlying virtual computing infrastructure requires con-
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sumers to know what resources they have control over and when. This is accom-

plished through the foundational contract abstraction of the Orca architecture,

resource leasing. Section 2.2.4 describes protocols for providers and consumers to

negotiate resource leases. Orca allows providers the independence to choose how to

best define and implement their contracts with consumers (Section 3.1).

This thesis explores resource management in the context of resource sharing in

virtual computing infrastructures because they provide a general setting that applies

to essential components of resource management. Orca exposes the underlying

virtual resource control to consumers by having them lease raw virtual resources.

A consumer’s leased resources form a logical context, or container, within which

the consumer may instantiate services. Also known as virtual workspaces [116, 117,

125], these containers may include resources of multiple types. A consumer may

dynamically adjust the number and types of resources within its container as demand

changes. By using the resource leasing abstraction, consumers know the duration of

their resource control. This allows them to host upper-level services on top of the

Orca architecture.

Advances in virtualization technologies, including, but not limited to, virtual ma-

chines, create new opportunities to strengthen container abstractions as a basis for

resource control and for isolation and customization of hosted computing environ-

ments. This allows consumers to customize their resources to their specifications,

including the ability to define their operating system and software stack. For exam-

ple, a consumer may lease resources and instantiate a job execution service on them,

and then assign more resources to the service if demand increases [144]. Alterna-

tively, consumers may lease a customized environment for each job [95]. Chapter 7

describes these alternatives further.

Prior work proposes using virtualization technology to help increase the resource
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control functions of containers through enhanced resource isolation and customization

of hosted computing environments, including grid environments [117, 130, 153, 164].

Recently, virtualization has been proposed at various levels to allow fine-grained con-

trol of resource properties, selection, etc. New virtual machine technology expands

the opportunities for resource sharing that is flexible, reliable, and secure. Several

projects explore how to link virtual machines in virtual networks and/or use virtu-

alization to host grid applications [79, 110, 113, 125, 154]. Containers are instances

of the slice abstraction from previous work [89, 106], representing a partition of the

global resource space. PlanetLab [35] also uses the slice terminology to refer to a sim-

ilar concept: a distributed collection of virtual machines. Compared to PlanetLab,

the Orca leasing system allows a more diverse set of resources within the container

abstraction.

2.2.1 ORCA Brokers

As described in Section 2.1, there is a wide variety of broker structures that may exist

in federated resource management systems, including the Orca architecture. Since

the focus of this thesis is resource allocation, the discussion of Orca brokers is limited

to those with resource allocation power. The broker architecture is decentralized, but

brokers may coordinate using hierarchical delegation. Orca assumes brokers may

be self-interested third parties.

A key premise in Orca is that brokers have some resource control, but not

complete control. Providers delegate allocation power over their resources to broker

intermediaries for a time-limited basis, but retain ultimate control over the assign-

ment of those resources (e.g., the provisioning of virtual machines to host servers).

Provisioning determines when and how much resource to give a consumer; assign-

ment determines which resource units to give a consumer. This model is based on
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the Sharp framework for secure resource peering and distributed resource alloca-

tion [89]. Sharp provides secure and accountable contract delegation that enables

brokering to allocate resources across different providers. In doing so, Orca brokers

implement multi-site allocation policies while preserving site autonomy. If the broker

is correct and honest, then some feasible placement will always exist to satisfy the

broker’s allocation choices at a site.

Orca supports a variety of broker architecture implementations. For example,

providers may choose to relinquish control to a centralized broker and not impose

their own placement policies. Each provider may have its own local broker that

implements an allocation policy to meet the provider’s objectives [144]. Section 6.3

describes these alternatives in more detail. When there are multiple brokers within

the system, the resource assignment emerges from choices taken individually by each

broker and the complex interactions of those choices. Organic and emergent behavior

arises from these interactions, especially if the system is a competitive market for

self-interested, third-party brokers to allocate shared infrastructure. However, these

broker interactions are outside the scope of this thesis.

Since Orca supports upper-level services as resource consumers, brokers may

not be the only actors allocating resources within Orca. For example, a consumer

may acquire resources from Orca and then use arbitration and provisioning policies

among its clients to determine when they receive resources [144]. In this manner,

resource management functions may be stacked, resulting in the interleaving of mul-

tiple local policies to determine the global resource provisioning [143]. Therefore,

many of the challenges and policies outlined in this thesis apply to a wider range of

services.

The decoupling of allocation and placement policies offers a general and flexible

basis for managing a shared resource pool with many contributors: each broker and
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provider is free to select the policies governing the resources under its control. For

example, brokers can schedule resources from multiple sites in a coordinated way,

while sites can control placement of the hosted VMs on their local servers based on

local considerations, e.g., thermal load balancing within a cluster. To allow actors to

implement different policies, each Orca actor may implement a controller (a plug-

gable policy module) to incorporate resource management policies that best match

their requirements. Other work with Orca [192] describes an environment to build

customized controllers for autonomic computing.

Related work proposes using extensible scheduling frameworks for kernel schedul-

ing [40, 48, 138] and grid scheduling [51, 91]. Octopus provides extensible resource

scheduling for clusters [107]. Bossa [33, 138] implements an event-based framework

for implementing kernel schedulers to address the problem of specific resource require-

ments for different multimedia applications. Legion [51] provides an infrastructure

for customized metaschedulers to allocate grid resource reservations. Compared to

the Orca work, this related work assumes a tighter coupling between the scheduler

and control over the physical resources. Chapter 4 gives a further description of con-

trollers and discusses how to incorporate pluggable and extensible policy controllers

into Orca.

2.2.2 Service Level Agreement Translation

Multiple service level agreements (SLAs) may be present within Orca. There are

service SLAs that define the performance of a client with a hosted application or ser-

vice. These include SLA terms such as service availability, throughput, and response

time. There are also resource SLAs that define the rights to consume and control

a resource. These may include resource uptime, resource performance parameters

(e.g., CPU or network bandwidth), and control duration. In Orca, these different
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SLAs are formed between different actors in the system; resource SLAs are negotiated

between the consumer and the provider or broker, and service SLAs are negotiated

between the consumer and its clients.

Consumer resource SLAs map directly onto Orca lease contracts (Section 3.1).

Consumers specify their required resource type, duration of control, and number of

resources; other SLA requirements are included as properties of the contract. Those

properties may be negotiated between the consumer and provider. Alternatively, they

may base their negotiation on syntax for SLA agreements [120, 139]. For example,

WSLA [120] defines SLAs for web services. Consumers and providers may use this

syntax to define business metrics (financial agreements) or composite metrics (cross-

resource metrics) to enhance an Orca contract. While WSLA is designed for service

SLAs, consumers and providers may apply this approach to define the terms of the

consumer’s resource control and remedies if the agreement is not satisfied.

The resource SLAs that consumers negotiate with producers are directly based

on the service SLAs consumers make with their clients. A consumer must perform

an “SLA translation”: mapping from its service needs to a set of eligible resource

SLAs to meet the service SLAs. As a consumer’s service SLAs change over time (e.g.,

flash crowd at a web service or large influx of job requests at a job execution service)

the consumer negotiates new resource SLAs with producers to satisfy its changing

service SLAs. Resource providers in Orca do not know anything about the service

SLAs the consumers are trying to satisfy.

In Orca, SLA translation only takes place at consumers. SLA translation is out

of scope of this thesis, but others in the Orca group are developing techniques that

are useful for SLA translation for consumers within Orca [155, 156]. The discussions

in this thesis make the assumption that consumers understand how to perform the

SLA translation to formulate resource SLAs with producers.
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SNAP [65] also makes a distinction between resource SLAs and service SLAs,

but they restrict service SLAs to those related to satisfying a job request for a job

execution service. Compared to Orca where SLAs are formed with different actors,

in SNAP clients negotiate both service and resource SLAs with the system (at the

resource scheduler). In other systems, the consumer is not responsible for SLA trans-

lation. In Océano [25], Sandpiper [187], and [140], the resource provider performs

the SLA translation and tries to provide the required resources to the consumer so

it can meet its service SLAs. In Sandpiper if the provider detects an SLA violation

(e.g., decreased response time), it will try to migrate the consumer’s virtual machine

to a new host to meet is SLAs. Océano monitors consumers and delivers resources

for them to reach their SLAs. In [140], the authors use controllers to adapt the re-

sources to meet service SLAs on multi-tiered systems. In GRUBER [71], a brokering

intermediary performs the SLA translation to meet consumer service SLAs for job ex-

ecution. Compared to these approaches, by having SLA translation at the consumer,

Orca providers do not need to understand the variety of services and applications

the system hosts. Instead the consumer, which best understands its requirements,

makes the translation.

2.2.3 Feedback Control

The Orca resource management system is a feedback-controlled system in which all

actors (consumers, providers, and brokers) interact to schedule and share resources.

As a leasing system, the timing of the feedback is controlled by the duration of leases

and how frequently the system allocates leases. The shorter the leases, the higher

the frequency of resource requests, which allows brokers to adjust their allocations to

meet changing demand on a shorter time frame. Also, the more frequently brokers

allocate resources, the faster consumers will learn about the current state of the
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Figure 2.2: Interacting control loops of all controllers. These loops join together to
form the flow of resources from provider to consumer.

shared resources (e.g., amount of competition or resource price if the system is a

market economy [105]).

The feedback signal for an actor’s control loop may come from other actors, local

conditions (e.g., application status at consumers or resource availability at providers),

or an instrumentation stream. Figure 2.2 illustrates each actor’s control loop. Broker

and provider control loops respond to a stream of requests as well as changes to their

resource inventories to provision and assign shared system resources. Control loops

function based on an objective defined at the actor, such as maximizing global utility

or revenue, energy efficiency, or utilization. Comparatively, consumers have a more

“classic” performance feedback loop to determine their resource requests based on

the demands of their hosted applications and services. For example, a consumer may

need to acquire sufficient resources to match a client’s service SLAs, such as response

time or throughput [104, 143], system fidelity, or dispersion of flash crowds. However,

the consumer’s control loop is outside the scope of this thesis, and instead this thesis

focuses on the broker’s control loop.

The interleaving of the individual control loops determines the larger feedback

loop for resource management across Orca. The control loops determine the flow of
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resources from providers to consumers. Figure 2.2 illustrates the coordination of the

control loops. It is still an open question to determine how much power each actor

should have to control the flow of resources in the system. Section 6.3 addresses

this question in relation to the division of allocation and assignment policies within

Orca. This thesis investigates the system-wide feedback loop and how to allocate

shared resources.

Orca and the Shirako toolkit build on the control loops defined in Muse [52],

which uses a feedback-controlled policy manager and redirecting switch to partition

cluster resources, and Sharc [174], which controls aggregate CPU and bandwidth

shares of distributed cluster applications. Other systems such as Violin [152] or Sand-

piper [187] use feedback control to respond to changing system conditions to match

client SLAs. The Orca related work from [192] describes an instrumentation plane

where actors may subscribe to named instrumentation streams to receive feedback

about the system, such as resource status or hosted application performance.

2.2.4 Contract Formation

Orca is based on the Sharp framework, but extends it for increased request flex-

ibility and policy extensibility. In Sharp, contract formation is a two-step process.

First, consumers request, and then receive, a ticket from a broker. A ticket is a soft

claim over resources; the ticket suggests, but does not guarantee, resource owner-

ship. It specifies details of the resource contract, including the provider’s identity,

but is subject to final approval by the resource provider. Once a consumer receives

a ticket, it redeems the ticket for a resource lease from the provider indicated in

the ticket. Compared to a ticket, a lease is a hard claim and represents an agreed

resource contract between a consumer and provider. Figure 2.3 illustrates the basic

actor exchanges for lease formation. The following explains the leasing protocol in
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Figure 2.3: Overview of lease formation in Orca. Provider sites donate resources
to brokers to populate their resource inventory. Consumers monitor their hosted
applications and request tickets for lease contracts from brokers, and brokers respond
with a ticket that is redeemed at the provider for a lease.

more detail and Section 4.3 describes our implementation of this protocol within the

Shirako prototype.

Table 2.2 defines the protocol exchanges between consumers, brokers, and providers

for resource contracts. An exchange of negotiateTicket, updateTicket, redeem,

and updateLease calls form the initial lease between consumers and providers. The

negotiation between the consumer and broker about the specification of the ticket

may continue beyond the original exchange to iterate on contract descriptions. While

these basic protocols form a contract between a provider and consumer, the protocols

are not sufficient to support a lease-based resource management architecture. The

following extensions to Sharp allow flexibility for providers and consumers:

• Actor inquiry. Consumers need to know what providers offer before entering

into contract negotiations. To do this consumers use the query call. Since

consumers may require different information from providers, Orca’s protocol

is generic to allow for varying specifications and semantics.
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Broker Interface: called by consumer
negotiateTicket request a ticket for a lease
lease.extendTicket request a ticket for a lease extension
lease.renegotiate request a ticket for a lease modification
query request information about the actor (e.g., resource pool)

Provider Interface: called by consumer
ticket.redeem redeem a ticket for a lease
ticket.extend redeem a ticket for a lease extension
lease.vacate initiate a close and vacate lease

Consumer Interface: called by broker/provider
ticket.updateLease a ticket granted from the broker
lease.updateLease a lease granted from the provider
lease.cancel close an existing lease

Table 2.2: General protocol for lease negotiation with brokers. Consumers negotiate
contracts with broker intermediaries and receive tickets that consumers redeem at
providers for leases.

• Lease termination. Both providers and consumers may wish to terminate a

lease before its duration expires. For example, a consumer may find that it no

longer requires its resources when its hosted service or application completes.

A provider may decide to terminate a lease if it has other consumers who could

make better use of the resources or offer to pay a higher price for the resources.

However, for either actor, terminating a lease prematurely may come at a cost

depending on the terms of the contract. For example, the actor that terminates

the lease may have to pay a penalty to the other actor. The call for a consumer

to end a lease is vacate which allows the provider to reclaim those resources

and reallocate them to another consumer. For the provider to cancel a lease it

uses the cancel call to indicate to the consumer that it no longer has control

over the resources in that lease. It can cancel a lease at any point.

• Lease modification. The hosted applications and services of a resource con-

sumer may fluctuate resulting in the need for varying amounts of resources.
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There is a continuum of alternatives for adaptive resource allocation with leases.

The most restrictive model might disallow any changes to a lease once it is

made. In this model, when resource demand increases, or resources are re-

quired for a longer period of time than originally anticipated, a consumer may

request new leases and when demand decreases a consumer may allow leases

to terminate. However, this may cause the consumer to have fragmentation

of resources across multiple leases as well as a lack of continuity if it has to

instantiate services on new resources. Instead, Orca allows a flexible model

that permits actors to renegotiate lease contracts at any time (e.g., changing

number of units or lease duration). Consumers extend their lease durations

and modify the resources and attributes within a lease by using the extend or

renegotiate calls. A consumer may renegotiate its lease at any point with

a provider, and a provider may send unsolicited lease updates to consumers

indicating changes to the lease. However, depending on penalties defined in the

contract, these updates may come at a cost to the provider.

The ability to renegotiate contract terms to match varying resource demands

may encourage a consumer to acquire short leases; however, when there is

resource contention, the consumer may benefit more from longer leases to reduce

the risk of not receiving resources on an extend. One alternative is to use

higher-level contracts that define a minimal guarantee for resource holdings

over multiple lease extensions [28]. This type of contract allows a consumer to

have assurances over resource control, but also the ability to negotiate for more

resources if there is no resource contention.

Tickets are an important abstraction for Sharp and Orca because they allow

aggregated resource allocation at broker intermediaries while enabling site autonomy

and local resource control. As explained in Section 2.2.1, in Orca, sites delegate allo-
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cation control to brokers but retain control over placement. Sharp allows brokers to

coordinate resource management securely across multiple sites. All Sharp exchanges

are digitally signed, and the broker endorses the public keys of the service manager

and site authority. Previous work describes the Sharp delegation and security model

in more detail, and mechanisms for accountable resource contracts [89].

2.2.5 Related Work - Networked Virtual Computing

The advancements in virtualization technology, such as secure isolation and cus-

tomized environments, have expanded the opportunities for flexible, reliable, and

secure resource sharing. While my work addresses how to provide dynamic and

adaptive resource management to virtual computing environments, related work has

focused on the mechanisms required to configure and instantiate virtual resources for

consumers. SoftUDC [113], Usher [135], Collective [154], VMPlants [125], Virtual

Iron [7], VMware [178], and Xen [32] propose virtualization mechanisms for a single

data center. Projects such as Violin, have worked on the mechanisms for linking

virtual machines into virtual networks [79, 152, 150, 164]. Amazon’s Elastic Com-

pute Cloud (EC2) permits customers to create virtual machines and charges for the

amount customers use over time [8]. The Virtual Compute Lab (VCL) provisions

virtual machines to researchers and students [5]. These systems run diverse envi-

ronments over common hardware, with varying degrees of isolation, and many with

centralized control of resource management. Many of the techniques and mecha-

nisms proposed in this related work are applicable and complementary to the Orca

architecture, such as migration, VM instantiation, and virtual networks.

As opposed to the mechanisms for virtualization, this thesis investigates resource

management for virtual computing systems. Sandpiper [187] focuses on a part of

the resource management challenge by incorporating policy to migrate VMs to meet
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client-provided SLAs. Unlike Orca, its focus is within a single data center; however,

a provider may incorporate its policy to manage the assignment of VMs. VMware’s

VirtualCenter [178] provides a first step in data center automation with VMs and

provides hooks necessary for further automation and dynamic resource management.

In-VIGO [18], SODA [110], and Virtual Workspaces [116] address distributed vir-

tualization systems in the context of grid middleware. Virtual Workspaces provides

mechanisms to virtualize grid resources for grid applications. In-VIGO has a resource

management policy that determines how to perform job execution, and SODA utilizes

existing grid middleware as a resource management layer to virtualize the resources

to host applications. Compared to this related work, Orca provides adaptive appli-

cations and allow the virtual layer provided hosted grid middleware direct access to

virtual resources. Chapter 7 addresses resource management across the Orca con-

trol plane and existing middleware systems hosted on a common virtual computing

environment.

The Orca architecture is applicable to other types of virtual computing resources.

Although this thesis uses virtual machines as a running example, the scope of virtu-

alized networked computing is broader and includes a variety of computing resources

such as storage [9, 101, 111] and network virtualization [10, 36, 152, 165]. For ex-

ample, the OptIPuter project [157, 167] and EnLIGHTened proposed building an

optical grid between sites [34]. These techniques may be applied as a way to allocate

virtual networks with Orca. More generally, the Orca architecture also applies to

clusters, blade arrays, and other scalable computing systems that enable controlled

hardware-level partitioning on a coarser physical basis [25, 45, 52, 53, 184]. Orca

actors, protocols, and interfaces are designed in a resource-independent fashion that

allows for a wide variety of virtual computing resources. Prior work addresses phys-

ical machines [53, 106] and virtual machines [96]. Section 4.2.3 and [106] provide
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an overview of how Orca is resource-independent to allow systems to plug in other

virtual resources, such as storage and networks.

2.2.6 Related Work - Leases

The common purpose of a lease is to specify a mutually agreed time at which the

client’s right to hold some resource expires. If the client fails or disconnects, the

server can reclaim the resource when the lease expires. The client renews the lease

periodically to retain its hold on the resource.

Lifetime management. The technique of robust distributed reference counting

with expiration times appeared in Network Objects [42]. Subsequent systems, includ-

ing Java RMI [185], Jini [177], and Microsoft .NET, have adopted it with the “lease”

vocabulary. Leases have also been used in garbage collection [41, 177]. PlanetLab

uses leases to manage the lifetime of its guests, rather than resource control or adap-

tation [35]. The intersection of the web services community and the grid community

in the last few years resulted in the evolution of WSRF (Web Services Resource

Framework) to access logical resources through stateful web service interfaces that

provide a protocol lifetime management of hosted services [83].

Mutual exclusion. Leases are also useful as a basis for distributed mutual

exclusion, most notably in cache consistency protocols [93, 133]. To modify a block

or file, a client first obtains a lease for it in an exclusive mode. The lease confers the

right to access the data without risk of a conflict with another client as long as the

lease is valid. The key benefit of the lease mechanism itself is availability: the server

can reclaim the resource from a failed or disconnected client after the lease expires. If

the server fails, it can avoid issuing conflicting leases by waiting for one lease interval

before granting new leases after recovery.
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Resource management. As in Sharp [89], the use of leases in Orca combines

elements of both lifetime management and mutual exclusion; each offered logical

resource unit is held by at most one lease at any given time. If the lease holder fails

or disconnects, the resource can be allocated to another guest. This use of leases is

related to, but is distinct from the work cited above for lifetime management and

mutual exclusion. Orca and Sharp leases apply to the resources, not the guest. The

lease quantifies the resources allocated to the guest; thus leases are a mechanism for

service quality assurance and adaptation. Each lease represents an explicit promise

to the lease holder for the duration of the lease.

Through their ability to provide admission control between resource consumers,

advance reservation capabilities, and reservation renewals, leases in Orca are also

similar to soft-state reservations [66, 193], which have long been a topic of study for

real-time network applications. Related work has also proposed resource reservations

with bounded duration for the purpose of controlling service quality in a grid. For

example, Globus toolkit’s GARA (General-purpose Architecture for Reservation and

Allocation) proposes a quality of service architecture that has support for advance

reservations, brokered co-reservations, and adaptation [63, 149]. GARA specifies

its reservations with the same parameters as Orca (Section 3.1) and allows for

reservation modifications. As with Orca leases, GARA reservations involve two

steps: the first grants a reservation and the second binds the reservation to required

resources (Section 2.2.4). After the first step in GARA, the reservation is guaranteed,

whereas in Orca, a lease is not guaranteed until after the binding step.

2.3 Discussion

This chapter gives an overview of alternatives for resource management for shared

infrastructures, including different alternatives for brokering intermediaries in these
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environments. It also describes the Orca resource management architecture, its

use of virtualized resources, and how it builds upon the Sharp framework. While

Sharp provides a framework for secure resource leasing that is used as a basis for

the Orca architecture, Sharp by itself is not sufficient. For example, as Section 3.2

describes, the Sharp model is not sufficient for multidimensional, virtual resources.

Chapter 3 details the algorithmic challenges for resource provisioning for virtualized

resources. Chapter 4 describes the implementation of the Orca actor protocols.

Then, Chapter 6 describes how policy tensions may arise as a result of using the

Sharp leasing framework and how they can be addressed.
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Chapter 3

Policy Definition

Adaptive resource management faces many challenges, including dynamic customers

and the federation of autonomous providers. For example, in the case of virtual

machines, services may request resources at any time for any length of time, virtual

machines may vary in size along multiple dimensions, and virtual machines may be

placed on host machines in many different ways. Policies should accommodate on-

demand, adaptive, and reliable allocation to enable resource management of shared

infrastructures. This chapter focuses on the algorithmic challenges associated with

the provisioning problem, such as multidimensional resource requests, lease exten-

sions, and elastic requests.

Section 3.2 defines tickets and the nature of the broker’s resource inventory. Sec-

tion 3.3 gives an overview of the broker’s allocation problem. Section 3.4 explains

the varying nature of consumer contract requests. Section 3.5 provides an overview

of objectives brokers may follow in their resource allocation policies, and describes

some of the algorithmic challenges for resource provisioning.

3.1 Providers

In a virtual computing layer, resource management divides quantities of resources

and allocates them to multiple consumers. However, resource management exists at

the hardware layer as well. A premise of my work is that every resource has a sched-

uler that is responsible for arbitrating the control of underlying physical resources to

hosted entities. with varying degrees of performance isolation. The isolation prop-

erties are generated in contracts between consumers and providers. To implement
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resource guarantees to hosted entities, physical machines and virtual machine systems

at providers support resource control mechanisms required to back these guarantees

(e.g., Resource Containers [31], Xen hypervisor [32] or VMware ESX server [178]).

The following are three main types of schedulers that determine the division of virtu-

alized resources to hosted guests, but differ in the amount of assurances they provide:

• Best-effort. A best-effort scheduler offers assurances of resource control. This

type of scheduling may be adequate if the system is sufficiently over-provisioned.

However, if that is not the case, hosted applications in these systems must

handle resource uncertainty and be flexible in their resource expectations over

time.

• Reservations. This thesis uses the term reservations to refer to an allocation

of resources that provides strong assurances on the amount of resources a con-

sumer receives. Reservations define a promise to the hosted entity about the

resources it will receive and when; consumers may request a start time that

is in the future. While reservations provide guarantees, if the user does not

require all of the resources in its reservation, they are wasted. As an example,

the Rialto system uses reservations for CPU allocations [112].

• Proportional share. Proportional-share resource schedulers (e.g., [67, 141,

179]) are based on max-min fairness that ensures that during times of resource

contention, users do not receive more than they request and receive resources in

proportion to their share, or percentage, of system resources [109, 141]. How-

ever, the schedulers are typically work-conserving, meaning that even when

some users are not requesting up to their share, other users receive those re-

sources, typically in proportion to their shares. Chapter 5 describes propor-

tional share in more detail.
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Proportional sharing has been used for CPU scheduling to divide resources

between processes [78, 160, 175, 179, 180] and in the scheduling of network

links [37, 92]. Lottery scheduling [179] is one example of a scheduler that

uses a proportional resource sharing policy to determine resource allocations.

Some virtual machine systems, such as Xen [32] and VMware [178], support

proportional-share schedulers for sharing underlying host resources between the

different VMs. The advantage of using a proportional-share scheduler is that it

constrains the progress rates of competing system guests, but at the same time

it does not waste resources.

By definition, proportional share is a work-conserving implementation of reser-

vations since users are guaranteed their share, but does not allow resources

to go to waste if consumers can benefit from idle resources. Additionally, if

each user is assigned a zero percent share, proportional share generalizes to

best-effort scheduling since users receive no guarantees of resource usage and

instead compete with other consumers for resources.

My work is independent of the specific resource control provided by schedulers of

virtual resources. Best-effort scheduling allows the most flexibility to the resource

scheduler, whereas reservations allow consumers to always know how much resource

they will receive. Since proportional share provides resource guarantees, and is also

work-conserving, in general, my work assumes that proportional share scheduling

provides the resource control on virtualized resources.

While the the Orca architecture can be utilized to allocate a virtual resource,

sized to meet the performance targets in the guest, the focus of my work is to apply

the above scheduling techniques on a larger scale to allocate groups of shared virtual

resources to services and applications. Orca allocates virtualized resources using

contracts, but the architecture is not dependent on how the resource implements the
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contract (e.g., proportional share or best-effort). However, the architecture assumes

resources can be metered and monitored such that the allocation policy may allocate

units of virtualized resources. Chapter 5 directly applies the above proportional-share

scheduling technique to group resources for virtual computing environments.

Providers approve and finalize resource contracts. Orca defines lease contracts

by their units u, resource type r, and term d (duration and start time). The same

contract attributes are used to define resource requests and tickets. Table 3.1 gives

an overview of lease contract attributes. Each type has associated attributes that

characterize the function and power of the specific resource. Through the resource

type attributes, Orca actors can quantify resource capabilities in an application-

independent way. For example, a contract could represent a reservation for a block

of machines with specified processor and memory attributes, or a storage partition

represented by attributes such as capacity, spindle count, seek time, and transfer

speed. Resource management policies match the type specified in the request with

the resource type. There needs to be some global knowledge of type definition across

the architecture; however, my work assumes that this knowledge already exists at

system actors; the units attribute indicates the number of resources of the specific

type in the contract; contracts also include properties that define the attributes of

the resources and possibly the nature of the contract. Example properties include

resource and contract properties such as the amount of CPU and memory a resource

has or if the resource has a public IP address [106]. Section 3.4 provides examples of

properties a consumer may place on a contract request.

Resource providers delegate resource control to brokers by issuing a source ticket

j that includes the delegated resource units uj, the resource type rj , and the term

for the resource control dj . After receiving resource control, the broker can allocate

resources to consumers. The collection of source tickets at a broker constitutes its
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resource inventory. The broker can subdivide resources defined in source tickets

among multiple consumers. When providers delegate control over physical resources

that may be virtualized, such as host servers, they may limit the degree to which the

broker may subdivide the resources in multiple dimensions (e.g., CPU and memory).

This limit is based on the level of partitioning the virtual scheduler on the host

resource can provide. My work assumes that the broker knows how to divide the

resources (e.g., slicing individual machines from a cluster or partitioning a physical

host into multiple virtual machines). Section 3.4.5 describes the multidimensional

provisioning of host resources.

A key goal of the contracts in the architecture is to represent groups of like

resources as tickets for blocks of resource units. For example, it should be possible

for a single source ticket to represent a block of thousands of resource units of the

same resource type, or for a broker to issue a ticket for a virtual cluster consisting of

hundreds of homogeneous virtual machines. By following this approach, each resource

unit of a source ticket represents a bin—for example, a physical host that may host

one or more virtual machines. A source ticket describes a bin pool with one or more

bins of identical capacity—for example, multiple physical hosts of the same type.

Orca follows the Sharp secure and accountable resource delegation model where a

source ticket only comes from one resource pool [89]. To the provider and broker, all

units of the same type are interchangeable, so all resources within a ticket are also

interchangeable. Therefore each ticket, and consequently each contract, only defines

one resource type. If a consumer requires resources of multiple types, it must receive

multiple contracts—one for each type. This approach limits the number of source

tickets if a provider has many resources of the same type; however, in the worst case

there may be one source ticket for each resource at the provider. This would greatly

increase the complexity of resource allocation since each allocated resource would
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Lease Contract Attributes
term duration of lease and its start time
units number of resources allocated in the lease
type type of resource in lease
properties other agreed-upon lease conditions

Table 3.1: Example attributes of a resource contract. The term defines when the
lease is valid. Each lease contains resources of a single type. The unit attribute of a
lease represents the number of resources of that type that have been allocated to the
consumer within this lease. Any additional information that needs to be expressed
between the consumer and provider is included as properties of the lease. Example
properties include the cost of the lease, penalties if the contract is not fulfilled, or
configuration details about the consumer’s software stack for the leased resources.

have its own lease. To minimize these effects, a provider may correlate resources

with similar characteristics into a single source ticket and describe the type as the

lease common denominator of the resource types that are bundled together in the

source ticket.

3.2 Tickets

The resource scheduling challenge is to decide how much resource to allocate to each

consumer request, and when. The broker issues a series of contracts with consumers

that subdivide the resources in the broker’s resource inventory. As described in

Section 2.1, Orca brokers allocate contracts in the form of tickets to consumers who

then redeem them for leases at resource providers.

A consumer request x includes the requested units ux, resource type rx, and term

dx. The request indicates how many and what type of resource the consumer requires

and for how long. As with lease contracts, requests may include properties that clarify

or provide additional constraints on the request. Section 3.4 describes how these

properties may affect ticket allocation. The broker approves a request for resources

by issuing a ticket that is redeemable for a lease on resources at some site, subject

to final approval at the site. A ticket i that defines allocated units ui, of a specific
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resource type ri, and for a given term di, confers control over units of a resource of a

specific type (such as a physical machine or storage space). It also specifies the term

over which the contract is valid. Since brokers perform resource allocation across a set

of source tickets, which have limited terms, the size of their resource inventory may

fluctuate over time. Brokers must accommodate this in their allocation policies [143].

As with type, since contracts follow the Sharp framework, a broker may only issue

a ticket from exactly one source. Sharp places this constraint to ensure contracts

can be validated by a provider that is responsible for the provisioning of the lease

and that the provider can be held accountable for its delegation of the resources to

a broker for allocation.

Tickets follow the Sharp framework where a broker may only issue a ticket from

exactly one source and each ticket may only contain one type of resource [89].

3.3 Allocations

Brokers face an online problem of scheduling a stream of arriving requests onto avail-

able resources in their inventories. A broker may satisfy requests as they arrive, or

it may convert the problem into a series of offline scheduling problems by running

a series of batched allocations at well-defined times. The policy described in Chap-

ter 5 uses this approach. In this case, each allocation invokes one iteration of the

broker’s scheduling policy and allocates tickets from the accumulated set of incoming

requests posted for that allocation. At the time of each allocation, the broker maps

the requests onto available resources and issues tickets.

When requests arrive at a broker, it places them at the appropriate allocation

time. For example, this may be the next scheduled allocation or a future allocation

decided by looking at the requested term. Depending on the properties included with

the request (Section 3.4), if a request is not allocated during an allocation period,
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the broker may defer the request or reject it. Each broker allocates its resources by

“carving” tickets from its source tickets to fill consumer requests without violating

capacity constraints of the source tickets. An allocation does not violate capacity

constraints if for any time t, the sum of the resources allocated to the tickets with

terms overlapping time t is less than or equal to the sum of the resources in the

source tickets available for time t. When satisfying a request, the broker excludes

a source ticket if its term expires during the term of the request or if the source

ticket has already had all its resources for the requested term allocated to other

requests. It is possible for brokers to oversubscribe resources by allocating more

resources than are available. A broker may do this to improve resource efficiency if

consumers leave contracts unclaimed or if contracts are implemented with best-effort

leases (Section 3.1).

3.4 Nature of Requests

Consumer requests include the number of units, the duration, and the type; however,

requests may also include an arbitrary set of request properties that express additional

constraints, degrees of freedom, or objectives such as resource value. To help brokers

with resource selection and request arbitration, consumers may include properties in

their requests. For example, to improve the probability that their requests will be

satisfied, consumers may define a range of acceptable resource types or be flexible

in the number of units they will accept, and allow the allocation policy the ability

to determine which allocation is feasible. Table 3.2 gives an overview of some of the

request properties used in the Shirako toolkit.

Brokers may allow varying degrees of freedom in requests depending on the pol-

icy they implement. The more flexibility a broker allows (e.g., allowing requests

for advance reservations or requests for multidimensional resources), the more allo-
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Request Properties: passed in a lease request or response
elasticSize Reservation will accept less than the requested resource units
min/max Defines constraints on the requested units, size, or time (e.g.,

elasticSize.min prevents the broker from allocating too few re-
sources)

deferrable Reservation may start at a later time than in the request
elasticTime Reservation may be for less time than requested
atomicId ID for an atomic request—set on all requests that are members of a

request group for broker coallocation
utility Utility function representing what the consumer with pay for differ-

ent numbers of resource units

Table 3.2: Example properties that may be set on a resource request. Section 3.4.1
describes elastic requests that give the allocation policy flexibility to determine the
number of resource units and lease start time. Section 3.4.2 describes request groups.

cation challenges it places on its allocation algorithm. Brokers handle a variety of

allocations, including elastic requests (Section 3.4.1), request groups (Section 3.4.2),

extends (Section 3.4.3), requests in the future (Section 3.4.4), and multidimensional

resources (Section 3.4.5).

3.4.1 Elastic Requests

As described in Section 3.2, requests specify their desired resource units, resource

type, and term. To improve the probability that their requests will be satisfied,

consumers may define a range of acceptable resource allocations and have the bro-

ker’s allocation policy determine which allocation is feasible. Consumers label these

requests for a range of acceptable values as elastic. For example, a consumer may

indicate maximum and minimum amounts of resources it will accept, or multiple

acceptable resource types (e.g., two different processor types).

Elastic requests may make the broker’s policy more challenging since it has to

search through a larger range of possibilities to allocate the request, as well as choose

between multiple feasible allocations. When consumer configurations are complex

and when brokers have a diversity of resources in their inventories, a more so-
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phisticated resource description than the simple one defined in Table 3.1 is neces-

sary. For example, brokers may incorporate formalisms for defining and matching

configurations to consumer request specifications from work such as SWORD [20],

VGrADS [38, 118, 119], Condor [145] (including gang matching [146] and set match-

ing [131]), and In-VIGO [18, 189].

3.4.2 Request Groups

Combining requests together into a request group indicates to the broker that it must

fill the requests atomically (co-schedule them). A consumer can also use request

groups to make requests for multiple resource types (e.g., storage and computing

power). To define a request group, a consumer sets an ID on each request (atomicId

in Table 3.2). To ensure that requests are not allocated until they all arrive at a

broker, a consumer may also set a count for the number of requests that are associated

with that ID. Then, once the broker receives all of the requests, it provisions the

requests at the same time.

Orca also defines lease groups to sequence lease configuration in resource con-

sumers. For example, in the case of a hosted application with master and worker

computational nodes, the master must be initiated before the workers. Lease groups

affect the configuration of consumer resources once they are allocated, rather than

resource provisioning. Lease groups are described in more detail in [106].

3.4.3 Lease Extensions and Modifications

If a consumer requires resources beyond the duration of its lease, it may make an

extend request to the broker to extend the duration of its term (this occurs by re-

questing a ticket extension at the broker and redeeming it for a lease extension at

the provider). Extensions maintain the continuity of resource assignments when both
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parties agree to extend the original contract. Each new lease has a period of time

that it takes to setup a lease (e.g., resource configuration and software stack instal-

lation) and a period of time to teardown the lease (e.g., cleaning any relevant state

from the resource). One benefit of a lease extension is that it makes it explicit that

the next holder of a resource is the same as the current holder, bypassing the usual

teardown/setup sequence at term boundaries. Extends may also free the holder from

the risk of switching to a new resource assignment—provided the provider ensures

that the consumer retains its resources across lease boundaries and is not transferred

to other resources.

Resource demands of hosted applications and services of a resource consumer

may fluctuate, resulting in the need for varying amounts of resources. As defined

in the general actor protocol from Section 2.2.4, consumers may renegotiate and

extend their leases. Modifications to the lease may including flexing the size of their

allocations (e.g., the number of resource units and/or the size of VMs) or changing

the lease duration. By supporting flexing and extends, brokers allow consumers to

alter their allocations under changing and unpredictable resource demands. Without

flexing, a consumer with growing resource demands is forced to instantiate a new

lease for the residual demand, leading to a fragmentation of resources across a larger

number of leases. Likewise, shrinking a lease would force a consumer to vacate a

lease and replace it with a smaller one, interrupting continuity. Extending leases also

allows consumers to handle unpredictable durations of resource demand if there is

low resource contention in the system.

3.4.4 Future Allocations

A broker may schedule requests into the future if its resources are constrained or if the

request is for an advance reservation. Requests for advance reservations specify terms
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that start in the future. Allocating advance requests as they arrive, as opposed to

saving them until a future allocation time, allows consumers to know their resource

holdings well into the future. This may allow consumers to to do a better job at

meeting the needs of their hosted applications.

A request may specify that it is deferrable—flexible in its start time—leaving the

broker free to schedule it in the future. This may help alleviate constraint at the

broker and allow it to successfully allocate more requests. A consumer may choose

to indicate its requests are deferrable if, for example, it is requesting resources for an

experiment and is flexible when the experiment needs to start; however, this is not

applicable for lease extension requests since there is the risk of having a break in the

lease.

3.4.5 Multidimensional Resources

In virtual computing environments, consumers may request tickets for virtual re-

sources that have been carved out of underlying host physical resources. These types

of virtual resources are called slivers since they are a fraction of a host. For example,

to acquire a VM, a consumer makes a request to a broker for a sliver: when the

ticket is redeemed, the provider binds a VM to the sliver. Slivers are defined along

multiple dimensions (e.g., CPU, memory, and bandwidth). The number of dimension

attributes and their granularity is a property of the resource type. Consumers specify

these sliver properties in their requests. Alternatively, consumers may make a ticket

request for each dimension of a resource and associate them in a request group [88].

The provider specifies the dimensions and their granularities in the source tickets

it issues to brokers. The initial value for each dimension defines the number of grains

of resource along that dimension, i.e., the capacity of each bin and the minimum

granularity at which the broker can partition it. For a source ticket j, the dimension
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Figure 3.1: Using vector addition to represent packing two-dimensional slivers in a
partitionable resource. After the first ticket a is “carved” from the host, �s(a) defines
the remaining space. This space is taken by the issuing of tickets b and c.

attributes �sj are the space available for the resources in that ticket.

The broker’s allocation policy has the challenge of subdividing partitionable re-

sources to satisfy consumer requests without violating capacity constraints of the host

resources along each dimension. The subdivision of resources into slivers is referred to

as slivering. Sharp is not sufficient for virtual computing resource allocation since it

does not handle resource slivering.1 Section 6.1 presents one example policy that al-

lows for flexible allocation in multiple dimensions. Due to the algorithmic challenges

for these types of policies, described in Section 3.6, it uses a greedy heuristic.

The broker “carves” tickets from its sources to fill requests without violating

capacity constraints of sources along each dimension. Consider the example in Fig-

ure 3.1. It depicts three single-unit tickets with varying dimension attributes, �r,

carved from a bin—one unit of a source with �s = (16, 16). The total allocated from

a bin is given by vector addition: the bin is full when
∑

�r = �s. The space remaining

in a bin after a ticket i is assigned to it is �s(i). In Figure 3.1, after the allocation

of lease a, �s(a) defines the remaining space, which is then consumed by allocation

of leases b and c. The next assignment of a single-unit ticket j to the same bin is

feasible iff �rj ≤ �s(i).

1Slivering policies require extensions to Sharp to name grains and logical units, which are beyond
the scope of this thesis and are discussed in my colleague David Irwin’s thesis.
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This view of multidimensional resources is similar to that presented in Toyoda’s

algorithm for multidimensional bin-packing [172]. Toyoda’s algorithm compares the

vectors of requested slivers to determine the cost/benefit tradeoff of assigning resource

grains to different requests. An extension proposed in Minerva [22] modifies the way

Toyoda’s algorithm computes the vector to consider �sj so that the algorithm accounts

for slivers the algorithm has already assigned to the resource.

Many alternatives exist for multidimensional resource partitioning. One proposal

is computons [12] (a fixed set of predefined sliver sizes). They simplify the partitioning

problem by using static slivers, at the expense of reduced flexibility. To illustrate,

consider a physical host with a 3.2 GHz CPU, 2 GB RAM, and a 1 Gb/s I/O channel.

The broker may decide to simplify the problem by partitioning the resource into eight

computons, each comprising the equivalent of a 400 MHz CPU, 256 MB RAM, and

128 Mb/s of I/O. The broker could assign any of the eight computons to a given

virtual machine request, but does not allow the consumer to customize the size of

its partitioned resource. Computons can result in unused resources if they are not

an exact fraction of a resource. Broker allocation policies may use computons, but

brokers are not limited to computons in general.

3.5 Policy Objectives

Broker policies may try to maximize objective functions—functions that indicate the

“goodness” of different resource contracts. These help the broker prioritize different

allocation choices during times when its resources are constrained. The following are

a few example objective functions:

• Utility. Each request has a utility (value) vx and the broker’s objective is to

maximize the value
∑

vx for the completed requests during each allocation of

resources. The broker may assign the value or consumers may specify their own
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value. For example, a request may specify utility functions within their request

properties to indicate how a consumer values different resource assignments [22,

28, 47, 52, 56, 104, 143, 163, 182].

This objective function is commonly used in economic resource allocation to set

prices on resources in which prices fluctuate based on the supply and demand

for those resources. Here, utility functions correspond to what a consumer is

willing to pay for the allocation. A variety of economic auction protocols have

been proposed for resource management [27, 47, 127, 147, 181, 186]. Orca’s

leasing architecture is sufficiently powerful and extensible to accommodate a

wide range of provisioning policies. In [105] the Shirako toolkit is used to

experiment with market-based virtual machine hosting based on self-recharging

virtual currency.

• Fairness. Each consumer has an associated value for cumulative resource

usage, and the broker’s objective is to minimize the weighted difference between

the values over time. This is the objective function used in proportional share

scheduling algorithms [92, 179, 180]. Chapter 5 defines a policy that shares

resources fairly among multiple consumers.

• Maximum Allocation Flexibility. The broker tries to maximize the ability

of the allocation policy to satisfy an extension request for larger sliver size. This

is beneficial if the system expects extends to flex their resource dimensions.

Section 6.1 describes a broker policy that uses a worst-fit greedy heuristic to

maximize this objective function for partitionable resources.

• Efficient Resource Usage. The broker’s objective is to maximize overall

resource usage. For example, the broker may try to maintain high resource

utilization across its inventory. Another example is in energy management:
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energy consumption may be reduced by concentrating work onto a minimal set

of servers [52].

Some of these policies may be stacked, or composed, within a single broker policy.

For example, the Winks proportional-share policy, described in Chapter 5, uses a

fairness objective to determine the order it satisfies requests from consumers, but

it also incorporates a policy that performs bin packing on the broker’s inventory to

determine if there is space to schedule the request.

3.6 Policy Complexity

The primary focus of this thesis is tangential to the algorithmic challenges of resource

allocation. The goal is not to identify the best heuristics or compare them to op-

timal; for example, the algorithm in Section 6.1 uses a worst-fit, greedy heuristic.

Rather, my work focuses on the system architecture to provide a virtual computing

environment that is powerful enough to accommodate varying objectives and to ex-

periment with different algorithmic approaches. The remainder of this section gives

intuition behind the complexity of writing broker allocation algorithms for the types

of provisioning policies required in Orca.

Many of the formulations of the broker’s resource allocation problems are NP-

hard. For example, when consumer requests have different associated utilities and

the broker tries to maximize utility, the provisioning problem is an instance of a

NP-hard knapsack problem [121, 122]. Each allocation is an instance of an offline

parallel, multiple knapsack problem (PMK). Consider the problem of deciding the

best allocation of a set of requests to a set of resources in a source ticket j that

includes a set of uj knapsacks—one for each unit in the source ticket. It is parallel

(P) in that the algorithm must place all ux of each request x on the units of the

source ticket in order to earn the value vx.
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Other objectives are also NP-hard, such as scheduling requests to meet dead-

lines [159], maximizing utilization across a collection of resources, or allocating re-

quests to use the fewest resources possible [90]. While in many cases approximation

algorithms and heuristics exist, they do not guarantee the optimal solution to the

broker’s objective.

Allocating multidimensional resources is also NP-hard. In this case, increased

flexibility comes at the cost of increased complexity in the provisioning problem.

With the addition of dividing resources into slivers, the knapsack problem turns

into an instance of an offline multidimensional multiple knapsack problem (MDMK).

That is, each set of resources defined in a source ticket j represents a set of uj

multidimensional knapsacks of equivalent capacity �sj. The problem is to assign the

multi-dimensional (MD) �r-vectors to the multiple knapsacks (MK).

Allowing a request x to specify that it is elastic along any or all resource dimen-

sions �rx, or in the unit count ux, gives the broker multiple choices to satisfy the

request. If the request has a different value associated with each choice, then the

broker must solve an instance of a multiple-choice knapsack problem (MC). While

not addressed in this thesis, MC knapsack problems are also applicable to economic

problems where value is a measure of the underlying value of the resources to the

consumer; knapsack algorithms serve as the basis for addressing many combinatorial

allocation problems that include incentives for bidding truthful values.

Computons help reduce complexity because they predetermine the resource ratios,

restricting the problem to one dimension at some cost in flexibility. However, value-

maximizing assignments are NP-hard even with computons.

Kelly [121, 122] provides a summary of the current state of the art for solv-

ing knapsack problems and its precursors, and of promising directions for effective

and competitive solutions. Also, [122] shows that integer programming (CPLEX)
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is promising for multi-dimensional, multiple choice knapsack problems (MDMCK)

when dimensionality is small and fixed, but does not address the PMDMK knapsack

variant. Good heuristics and approximations exist, but the choices may be sensitive

to the consumer applications.
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Chapter 4

Extensible Resource Management

Chapters 2 and 3 describe the resource management problem and challenges for the

Orca architecture. This chapter presents Shirako, a toolkit for building Orca ac-

tors.1 Actor policy extensibility occurs through the use of controllers: pluggable

modules that encompass actor-specific resource management policies. Shirako pro-

vides common actor shells that have defined APIs for plugging in controllers and

policies. This chapter describes the interfaces that allow for extensible resource man-

agement. It also describes the integration of the Maui Scheduler as an example

resource controller (Section 4.8). Chapters 5 and 6 follow with a description of poli-

cies designed for virtual computing environments that may be incorporated into a

Shirako broker controller.

Section 4.1 provides an overview of the Shirako toolkit and Section 4.2 describes

the specific mechanisms that allow for policy and resource extensibility within the

system. Then, Section 4.3 provides Shirako’s implementation of the general Orca

leasing protocols. Section 4.4 describes the lease object to help explain how to use

the Shirako toolkit for resource management. Section 4.5 provides an example of how

to develop controllers for a service manager and then Section 4.6 describes how to

develop a broker resource controller. Finally, Section 4.7 illustrates Shirako’s dynamic

leasing capabilities.

1David Irwin, Aydan Yumerefendi, and others are major contributors to the Shirako implemen-
tation [106]. Unless indicated, this chapter describes contributions I have made to the Shirako
project that relate to this thesis.
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Figure 4.1: Overview of Orca actors as implemented by the Shirako toolkit. Service
managers monitor their hosted guest applications and lease shared system resources
to accommodate the dynamic resource requirements of their applications. Authorities
export provisioning control over provider resources to brokers. These resources form
the broker’s resource inventory. Brokers arbitrate among resource requests to allocate
resources in their inventory. Service managers receive tickets from brokers, which are
redeemable for leases at authorities.

4.1 Shirako Overview

Shirako is a Java-based toolkit for building resource-leasing services using web ser-

vices technologies. It is a prototype comprised of a generic core that defines lease

protocols based on Orca components, and includes plug-in interfaces for for poli-

cies and resource type extension modules [106]. The core is responsible for actions,

such as managing state storage and recovery, actor instantiation, and mediating ac-

tor interfaces. The plugin interface allows for different policy implementations in a

way that does not require the altering of Shirako system code and makes for a clean

and extensible interface. It is important to note that Shirako is just one technology

for developing Orca actors; Orca is “open” in the sense that any actor may join

the system if it speaks the leasing protocols and common conventions for describing

resources and their configuration.
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Figure 4.1 illustrates the three types of actors that Orca defines. Orca bases

the actors on the Sharp framework [89] and they correspond to consumer, provider,

and broker roles described in Chapter 2. Each actor implements its own local policy

and may use feedback to make decisions about its policy (e.g., how many resources to

request or the status of resource pools). As described in Section 2.2.3, the interactions

of these policies drive resource management for the federated environment. The

following gives an overview of the different actors:

• Service Manager. Each guest (e.g., application or service) has an associated

service manager that monitors application demands and resource status, and

negotiates to acquire leases for the mix of resources needed to host the guest.

Each service manager is a resource consumer that requests and maintains leases

on behalf of one or more guests. The service manager is driven by its own

knowledge of application behavior and demand.

• Authority. An authority controls resource allocation at a resource provider

(e.g., assigning virtual machines, rebooting servers, or configuring resources for

guest applications), and is responsible for enforcing isolation among multiple

guests hosted on the resources under its control. For example, autonomic data

centers grow and shrink resource allotments to adapt to the changing needs

of their resource consumers. An authority can be a wrapper for various data

center technologies.

• Broker. As described in Section 2.2.1, Orca uses brokers to balance the

autonomy of providers with the system’s ability to allocate resources globally to

their highest and best use. Brokers arbitrate requests among service managers

and provision shared resources.

In the Shirako prototype, actors may be instantiated on the fly, and they may
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associate and interact in a variety of ways. For example, a service manager may

lease resources from multiple providers; a provider may peer with multiple brokers;

a broker may coordinate resource usage across multiple providers.

Shirako’s core is application and resource-independent because the core and actor

interfaces make no assumptions of the underlying resources or hosted guest applica-

tions. Instead, actors implement plug-in extension modules (controllers for resource

management policies and resource handlers for different types of resources) that are

invoked from the core in response to specific events (Section 4.2). Shirako actors

are also ticked regularly to indicate the passing of time and to see if any actions

need to be performed, since many actor actions result not only from events, but also

from the progression of time. In the current prototype, actors are externally ticked

to eliminate any dependency on absolute time.

Prior work helped formulate and shape Shirako’s leasing protocols and extension

mechanisms [104, 105]. While it used a prior implementation of the system [53, 104],

this prior work involved the use of markets and auctions for resource arbitration and

allocation. In [104], client requests need to include value functions that describe the

amount the client is willing to pay the system to run its job and the value depends on

when its job completes. In [105], clients need the ability to query auctions to learn

the current price of resources, and also to incorporate their bid in requests—possibly

within utility functions to represent their valuations of resources. When designing

the Shirako protocols and interfaces, I kept this prior work in mind to ensure they

are designed in a way that supports these functions for these types of systems.

The Shirako toolkit applies to any type of computing resource that is partitionable

into measured and metered resource units. Resources are typed, and each type is

associated with a controller module and a driver that controls instances of the resource

(Section 4.2.3). Shirako’s leasing model can generalize to many kinds of shared virtual
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resources. Most of my work focuses on the specific example of Xen virtual machines

as a basis for secure, adaptive, on-demand resource sharing in federated clusters.

Shirako has the power to control the following aspects of Xen virtual machines:

the CPU share, memory reservation, send/receive bandwidth, and VM migration

(both live and stop-and-copy) [94, 96]. Section 6.3 discusses migration as a resource

management mechanism.

The current Shirako implementation uses Cluster-on-Demand (COD) as a re-

source manager plugin [53, 106]. COD is a set of handlers for resource imaging,

booting, and node post-install. It currently supports both physical machines and

Xen virtual machines, including sliver resizing on lease renewal and policy-driven mi-

gration to adapt to changing demands. Shirako is not limited to COD as the backend

resource manager and could use site managers such as VCL [5] or EC2 [8] for virtual

machine leasing. In fact, Shirako can plug in a resource manager with resource han-

dlers that emulate management functions but do not actually interact with external

resources [106].2 Section 4.2.3 discusses resource handlers further.

This chapter describes Shirako’s implementation as it relates to the extensibility

of broker resource allocation policies and the formulation of resource contracts. Fig-

ure 4.2 gives an overview of Shirako’s leasing protocols and actor extensibility. Actor

controllers are represented by colored boxes and a typical flow of actor interactions

are numbered in the order they would occur. Section 4.2 describes Shirako’s exten-

sibility mechanisms and Section 4.3 describes the Shirako leasing protocols. A more

detailed overview of the Shirako toolkit implementation is in [106].

2David Irwin and Aydan Yumerefendi are primary contributors of the resource configuration defi-
nition in Shirako as well as the integration of COD as a site authority. My research incorporates
this work to instantiate the resources allocated by the resource management policies.
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Figure 4.2: Summary of the separation of the Shirako leasing protocols and the
core, as well as extension points for the leasing system. Colored boxes in each ac-
tor represent the controllers—policy modules—and the arrows illustrate the leasing
protocol. The numbers represent a typical sequence of interactions. Once a service
manager formulates its requests [1], it issues either a ticket or extendTicket request
to the broker [2]. The broker determines the allocation of its inventory to requests [3]
and sends tickets via updateTicket back to service managers [4]. Service managers
redeem their tickets for leases by calling redeem or extendLease on the authority [5]
and [6]. The authority determines the assignment of resources to leases [7] and calls
updateLease on the service manager to notify it of its lease status [8]. Each actor
also uses a query protocol to ask questions of the plugin policies. Plugin resource
handlers determine how to react to ticket and lease notifications depending on the
requested resource type.

4.2 Extensibility Mechanisms

A key goal of the Shirako toolkit is to be pluggable and extensible to support a

wide variety of hosted guest applications and resources. Controllers encapsulate

resource management policy for different actors (Section 4.2.1). Property mechanisms

attached to protocol exchanges allow actors to exchange context-specific information

(Section 4.2.2). Resource handlers encapsulate resource configuration mechanisms

(Section 4.2.3).
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4.2.1 Controllers

The Shirako toolkit defines generic actor shells that interact with the leasing core;

however, specific actor policies (e.g., a broker’s provisioning policy or a provider’s

assignment policy) are defined within actor plugin modules, called controllers. By

doing this, the Shirako core remains policy-independent. A controller is a clocked

policy module within an actor that is invoked periodically by the actor to make policy

decisions to meet objectives under changing conditions. Controllers provide resource

management extension points for Shirako since they are pluggable and allow for a

variety of custom policies. Figure 4.2 gives a high-level overview of how controllers

are incorporated into the three Shirako actors.

In the service manager, the controller is the module with direct interaction with

the hosted guest application and it implements any information exchange (e.g., query-

ing the application for its status or service requirements). The controller also decides

when and how to acquire new leases to meet changing application demand, extend

and modify existing leases, and redeem existing tickets. Since it acts on behalf of

hosted guests, this controller is a guest controller. Providers and brokers implement

resource controllers for resource management policies. In the broker, the controller

provisions resources to service managers based on its inventory. In the provider, the

authority’s controller redeems service manager tickets for leases and assigns resource

requests onto its resource pools. This chapter provides further implementation details

about guest controllers (Section 4.5) and broker controllers (Section 4.6).

4.2.2 Properties

Actors in Shirako exchange context-specific information to guide policies and con-

figuration actions. For example, as described in Section 3.4, a service manager may

express a variety of requirements for contracts within its requests. Shirako wishes
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to maintain a clean decoupling of generic leasing protocols from resource-specific

and actor-specific information. This allows protocols to accommodate a variety of

information exchanged between actors.

As opposed to defining new protocol interfaces for each type of information that

must be communicated, Shirako represents all such context-specific information in

property lists attached as attributes to requests, tickets, and leases. The property

lists are sets of ¡key, value¿ string pairs that are opaque to the leasing core: their

meaning is a convention among the controller plugins. Properties flow from one actor

to another in each of the exchanges shown in Figure 4.2. The resource, configuration,

and request properties are further described in [106]. Request properties specify de-

sired attributes and/or values for resources requested from a broker. In Section 3.4,

Table 3.2 gives example properties service managers may attach to their requests.

Brokers and providers may need to attach context-specific information in their

responses to service managers. They do so by attaching resource properties to resource

descriptions to specify their attributes and resource types. In many cases, these are

similar to the properties service managers attach to requests, but may also include

more detailed resource attributes (e.g., memory, CPU, or clock speed).

4.2.3 Resource Configuration

It is a goal of the Shirako toolkit to accommodate a variety of resources and allow

flexibility in the system to incorporate new resources. Actors and the leasing protocol

are resource-independent as a result of abstracting resource-specific information in

Shirako into resource handlers. Shirako provides generic interfaces to enable handlers

to perform resource configuration actions, such as adding resources to a lease, resiz-

ing resource slivers, or tearing down the resources in a lease. To specify information

for resource instantiation and configuration at providers, service managers include
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Method API Description Called By

Service Manager
updateTicket(ticket) provide a response to a ticket re-

quest with either a ticket or a rejec-
tion/failure

broker

updateLease(lease) grant a lease to the service manager authority

Broker
ticket(request) request a ticket for a resource lease on

behalf of a hosted application or ser-
vice

sm

extendTicket(request, lease) request a ticket for a lease extension sm
updateTicket(reservationSet) allocate resources to the broker for its

resource holdings
authority

query(propertyList) request information about the inven-
tory

sm

Authority
redeem(ticket) redeem a ticket for a new lease sm
extendLease(ticket, lease) redeem a ticket to extend an existing

lease
sm

close(lease) close an existing lease sm
query(propertyList) request information about resource

pools
all actors

Table 4.1: The implementation of the Orca leasing abstractions in the Shirako
toolkit for the service manager (sm), broker, and authority. The calls are fully asyn-
chronous except for the query calls which synchronously return the requested prop-
erties.

configuration properties on lease redeem requests. For example, for virtual machines

these may include the location of the boot image or secure node access. The config-

uration of leased resources is outside the scope of this thesis. Resource configuration

is described further in [106, 191].

4.3 Leasing Protocols

This section describes Shirako’s specific implementation of Orca’s general leasing

protocols from Section 2.2.4. Figure 4.2 shows how Shirako actors interact through

the leasing protocols. The initial Shirako prototype implements a subset of the gen-

eral protocol. While the subset proved to be sufficient to construct a variety of virtual
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computing systems [95, 144, 192], as discussed in Section 4.3.2, future work with Shi-

rako will extend this subset to allow service managers to vacate leases. Table 4.1

gives the APIs for each actor.

All calls are asynchronous except for the query interfaces, which are synchronous

so that they immediately respond with the properties requested in the call. Sec-

tion 4.3.3 describes query properties in more detail. The following are details about

the implementation of the leasing protocols in Shirako beyond that covered in Ta-

ble 4.1 or in the discussion of actor protocols in Section 2.2.4.

4.3.1 Flex and Extend Leases

The Orca leasing abstractions allow contract renegotiations to occur at any time

during the term of the contract (Section 2.2.4). However, to simplify the protocol

and to minimize actor communication, the Shirako toolkit constrains the ability of

a service manager to modify its lease. A service manager may increase the duration

of its lease, and these lease extensions (or renews) must be requested before the end

of a lease. Lease holders may negotiate limited changes to the lease at renewal time,

including flexing the size of their allotments (e.g., the number of resource units and

the size of VM slivers). Since Shirako combines lease updates and extensions, the

extendTicket and extendLease interfaces are used for lease flexes and extends.

Since Shirako does not allow lease renegotiations outside of lease renewals, service

managers decide if they will react to growing demand by requesting additional leases

or if they will request short leases so they may renew their lease for more resources

if their guest demand grows over time. In the future it may be useful to incorporate

higher-level contracts that allow service managers to negotiate long-term resource

guarantees across multiple lease renewals [28]. This would allow for many short

renewals and give the service manager additional flexibility to adjust resources to
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dynamic application behavior while still providing basic resource assurances; however,

this is left for future work.

In practice, flex and extend leases require allocation and assignment policies to

sequence their actions with care. For example, when implementing flex extend leases

in Shirako, resource assignment at the authority needed to be sequenced to process

shrinking extends first, then growing extends, then new redeems. Without this imple-

mentation, the authority’s assignment policy could not satisfy requests during times

when resources were constrained since it did not believe there was sufficient space

across its resources.

4.3.2 Premature Lease Termination

Service managers may require a way to prematurely terminate their leases and have

these resources propagated back to the broker for use by other guests. For example,

in hosting applications where consumers may not correctly predict their demand

(e.g., job scheduling [95] or an experimental testbed [192]) consumers may need to

terminate their lease due to over-estimations of resource requirements. Therefore, it

is future work to add the interface for service managers to vacate a lease. Currently,

service managers may indicate to the authority that they are finished with a lease by

calling close on the authority, but the authority does not propagate the relinquished

resource information to the broker for allocation to other service managers.

4.3.3 Queries

Queries are generic interfaces between actors. Actors use queries as a mechanism to

learn about another actor. As an example, before making a request to a broker, a

service manager may wish to know more about the broker’s inventory or policy (e.g.,

resource types and availability or how frequently the broker allocates resources).
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Query Property Description
inventory Snapshot of the current resources under the broker’s control

so that the guest controller knows what types of resources
it may request and if those resources will satisfy its require-
ments. The broker can choose the level of transparency it
wishes to disclose about its resources; exposing more infor-
mation allows the guest controller to better formulate its re-
quests.

partitionable Describes if the broker allows requests for resource slivers
(e.g., virtual machines with specified CPU, memory, and
bandwidth).

advanceTime Defines how early a request needs to arrive at a broker to
ensure that the broker will satisfy that request for a given
start time. For example, a broker may run an auction for a
specific start time a day in advance.

callInterval The length of time between allocations on the broker. De-
pending on the broker’s allocation policy, it may only perform
them at regular intervals (e.g., scheduled auctions).

Table 4.2: Example properties a guest controller may set on a query to learn more
about a broker and a description of what the broker may return as a result of the
query.

To formulate a request, a service manager may also wish to know more about what

request properties the broker’s controller policy accepts and understands; for example,

some brokers may understand an elasticSize property, whereas others may not.

Table 4.2 provides examples of queries a service manager may make to a broker to

gain information about its policy.

4.3.4 Actor Configuration

Not shown in Table 4.1 are methods that define actor configuration and how actors

associate with each other. This may be accomplished through an automated policy,

or manually by a system administrator. For example, a system administrator may

call a method, such as addBroker or addGuest, to associate actors and give them the

authorization to use that actor as a broker or guest. The Shirako system supports a

registry for actors to learn about each other.
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4.3.5 Populating an Authority’s Resource Pool

Authorities control sets of resources at a provider. To delegate control over resources

to an authority, a system administrator at the provider uses the donate call. Then,

if the administrator needs to reclaim resources, it uses the release call. This may

occur if the administrator requires those resources for its own users locally at the

provider.

4.3.6 Populating a Broker’s Inventory

In addition to the APIs shown in Table 4.1, there is another API for populating a

broker’s resource inventory. Brokers receive resources for their inventories in one of

two ways: using the export/claim protocol with a provider, or the ticket protocol

to request resources from another broker.

As described in Section 3.2, a broker’s inventory is composed of source tickets

from providers. Providers may choose to delegate control of resources to a broker for

several reasons: to ease contract negotiations, to minimize policy challenges (such as

admission control), or to attract consumers. To delegate control, the authority issues

an export call that creates a source ticket with information such as the description

of the resources and the duration of the broker’s control over them. The broker then

calls claim to receive the source ticket and populate its inventory.

Another way in which brokers may receive resources is requesting tickets from

other brokers. A broker may act as a resource consumer and issue a ticket request

to another broker who will subdivide its source ticket and issue an updateTicket

on the requesting broker with resources. From the point of view of the broker being

asked for resources, the requesting broker looks identical to a service manager.
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Figure 4.3: Interacting lease state machines across three actors. A lease progresses
through an ordered sequence of states until it is active; the rate of progress may
be limited by delays imposed in the policy modules or by latencies to configure
resources. The green color represents the states a request goes through for ticketing
and then purple represents the states a request goes through for assignment and
configuration of the lease. Failures lead to retries or to error states reported back
to the service manager. Once the lease is active, the service manager may initiate
transitions through a cycle of states to extend the lease. Termination involves a
handshake similar to TCP connection shutdown.

4.4 Representing Resource Tickets and Leases

One of the core objects of the Shirako toolkit is ResourceLease. It implements a

service manager’s resource request, ticket, and lease. It is copied between actors and

actors manipulate their local copy to formulate tickets and leases. On each actor,

different interfaces to the ResourceLease are exposed. Figure 4.4 shows the primary

interfaces of a ResourceLease object on the service manager. Section 4.6.1 gives the

interface exposed to the broker. The ResourceLease contains the lease’s attributes

described in Section 3.2, such as its state, duration, and associated resources. This

section describes the ResourceLease abstraction, but specific implementation details

are not included for ease of exposition. The following gives an overview of the primary

components of a ResourceLease:
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• State. ResourceLease has states that are locally defined at each actor. Fig-

ure 4.3 illustrates typical state transitions for a Shirako ResourceLease through

time. The state for a brokered lease spans three interacting state machines, one

in each of the three actors involved in the lease: the service manager that re-

quests the resources, the broker that provisions them, and the provider that

owns and assigns them.

The lease state machines govern all functions of the core. State transitions

in each actor are initiated by arriving requests or lease/ticket updates, and

by events such as the passage of time or changes in resource status. Actions

associated with each transition may invoke a plugin (e.g., controller), and/or

generate a message to another actor. The service manager state machine is

the most complex because the brokering architecture requires it to maintain

ticket status and lease status independently. For example, the ActiveTicketed

state means that the lease is active and has obtained a ticket to renew, but it

has not yet redeemed the ticket to complete the lease extension. The broker

and provider state machines are independent; in fact, the provider and broker

interact only when resource rights are initially delegated to the broker.

• Term. The duration and start time of a lease. It defines the interval of time

over which the lease is valid, or the requested period of time for a lease when

making a request (Section 3.1). When formulating a resource request, the term

indicates the preferred start time and duration of the lease and the start time

may be in the future for an advance reservation; the ResourceLease’s term can

also be modified to alter the start time, and duration (e.g., on lease extension).

• Type. Each lease contains resources of one type (Section 3.1). An actor

may learn how to define resource types by querying providers or brokers (Sec-

tion 4.3.3). It is also possible to use a service for discovering resource types,
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ResourceLease

// get attributes
public Term getTerm()
public int getUnits()
public ResourceType getResourceType()

// get/set properties
public void setProperty(String propertyName, String property)
public String getProperty(String propertyName)

// state queries
public boolean isActive()
public boolean isTicketed()
public boolean isClosed()
public boolean isFailed()
public boolean isNascent()

Figure 4.4: An overview of the ResourceLease interfaces. The ResourceLease
object is used by all actors in Shirako and may take the form of a request, ticket, or
lease. An actor may query the ResourceLease attributes and state. The interface
also defines a way for an actor to set properties on the ResourceLease.

such as the Globus Monitoring and Discovery Service (MDS) [81], but this is

beyond the scope of this thesis.

• Properties. Any additional lease attributes are included as properties (Sec-

tion 4.2.2).

4.5 Guest Controllers

As described in Section 4.2.1, service managers include plugin policy modules, called

guest controllers. These controllers interact with a guest application, monitor its

functions, and respond to events (e.g., requesting changes to sliver sizing or to the

number of virtual machines or their location). The Shirako toolkit makes the assump-

tion that all guests can translate their current service demands and performance goals

into a resource request. It is the responsibility of the guest controller to make this

translation and formulate resource requests for the service manager to issue requests

to brokers to satisfy the guest’s demand. This is straightforward if the hosted guest

application directly uses resources; however, it is more likely that the application is

running a service (e.g., a job execution service, or a web service). In this case, a guest
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Figure 4.5: An overview of a service manager implemented with the Shirako
toolkit. Shirako defines the leasing protocols (e.g., updateTicket) as well as meth-
ods such as demand to send a ticket request to a broker. The guest controller defines
formulateRequests, ticketSatisfies and leaseSatisfies methods to formulate
ticket requests and to respond to broker and authority updates about tickets and
leases.

controller monitors the guest application and may use an instrumentation layer, as

in [192], or interpose on the application to understand its resource requirements over

time. By doing this, it can more accurately predict the demands of the application

and lease an appropriate amount and type of resource from providers.

Figure 4.5 shows an overview of a service manager and the guest controller’s

API to the service manager. The black boxes are the service manager’s interface to

other actors. The white boxes outside the guest controller are classes and interfaces

for the controller’s convenience. The query method sends a query request to an-

other actor and the demand method sends a request to a broker. The calendar does

the management of the service manager’s resource tickets and leases. To integrate

into a service manager, a guest controller must implement the formulateRequests,

ticketSatisfies, and leaseSatisfies methods. The latter two refer to resource

configuration, while the first formulates resource requests for the service manager’s

guest application.
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4.5.1 Guest Controller Interface

Service managers periodically invoke guest controllers to indicate the passing of time.

When this occurs, the guest controller’s policy determines the resources required for

the hosted guest application and may issue lease requests to receive those resources.

Figure 4.6 gives an overview of the steps a guest controller goes through to formulate

and demand a request. The following are the general steps of a guest controller

policy:

1. Track guest status and translate into resource demand. The guest con-

troller learns the state of the guest to make decisions about how to service its

resource needs. This is application-specific and the guest controller may im-

plement it in a variety of ways. If the controller is tightly coupled with the

application, the application may make resource demands directly to the con-

troller for resources [95]. The controller may call the application. For example,

when hosting a job execution service like Sun Grid Engine [2], the controller

queries SGE’s job queue to understand what resources it requires to satisfy

that demand [53, 106]. Alternatively, the controller may use an instrumenta-

tion plane where the application periodically publishes metrics about its status

that the controller can translate into resource demand [192].

2. Track resource status. The guest controller learns the current state of its

resources (e.g., how many resources it has, and at what time its resource hold-

ings will decrease). As shown in Figure 4.6, the guest controller may do so by

asking its calendar about its active leases. In Shirako, guest controllers manage

their resource leases. Instead of implementing their own data structures, they

may choose to utilize calendars provided in the Shirako toolkit. Since leases

are dependent on time, the calendars provide a way to store and query present
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and future resource holdings. They also provide convenient methods to learn

about leases in different states.

3. Formulate resource requests. The guest controller formulates its request as

a ResourceLease and sets its desired term, number of resource units, and

type of resource (Section 4.4). To define additional attributes on the re-

quest (e.g., request flexibility), the controller attaches request properties to the

ResourceLease. These express additional constraints, degrees of freedom, or

objectives (such as resource value) to a broker policy to guide resource selection

and allocation. Section 3.4 gives an overview of the roles these may play in the

broker’s policy and Table 3.2 provides example request properties.

4. Issue the request. Once the guest controller formulates its request, it sends

the request to the broker. In Shirako, this method is called demand. When

demand is called, the service manager shell verifies the request is formulated

correctly and calls ticket or extendTicket from the broker’s interface.

4.5.2 Event Handler

Guest controllers may want to perform operations before or after lease state changes.

For example, before a ticket is sent to the provider to be redeemed, the guest controller

may want to include additional configuration properties to indicate how its lease

should be instantiated (e.g., VM image location) [106]. Another example is that a

guest controller may want to clean the machines in a lease that is ending before the

lease closes. To notify the controller of these events, the Shirako toolkit supports

an EventHandler (not shown in Figure 4.5). This object is an upcall target that

is called on state changes; guest controllers may define handler entry points for the

upcalls they wish to receive.
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Guest Controller

/* query hosted application for status and
   translate status into resource demand */
application.query();

/* query calendar for current holdings (active leases) */
calendar.getHoldings(now);

/* (optional) query broker for properties */
Properties props = Broker.query();

/* create a ResourceLease */
ResourceLease request = new ResourceLease(units,resourceType,startTime,length);

/* set request properties */
request.setProperty(renewable,true);
request.setProperty(elasticSize,true);
request.setProperty(deferrable,true);

...
request.getResources().setProperty(elasticSize.min,10);

/* demand request by sending ResourceLease to service manager */
serviceManager.demand(request);

Figure 4.6: A general overview of the steps for a guest controller to generate a
request by using the interfaces defined in the Shirako toolkit. To determine the
required resources, the guest controller queries the guest application and compares
its resource needs to its current resources in its active leases. The guest controller
may also query a broker to determine how to formulate its request to be allocated
by the broker’s policy. Once it determines the demand, the guest controller creates a
ResourceLease. It sets the required attributes and then attaches request properties
before sending the ResourceLease to the service manager to be sent as a request to
the broker.

Another use of the EventHandler is for lease extensions. If a lease is marked as

renewable the service manager shell automatically issues an extend request to the

broker for the duration of the previous lease. However, if a guest controller wishes to

have complete control over lease extensions, it may register with the EventHandler

to receive a call before the service manager issues an extendTicket call to the broker.

When the guest controller receives the event call, it may choose to modify request

attributes, such as the lease term or even mark the request as nonrenewable so that

its term is not extended.

4.6 Resource Controllers

In Shirako, the resource arbitration and allocation policies occur within a broker,

and even more specifically, within a resource controller. As described in Chapter 3,
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Figure 4.7: An overview of a broker implemented with the Shirako toolkit.
Shirako defines the leasing functions (e.g., ticket) as well as methods such as
generateUpdate to send a ticket back to a service manager. The resource con-
troller defines query and allocate methods to respond to service manager queries
about its inventory and perform resource provisioning.

this controller is responsible for mapping resource requests to resources. The result

of the policy is a set of tickets that is sent to requesting service managers via the

updateTicket protocol.

Figure 4.7 shows an overview of a resource controller’s API to the broker actor.

The black boxes are the broker’s interface to other actors. The calendar performs

the management of the broker’s resource inventory (resources that have been donated

by providers) as well as the tickets it has granted to service managers. The broker’s

resource controller is responsible for the allocation of resources (allocate) and for

responding to query requests (query). Section 4.6.1 and 4.6.2 discuss these methods

of the resource controller’s API.

4.6.1 Allocate

There are several common functions a broker allocation policy implements. Chapter 3

describes the challenges of allocation algorithms. Chapters 5 and 6 describe example

resource controller polices in detail and Section 4.8 describes the integration of an

existing scheduler as a resource controller. The following outlines the basic steps a

resource controller follows to allocate resources:
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1. Learn resource availability. To learn about available resources, the resource

controller queries its calendar. As in the guest controller, the broker’s resource

controller maintains a calendar to manage its resources. In the case of the

resource controller, the calendar manages its source tickets from providers,

granted tickets, as well as requests from service managers. To learn about

available resources, the resource controller queries the calendar.

2. Match requests with resources. The resource controller retrieves the pend-

ing requests from its calendar and decides which resources it will pair with a

request as well as perform arbitration when there is contention for resources.

Request properties may guide resource selection and arbitration when the bro-

ker is resource-constrained. For example, requests may specify utility functions

for economic resource management [105]. A number of projects have investi-

gated the matching problem (e.g., ClassAds [145] and SWORD [20]), and could

be used to help the controller decide which resources to pair with requests.

3. Satisfying a request. When the resource controller policy determines the re-

sources that satisfy a request, it attaches resources to the request. Once the con-

troller makes the request complete, the broker shell uses the generateUpdate

method to send the response to the appropriate service manager.

4. Handle unsatisfied requests. When the controller cannot satisfy a request,

it may fail the request or see if the request is flexible (e.g., deferrable start time

or elastic in the resources it will accept). If it is deferrable, it may revisit it at

the next allocation cycle.
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4.6.2 Query

The broker’s query method is called by any other actor (Section 4.3.3). A broker

may decide how much information it wishes to expose about its policy in its response.

To respond, the broker may need to look at its inventory, for example, to learn the

different types of resources it may allocate, or to give statistics about its allocated re-

quests. Table 4.2 gives a subset of different properties to which the resource controller

may respond. It is the resource controller’s responsibility to decide which properties

it wants to define and expose through that interface.

4.7 Adaptive Allocation

This section demonstrates the arbitration of resources by brokering intermediaries to

consumers with changing workload. It also shows the effect of allowing requests to

be elastic and the broker’s ability to satisfy requests.

4.7.1 Methodology

Shirako supports an emulation mode to stress the system. Shirako emulation is iden-

tical to a real deployment except it uses null resource drivers and the system ticks

actors based on a virtual clock [106]. While this thesis presents mostly emulated ex-

periments, results that demonstrate consumers leasing virtual machines from Shirako

are demonstrated in [95, 96, 106, 144]. In particular, [106] provides scalability and

overhead results from the Shirako implementation or a networked cluster testbed.

Most experiments run all actors within a single Java Virtual Machine on one

physical server. The actors interact through local proxy stubs that substitute local

method calls for network communication, and copy all arguments and responses.

Results reporting the performance of Shirako using SOAP/XML for messaging among

actors are presented in [106].
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Figure 4.8: Scaled resource demands for one-month traces from an e-commerce
website and a production batch cluster. The e-commerce load signal is smoothed
with a flop-flip filter [52] for stable dynamic provisioning.

Sample input loads come from traces of two production systems: a trace of job

submissions from a compute cluster at Duke University, and a trace of CPU load from

a major e-commerce website. The load signal from the compute cluster was scaled by

a factor of .7 and the e-commerce was scaled by a factor of 200 to adjust the traces for

the number of resources used in each experiment. Making these adjustments allowed

for two workloads to compete to receive the available resources in the experiments.

Figure 4.8 shows scaled cluster resource demand—interpreted as the number of nodes

to request—over a one-month segment for both traces (five-minute intervals). To

account for burstiness in the e-commerce trace, as the application runs, a guest

smooths its requests with a flop-flip filter [52]. This filter holds a stable estimate of

demand Et=Et−1 until that estimate falls outside some tolerance of a moving average

(Et = βEt−1 + (1− β)Ot) of recent observations, then it switches the estimate to the

current value of the moving average. The smoothed demand curve shown in Figure 4.8

uses a 150-minute sliding window moving average, a step threshold of one standard

deviation, and a heavily damped average β=7/8.

To quantify the effectiveness and efficiency of an allocation, the results use a

metric based on the root mean squared error (RMSE) between the load signal and
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the service manager’s received resources. RMSE measures the average magnitude

between values of the two lines; squaring the values places a higher emphasis on large

differences between the lines. Numbers closer to zero are better: an RMSE of zero

indicates that an allocation exactly matches demand. RMSE gives an estimate of

how close a dynamic resource allocation compares to the resources allocated to a

guest’s changing demand. However, there may be other factors related to resource

provisioning that RMSE does not quantify; for example, RMSE does not differentiate

between over-provisioning and under-provisioning. This may be a problem if the guest

has minimum requirements for its resources and is unable to sufficiently perform its

function if it receives less than its demand. RMSE would provide an inaccurate

estimate of the performance of the resource provisioning policy in this case since

times when the broker under-provisions the guest should be biased higher than times

when resources are over provisioned.

To allow for a bias between over-provisioning and under-provisioning, RMSE can

be broken down and cast in a way that provides a differentiation between the two

types of inaccurate allocations. Whereas RMSE squares the magnitude (in either

direction) between the base line and the comparison line, the magnitude can be split

into a sum x + y where x is the error above (over-provisioning) and y is the error

below (under-provisioning). By introducing a weight α onto x and α − 1 onto y, the

metric can bias one type of provisioning as having a greater impact than the other:

(α × x) + ((1 − α) × y) (4.1)

The experiments in this thesis use α = 0.5 since from the broker allocation policy

perspective, over-allocation is just as problematic as under-allocation: during times

of over-allocation resources may not be used efficiently if there is another guest that

could utilize the over-allocated resources.
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4.7.2 Adaptive Provisioning

To illustrate adaptive provisioning between competing workloads, the first experiment

emulates two providers with 70 host servers who delegate provisioning power to a

single shared broker. The broker uses First Come First Served (FCFS) priority

scheduling to arbitrate resource requests between two service managers, one running

the e-commerce load and the other the batch load; the interactive e-commerce service

receives a higher priority. Service managers request leases of fixed durations and all

requests are for slivers the size of an entire host server.

Figure 4.9 shows the allocated resources for lease durations of (a) 12 emulated

hours and (b) 72 emulated hours. As expected, the priority allocation policy pro-

visions fewer resources to the batch cluster during load surges compared to the e-

commerce service. The e-commerce service has an RMSE of 13 with shorter leases

and 31 with longer leases. This difference is a result of how quickly the service can

acquire resources when its demand spikes. With shorter leases, it can have resources

reprovisioned away from the batch cluster much faster than with longer leases. How-

ever, this behavior results in a slight decrease of the RMSE with the batch cluster

from 23 with short leases to 22 with longer leases. This is because it can hold onto

resources for a longer period of time without the broker reprovisioning them to the

high-priority e-commerce service. For this specific trace and a priority policy, this

experiment illustrates that longer leases can cause a temporary priority inversion

which can benefit a consumer with lower priority since it takes a longer amount of

time to shift resources. This goes against a priority policy goal to allocate resources

with preference to the consumer with a higher priority. The longer the leases, the

longer a priority inversion can last.
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(a) Lease term of 12 emulated hours.
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(b) Lease term of 72 emulated hours.

Figure 4.9: Brokering of 140 machines from two providers between a low-priority
computational batch cluster and a high-priority e-commerce website that are compet-
ing for machines. Where there is contention for machines, the high-priority website
receives its demand causing the batch cluster to receive less. Short lease terms (a)
are able to closely track resource demands, while long lease terms (b) are unable to
match short spikes in demand.

4.7.3 Effect of Request Elasticity

Section 3.4 discusses elastic requests and gives examples of properties service man-

agers may set in their requests. If a request is rigid (e.g., the acceptable range is a

single value), the broker may reject it, even if it could successfully allocate it with

slightly fewer resources. The experiment involves an emulated provider with 100

physical machines, two guests (one using the e-commerce load and the other the

batch load), and a broker. Guest leases are 12 emulated hours. The broker uses a

policy that subdivides host resources into slivers. It allows guests to specify a range

of acceptable values for sliver size and resource units on each new and extend re-

quest. Section 6.1 describes this policy. Guest requests may specify the sliver size

they require. In this experiment, guests send variable-sized requests, with different

units, CPU, memory, and bandwidth requirements per reservation.

Table 4.3 shows the results of five different degrees of elasticity. The elasticity is

the ratio of the minimum acceptable value to the maximum acceptable value across

all dimensions: an elasticity value of 0% means that only a single value is acceptable
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Request Elasticity 100% 75% 50% 25% 0%
Allocated Lease Requests 951 815 575 457 340
Rejected Lease Requests 1073 1209 1449 1567 1684

Table 4.3: The effect of varying the amount of elasticity in terms of the number
of resources assigned to a request. As the elasticity decreases, the broker’s resource
allocation problem becomes more constrained, causing it to reject more requests.

across all resource dimensions, whereas a value of 100% means any value is acceptable.

The table shows that, as expected, the more elastic the requests, the more requests

the broker can satisfy.

Allowing elasticity is only beneficial for guests that can still satisfy their require-

ments with fewer resources. Guests that require a certain level of resource control

should be more rigid in their requests and not specify an elasticity below their re-

source requirements. However, guests that can benefit from additional resources can

utilize elasticity to have the broker deliver their minimal resource requirements and

receive additional resources during times where there are excess resources at the bro-

ker. This experiment indicates that broker allocation policies should allow elastic

requests, and by doing so, brokers can reduce the number of rejected requests made

by consumers.

4.8 Maui Scheduler as a Resource Controller

Section 4.6 described the interface for pluggable broker resource controllers. This sec-

tion demonstrates the generality of the interface through the integration of an existing

scheduler policy module (the Maui Scheduler [43, 108]) into Shirako as a resource con-

troller. Maui is an open-source batch scheduler that is designed to schedule jobs on

a cluster in a way that is both highly extensible and configurable. It has gained

wide acceptance within the high-performance computing community due to its ad-

vance reservation and backfill scheduling algorithms. The Maui Scheduler consists

of multiple components for resource management, including allocation, arbitration,
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and monitoring. It allows site administrators to plug in different scheduling policies

to arbitrate resource access between multiple groups and then multiple users within

those groups.

While Maui is meant for job scheduling, it can be applied as a lease scheduler due

to a duality that exists between the resource management in job execution systems

and leasing systems. The key is the similarity between requests that are provisioned

by the abstractions: both control over resources for a specific duration and/or time

period. One difference between the models is their treatment of resource control.

Both systems require duration estimates. In job execution systems, if the user over-

estimates its required duration, when the job completes, the system reclaims the

resources and initiates the next job. If the estimate is under the required duration,

some systems preempt the job while others allow the job to continue. In lease systems,

if the estimate is less than the required amount, the user can request a lease extension;

however, if the estimate is greater than the required amount, the user retains control

over the resources unless it issues a vacate to inform the system it no longer requires

the resources (Section 4.3.2). For the purpose of integrating Maui as a resource

controller, job schedulers do not deliver resource control to the user, but instead

just to the executing job, whereas lease schedulers give resource control to the user.

However, it is the duality that allows the Maui Scheduler to be implemented as

a resource controller for a broker. Chapter 7 compares resource allocation at the

middleware versus the lease layer or a in a hybrid system that combines the two

resource management systems.

Compared to Shirako, Maui does not currently provide an allocation across mul-

tiple providers since the scheduler is tightly bound to the resource manager and

assumes resources are all at one provider. Shirako is more general than Maui in

what it can host. Maui assumes that it is executing jobs on its resources, whereas
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Shirako can host entire middleware systems, including Maui or Globus, as a client

(Chapter 7).

Section 4.8.1 gives an overview of the Maui Scheduler, and then Section 4.8.3

explains the integration of the Maui Scheduler as a controller within a Shirako broker.

4.8.1 Components of the Maui Scheduler

The Maui Scheduler consists of four primary components, illustrated in Figure 4.10,

and described below:

• Server. The server is the interaction point for clients to the Maui Scheduler.

Clients submit requests through scheduling interfaces typical for batch sched-

ulers: for example, qsub (submit job), canceljob (cancel a submitted job),

checkjob (show state of submitted job) and showq (show state of the sched-

uler’s queue). The server communicates with the scheduler to satisfy the client

requests. This component is similar to a Shirako service manager in that it is

the translation point between the client and the scheduling system; however,

unlike Shirako, client requests must be formulated in Maui-understandable lan-

guage, whereas in Shirako, a service manager can autonomously determine how

to communicate with its clients.

• Scheduler. The scheduling component is the most widely used aspect of the

Maui system. It has been integrated as the scheduler for other batch systems

such as PBS, Torque, and SGE [15, 43]. It also responds to user requests sub-

mitted to the server. The scheduler maintains the queue of submitted jobs and

is responsible for determining the mapping of job requests to system resources.

Maui’s scheduling component is designed as a pluggable module and cluster ad-

ministrators may choose which policy best fits their requirements. Each policy

takes as inputs the queue of jobs and reservations, and a snapshot of the current
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state of the cluster nodes. The output of the policy is a schedule of requests.

The most common module is backfill [108], but the scheduler is designed to

accommodate a variety of other policies. The scheduler is tightly bound to the

resource manager and does both provisioning and placement of requests onto

the hosted resources.

• Database. Maui uses a database to store information about jobs, users, and

groups. When configuring Maui, administrators set user and group accounts.

This includes information about priorities, quality-of-service information, and

access or usage restrictions. As jobs are submitted and executed, their infor-

mation is stored and updated by the scheduler in the database. This allows the

server to respond to client queries about the status of jobs.

• Resource Manager. Maui also includes a component that manages the exe-

cution of jobs as well as system resources. When it is time for a job to execute,

the resource manager starts and monitors the job and informs the scheduler

when jobs complete. It also responds to queries about the status of individual

nodes and jobs. This component is similar to a Shirako authority since it keeps

track of the requests and the host servers, but, unlike Shirako, the assignment

is handled by the scheduler as opposed to in the resource manager.

There are two types of scheduling requests in Maui: jobs and system reservations.

Individual users submit jobs to the batch scheduler which executes them as resources

become available. Job submissions specify the number of resources and an estimated

running time of their job. They may also include specific node or network connection

requirements (e.g., processor speed). A system reservation reserves resources in ad-

vance for a specified time period. Reservation requests specify their intended resource

requirements and the desired start and end time of the resource usage. Reservations
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Figure 4.10: Overview of the Maui Scheduler. Clients submit requests to a server
which sends them onto the scheduler’s job queue. The scheduler looks at the queue
and uses priorities and policies to determine a schedule for running jobs. The database
stores information about job status as well as users (such as authentication and
priority). When a job becomes active, the resource manager starts and monitors jobs
on the resources and informs the scheduler when jobs complete.

are targeted towards system administrators to schedule maintenance or for groups of

users who need to run a series of jobs during a specified time period.

Maui takes a stream of incoming requests and determines the order requests will

be allocated, when and for how long requests will execute and where. Each resource

in a cluster is a node and each node may contain multiple slots. A slot is a subset of

the resources of a node that can accept a job and typically maps to a processor on

a node. Before each scheduling period, Maui queries the resource manager to learn

about the cluster resources (number of nodes, slots on each node, and availability of

each slot). Maui prioritizes jobs based on quality-of-service guarantees, and maintains

a job queue sorted by priority. At scheduling intervals, Maui iterates through the

queue to determine when jobs should be scheduled based on when resources become

available.

4.8.2 Maui Emulation

To use the Maui Scheduler for emulation experiments requires very few modifications

to the system. The primary modification is plugging in an emulated resource manager

module. Emulation experiments do not execute real jobs, so a simpler resource

manager can be used. The emulating resource manager maintains a calendar of all
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Figure 4.11: Client lease requests arrive at the Shirako broker where they are
translated into job objects and submitted to the Maui scheduler. The scheduler
allocates resources to the requests based on resource availability. When it is time for
a job to start, the scheduler contacts the resource manager. Instead of executing a
job, the manager sends a call to the Shirako broker indicating it can send a ticket
back to the lease requester. When the lease completes, the resource manager sends
a callback to the scheduler so it knows there are available resources.

scheduled requests and responds to queries about resource availability.

4.8.3 Maui Integration within Shirako

Due to the duality between jobs and leases, Maui can be integrated as a broker re-

source controller without modifying its scheduler. However, it is necessary to modify

some of the Maui components to match Shirako’s requirements for lease allocation. To

test the feasibility of this combination, I integrated the Molokini Edition of Maui [11]

as a resource controller module in a Shirako broker. This version of Maui is used

in the Shirako prototype because of the ease of integrating it with the Java code in

Shirako, as well as its simple extension points. Figure 4.11 shows the integration of

the Maui scheduler with Shirako. To integrate Maui as a resource controller, some

of its components required extensions as follows:

• Request Submission. When lease requests arrive at the broker, the broker

translates the requests into Maui job requests and submits those requests to

the Maui scheduler using the qsub interface. To perform the translation, the
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broker sets the number of slots equal to the requested units and it converts the

term to be the requested duration of the request. Since all elements of Maui

run within the broker’s domain, it submits requests directly to the scheduler as

opposed to running an additional server in front of the scheduler as was shown

in Figure 4.10. From the point of view of Maui, the broker submitted a job

request. Also, the Maui job object is modified to maintain the time elasticity

of a request. The scheduling policy can choose to allocate it into the future

as opposed to rejecting it if there is no space at the current allocation time.

Ticket term extension requests are handled in the same manner, but the broker

ensures that their requests are not elastic.

• Job Activation. In Maui, the allocation and execution of requests is tightly

coupled: a resource manager is responsible for the execution and lifetime man-

agement of requests. I implemented a very simple resource manager that tracks

and maintains all allocated requests. It informs the broker when jobs become

“active”—indicating to the broker that it can formulate and return a ticket for

the request.

• Resources. The Maui Scheduler assumes a static pool of resources, whereas

the broker’s inventory is dynamic since it only receives limited control over

provider resources. To overcome this difference, I added code to dynamically

add and remove resources. To prevent the scheduler from allocating leases over

resources that expire during the duration of the requested lease, the scheduler

takes that into account when making scheduling decisions.

• Representation of time. The Maui Scheduler uses system time as its repre-

sentation of time, whereas Shirako currently uses a virtual clock. Therefore, I

changed Maui calls to the system clock to query the broker shell for the current
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time.

• Database Functions. Maui database requests are serviced from the Shirako

actor database.

The integration of the Maui Scheduler as a resource controller for a Shirako broker

provides an example of how the Shirako controller interfaces are generic to allow a

range of controllers.

4.9 Discussion

This chapter describes the Shirako toolkit, and in particular, the Shirako extension

point of controllers so that actors can define customized policies. The guest controller

and the broker’s resource controller are discussed in detail to provide examples for

how the controllers plug into Shirako actors at defined interfaces.

The experiments provide illustrations of Shirako performing dynamic allocation

of resources between multiple service managers hosting different applications. They

also demonstrate that implementing allocation policies that allow request elasticity

can increase the likelihood that service manager requests are satisfied. Chapter 7

provides experiments that use the Maui Scheduler as the broker’s resource controller.

The chapter also uses the emulated Maui Scheduler as a job execution service hosted

on Shirako.
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Chapter 5

Fair Share for Dynamic Virtual Clusters

As discussed in Chapter 4, the Shirako toolkit provides interfaces that support the

extensibility of resource management policies in system actors thereby allowing actors

to incorporate their own customized policies into the system. This chapter focuses

on the provisioning policy at brokers. I have implemented a number of resource

controller policies for Shirako such as just in time scheduling [95], best-fit and worst-

fit allocation [96] (Section 6.1), fairshare, an auction with virtual currency [105], and

the Maui scheduler [11] (Section 4.8).

This chapter develops a full-featured fair share policy for a resource controller for

virtual computing. The policy can coordinate sharing of multiple networked clusters

and meets practical needs for a broker policy to control how quantities of resources

are shared over time in a fair manner among multiple, competing consumers.

5.1 Fair-share Scheduling

Fair-share scheduling algorithms allocate system resources to consumers based on a

defined assured share for each consumer [67, 100, 115, 141]. Fair share (also called

proportional-share scheduling) algorithms have been applied to implement differenti-

ated service quality for CPU scheduling and network packet scheduling [37, 92, 179,

180], and more recently, to virtual machines [32, 178].

The goal of this chapter is to apply fair share for resource control in shared

clusters. In the target environment applications are hosted within virtual machines

leased from a shared server pool [106] to obtain on-demand access and control over

customized computing environments. Since each lease request may obtain multiple
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virtual machines as a group, this discussion refers to the leased contexts as virtual

clusters. The role of the fair-share scheduler is to arbitrate flows of requests for

virtual machines or virtual clusters originating from a set of users or groups. The

policy objectives are to serve requests while assuring each active user or group a

minimum share of the resources according to its assigned weight, and to provision

any surplus resources proportionally to the weights.

To illustrate the importance of fair-share scheduling in this setting, consider a uni-

versity cluster shared by multiple research groups, each of which contributes servers

or other resources to the cluster. Suppose the policy is to allocate resources to each

group in proportion to its contribution. If some group is not using its share of the

servers, they become available for use by other groups. This policy uses shared re-

sources efficiently while providing incentives for groups and departments to contribute

resources to the shared cluster.

The original proportional-share algorithms applied fair share to flows of requests

contending for a single resource unit, such as a CPU or network link. More recent

work extends these algorithms to pools of multiple resource units, such as clusters [50,

160] or storage arrays [111]. In general, these algorithms assume that each request

is for a single unit. In a cluster setting it is also desirable to allow requests for

multiple concurrent units, such as a virtual cluster or a parallel job. Other features

are also useful in virtual computing systems, such as advance reservations for access

at specific times, priority scheduling for requests originating from the same group,

canceled or vacated leases, dynamic resizing of virtual clusters, and dynamic changes

to the server pool.

This chapter presents Winks1, a proportional share algorithm that integrates

fair queuing and a calendar scheduler to support weighted fair resource sharing in

1The name is derived from Weighted Wide Window Calendar Scheduler.
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virtual computing environments. My work extends an important algorithm called

Start-time Fair Queuing (SFQ) [92], as used in earlier work that extends SFQ to

pools of multiple resources [111]. Winks addresses the following extensions:

• Wide requests. Consumers may issue requests for multiple concurrent re-

source units to be allocated together: these requests are wide requests. (Sec-

tion 5.4)

• Flow reordering. Winks reorders requests in a flow while preserving the

fairness and efficiency properties of SFQ. If there are insufficient resource units

available to schedule a flow’s next request (e.g., because the request is wide),

Winks reorders the requests in the flow if there is another request from the

same flow that can be dispatched in place of the stalled request. Fairness-

preserving flow reorderings also support priority scheduling within each flow.

(Sections 5.4.1 and 5.4.3)

• Calendar scheduling. To prevent request starvation stalled requests, Winks

uses a calendar window to schedule requests in the future. Winks uses the cal-

endar to fit wide requests ahead in the schedule and “backfill” [77] the schedule

with smaller requests. The calendar window also enables support for advance

reservations. (Section 5.5)

• Dynamic resizing. Winks preserves fairness in the presence of dynamic re-

sizing of the shared resource pool or virtual clusters leased from it. (Section 5.6)

This chapter also provides extensions to Winks for priority scheduling (Section 5.4.3),

dynamic resource pools (Section 5.6.1), unknown request duration (Section 5.6.2), re-

quests that are flexible in their resource allotments (Section 5.6.3), and best-effort

allocations (Section 5.6.4).
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To apply a fair share policy, an administrative entity first groups the resource

consumers and assigns a configurable weight to each group, according to some policy

that is outside the scope of my work. The scheduler assigns resources to groups

proportionally to their weights. A flow f is the sequence of timestamped requests

p0
f . . . pn

f originating from some group. Thus each flow has an associated weight ϕf .

Without loss of generality, the work described in this chapter assumes that the weight

is a number between 0 and 1, and that the weights for all flows sum to one or less:

thus the weight represents an assurance that each flow f will receive at least a ϕf

share of the system resources if the flow demands it. The scheduler may execute

requests from the same flow concurrently and dispatched requests may complete in

any order.

These algorithms are work-conserving: they never leave a resource unit idle when

it can be used to serve a pending request. If surplus resources are available, e.g.,

because one or more idle flows have no requests over some time interval, then an

active flow may temporarily receive more than its configured share of resources. In

essence, work-conserving proportional share has a “use it or lose it” property: a flow

relinquishes its right to any portion of its share that it does not request to consume.

The Winks scheduler was designed to support a weighted fair share model for

a virtual “cloud” computing utility, such as Amazon’s EC2. The Shirako prototype

uses Winks as a resource controller for a broker, where each request is for a lease of

some specified duration for one or more virtual machines (nodes). Some requests may

specify a start time (advance reservations), while others are deferrable. The objective

of the Winks algorithm is to satisfy these requests from a host resource pool in a way

that preserves the fairness and efficiency (work-conserving) properties. The Winks

policy should obtain high fidelity to the weights of flows with clearly defined behavior

and fairness bounds, and to do this in a way that incorporates general support for
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advance reservations and other features important for virtual computing systems.

Initially the work discussed in this chapter only considers requests for fixed-size

virtual machines (as in EC2), although it is straightforward to extend the algorithm

to virtual machines bound to variable-sized “slivers” of host resources (e.g., mem-

ory, CPU shares, and network bandwidth) (Section 6.1.3). The shared host server

pool may span multiple cluster sites; the scheduling policy runs within a brokering

intermediary that coordinates access to networked resources under its control.

Although Winks is designed and prototyped for a virtual computing environment,

the underlying algorithm applies in similar scenarios such as parallel job scheduling

(see Section 5.2).

This chapter considers fair share of a cluster of host resources. Users make re-

quests for nodes, which are provisioned from hosts. A resource scheduler arbitrates

between requests and determines which users run what requests when. My work

makes the following assumptions: user requests are dynamically arriving, and may

be wide. Requests are independent—the scheduler does not account for dependencies

among requests. Requests specify an accurate duration. This assumption allows for

a variety of scheduling algorithms, including advance reservations and backfill. How-

ever, Section 5.6.2 describes an extension to support inaccurate duration estimates.

To simplify the problem, resources are homogeneous. The scheduler may execute

requests from the same user concurrently and may complete dispatched requests in

any order.

The key contributions with respect to Winks are to integrate these features into

proportional-share scheduling in a rigorous way by extending the SFQ algorithm and

its provable properties.
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5.2 Other Approaches

Fair share scheduling algorithms allocate system resources to users based on a prede-

fined share over long periods of time [100, 115]. Section 3.1 gives an overview of fair

scheduling policies and compares it to other types of scheduling mechanisms used in

hardware schedulers. This chapter uses fair scheduling at a higher level to partition

system resources. Three different types of policies are as follows:

• Proportional share. These policies rigorously adhere to user shares and only

allocate users more than their share when there are remaining resources after

every user either has its share or what it requests [67, 141]. These algorithms

have been applied to CPU process and network packet scheduling [37, 92, 179,

180] and more recently, to virtual machines [32, 178].

• Reservations. A reservation scheduler that provides strong resource assur-

ances may allocate resources to users based on shares. The Rialto scheduler

is similar to fair scheduling with reservations [112]. Consumer requests are

periodic and are known in advance, so scheduling is largely static and work-

conserving properties are secondary. Rialto assigns resources at fixed periods,

whereas proportional share algorithms are more dynamic with the duration over

which a flow receives it share. The Rialto scheduler is work-conserving so that

unused and unreserved resources are shared equally among all active users.

• Hybrid priority/fair share. Production batch scheduling systems (e.g.,

LSF [13], PBS [16, 43], and Maui [15, 108]) incorporate fair share scheduling

algorithms. The goal of these policies is to prevent starvation and to be con-

figurable by system administrators to meet their cluster’s requirements. LSF

and PBS’s scheduling algorithms are proprietary. Maui is a hybrid policy that

looks at user shares to determine their priorities for the following scheduling
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period. It uses the shares as targets, instead of rigorously adhering to them

as in proportional share algorithms [108]. It is tunable to obtain a range of

policies that approximate weighted fair share over various intervals.

Two key issues for fair share policies are work conservation and timeliness. While

production batch schedulers may be work-conserving, it is not a goal of their policies;

however, it is a goal for proportional share systems and Rialto. In Rialto, unused

resources are equally divided among the active reservations, independent of their

desired resource requirements. Comparatively, proportional share algorithms divide

free resources in proportion to the shares of active users, but never exceed a user’s

requested resource amount unless a user is not using its share.

The timeliness of a user request stream (flow) is the time it takes a flow to receive

its share of resources after a specified time period. Rialto and proportional share

schedulers view timeliness differently. Rialto treats timeliness in a rigorous and static

manner; it allocates reservations such that if a user receives X units of resource out

of every Y units, then for any interval of length Y, the user is guaranteed to receive X

units of resource [112]. Proportional share algorithms are less rigid with the duration

over which a flow receives it share.

Surplus Fair Scheduling (SFS) [50] extends SFQ for symmetric multiprocessors

but, compared to Winks, assumes that only one request per flow is scheduled at a

time, with no reordering. Several papers have addressed fair-share scheduling for real-

time tasks on multiprocessor systems under similar assumptions [158, 160, 161]. [49]

groups users with similar weights to reduce scheduling overheads on multiprocessors;

however, it has the same user assumptions as in SFS. Stride scheduling [180] uses a

ticket approach similar to Lottery scheduling [179], but maintains the rate at which

each flow is making progress on the processor. [24, 26] extend this for multiple

workstations and parallel requests, but also do not allow co-scheduling of requests
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from the same flow.

5.3 Start-time Fair Queuing

Winks extends Start-time Fair Queuing (SFQ) [92], specifically SFQ(D) [111] since

it extends SFQ to support an array of D host resource units (e.g., fixed-size virtual

machine slivers). SFQ has been proved to allocate resources to competing flows

according to their shares even with fluctuating service capacity, which is important

in virtual computing since cluster size may vary over time as hosts are added or

removed, or failures occur. SFQ(D) adapts to changes in the number of host units

under the scheduler’s control over time.

An SFQ scheduler assigns each request pj
f a cost cj

f that corresponds to its re-

quested duration dj
f since this is the amount of resource the request will use; Winks

extends this (Section 5.4) to account for the number of resource units in wide requests.

Like many fair queuing algorithms, SFQ tags requests when they arrive and al-

locates requests in increasing order of tags. When a request arrives at time t, SFQ

tags it with a start tag S(pj
f) and finish tag F (pj

f). The tags represent when a re-

quest should start and complete according to a system notion of virtual time v(t).

The system virtual time increases monotonically and in SFQ algorithms is equal to

the start tag of the last request dispatched at time t. The scheduler assigns tags as

follows:

S(pj
f) = max{v(t), F (pj−1

f )}, j ≥ 1 (5.1)

F (pj
f) = S(pj

f) +
cj
f

ϕf

, j ≥ 1 (5.2)

The progress of a flow f is given by the start tag of the request at the head of the

flow’s queue. This value is the flow’s clock vf (t). The fairness of a schedule up to

any point in time can be determined by comparing the clock values for different flows
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Figure 5.1: System model for Start-time Fair Queuing and its descendents. The
symbols used are described in Table 5.1.

at that time: similar flow clock values mean that the flows have received similar

resource allotments, relative to their assigned weights. Figure 5.1 shows a simple

system model for SFQ algorithms and Table 5.1 summarizes some of the notations

used in this chapter.

Fairness properties for a fair queuing algorithm are defined by the maximum

amount that the progress of one flow could lag behind another during intervals when

both are backlogged, i.e., each flow has one or more pending requests queued for

dispatch at all times during the interval. Let Wf (t1, t2) be the aggregate cost of

requests from flow f served in the interval [t1, t2]. If the algorithm is perfectly fair

and flows are backlogged, their total accomplished work is equal:
Wf (t1,t2)

ϕf
−Wg(t1,t2)

ϕg
=

0. In [111], the authors derive the fairness guarantee between multiple flows of an

SFQ(D) scheduler for completed requests, stated as the following theorem:

Theorem 5.3.1 During any interval [t1, t2], the maximum difference between the

amount of work completed by an SFQ(D) server for two backlogged flows f and g is

given as:

|Wf(t1, t2)

ϕf

− Wg(t1, t2)

ϕg

| ≤ (D + 1) × (
cmax
f

ϕf

+
cmax
g

ϕg

)
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Symbol Description

pj
f the jth request for flow f

ϕf weight or share of flow f

rj
f resource units (nodes) requested by pj

f

dj
f duration requested by pj

f

cj
f cost of request pj

f : cj
f = rj

f × dj
f

v(t) system virtual time at time t

S(pj
f) start tag of request pj

f

F (pj
f) finish tag of request pj

f

vf(t) flow f ’s clock: vf(t) = S(pj
f) if pj

f is the request at the front of the
flow

Wf (t1, t2) aggregate work of requests served from flow f during interval [t1, t2]
W (S) aggregate work of requests in set S

D total number of host servers in a pool to be allocated by the sched-
uler

Table 5.1: Some of the symbols used in this description of Winks.

In SFQ(D) and SFQ, a backlogged flow is always eligible, meaning that the flow can

use any available resources. However, this is not always the case for wide requests,

which require multiple resource units to dispatch. The following sections adjust the

notion of fairness to account for wide requests.

5.4 WINKS

To address proportional share scheduling for virtual computing environments, Winks

extends SFQ(D) to allow each request to be for up to D units in parallel, where D is

the number of hosts under the scheduler’s control. This extension modifies a request’s

cost cj
f to account for the number of resource units requested rj

f as well as its duration

dj
f :

cj
f = rj

f × dj
f (5.3)

This reduces to SFQ when rj
f = 1.
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Figure 5.2: Illustration of the work-conserving property of the Winks scheduler
after one of the flows becomes stalled. Two flows, f (top) and g (bottom), have
queues of requests for the D shared hosts. Each request illustrates its requested
duration d and units r, as well as its assigned start S and finish F tags. The grey
box represents requests that have been in the queue up to t = 10 and the white
vertical bar is how many requests from each flow are scheduled by t = 10. The far
right of the figure illustrates the assignment the scheduler made of requests to hosts.
The bottom numbers of the resource assignment represent the passing of time and
help show the duration of each request and the allocation is marked for the allocations
that occur by t = 10. In this example, flow f becomes stalled because there are only
four resources available after pj

g is scheduled. Instead of allowing the hosts to remain
idle, the scheduler allocates the next two requests from flow g. By t = 10, there
is a large discrepancy in flow progress: f = 67 and g = 400. When a request for
each flow arrives at t = 11, S(pj+3

g ) = F (pj+3
g ); however, this is not the case for

flow f . Since its flow clock is far behind v(10), its incoming flow has a start tag of
S(pj+3

f ) = v(10) = 300. This causes a gap within f ’s queue (Section 5.4.2).

5.4.1 Handling Stalled Flows

Without adjustments to the algorithm, wide requests could stall a flow and starve on

the flow’s queue. A flow becomes stalled when the request at the front of its queue

is ineligible, e.g., because there are insufficient resource units available to serve it.

In Winks, an eligible flow is one that is not idle and not stalled. Stalled flows do

not occur in SFQ or SFQ(D) since all requests are for a single unit; therefore, the

scheduler can always dispatch the next request on the next available host unit. In

SFQ every backlogged flow is eligible, but this is not always true in Winks.

Winks always dispatches the next request from the eligible flow with the lowest

flow clock. As illustrated in Figure 5.2, while this modification allows Winks to be

work-conserving, it unfairly impedes the progress of stalled flows. In this example,
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after the scheduler dispatches one request from each flow, flow f stalls because its

request pj+1
f is too wide. Since f is stalled, the scheduler allocates requests from

flow g. While the scheduler dispatches requests from g, virtual time advances, but

f ’s clock vf(t) lags behind while g is consuming its share of resources. When the

scheduler eventually dispatches from f , v(t) is greater than the request’s start time.

Section 5.4.2 discusses the impact of v(t) moving ahead of vf(t).

In general, if one flow stall and allows other flows to consume its resource, the flow

clocks of the flows that are making progress may pass the flow clock of the stalled

flow. Since the system time increases monotonically with dispatched requests, when

the stalled flow can finally dispatch a request and is no longer stalled, its flow clock

(and therefore the start tag of the dispatched request) may be less than the current

system time. To ensure that system time does not go backwards, Winks uses the

following to update system virtual time:

v(t) = max{S(pk
f), v(t − 1)} (5.4)

To maintain a fair allocation across flow, the system should try to minimize the

amount of time that a flow is stalled. To reduce flow stalling, the scheduler can

dispatch eligible requests from behind the stalled request at the head of its queue.

This enhancement requires a fairness-preserving transformation (reordering) of the

flow’s queue.

Suppose pj
f is an ineligible request at the front of flow f ’s queue and pk

f is the first

eligible request in f ’s queue. To bring pk
f to the front of f ’s queue the following two

steps are taken:

• Reassign tags of the eligible request. Before the queue transformation, the

eligible request pk
f has tags assigned when it arrived in the queue. Since pk

f will

be dispatched before all of the requests currently in f ’s queue, the scheduler
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modifies pk
f ’s tags to equal the flow’s current flow clock vf (t) and the resulting

finish time:

S(pk
f ) = vf(t) (5.5)

F (pk
f) = vf(t) +

ck
f

ϕf
(5.6)

• Reassign tags of other requests. When pk
f is placed at the front of f ’s queue,

it increases the amount of work that will be dispatched before the requests in

the interval [j, k − 1]. The tags of requests after position k already account

for the work from pk
f , but requests from [j,k − 1] require tag modifications to

account for this additional work:

S(pj
f) = S(pj

f) +
ck
f

ϕf
(5.7)

F (pj
f) = F (pj

f) +
ck
f

ϕf
(5.8)

After the scheduler completes the queue transformation and the modifies tags,

the scheduler dispatches pk
f and updates the system virtual time to S(pk

f) and

flow f ’s clock to S(pj
f) in the usual fashion as in Section 5.3.

Figure 5.3 illustrates a simple example of a queue transformation. The requests

and arrival are exactly the same as in Figure 5.2. The difference is that in Figure 5.3

the scheduler reorders the queue to bypass the ineligible (blocked) request at the

head of its queue.

5.4.2 Preserving Balance of Work

To preserve fairness, it is important for queue transformations to maintain the “bal-

ance of work” within a flow’s queue. The balance of work across a flow is the flow’s
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Figure 5.3: Illustration of the Winks scheduler performing a queue transformation
to allocate a request from an otherwise stalled flow. The setup is identical to Fig-
ure 5.2. In this example, when f becomes stalled due to pj+1

f , the scheduler finds

another eligible request pjj + 2f in the queue, performs a queue transformation, and
dispatches it. However, since f only has the very wide requests after dispatching
pj+2

f , flow g still receives more than its share of hosts. Yet, compared to Figure 5.2,
the flow clocks at t = 10 are 133 and 400, which are closer than the previous example.

work rate over a time interval. If a flow is always eligible, it has a consistent balance

of work over time. However, when a flow has no eligible requests in its queue, arrival

of new requests may result in gaps between requests in its queue. A gap occurs when

the start tag of one request does not equal the finish tag of its predecessor. A gap

represents a penalty for the flow; its size is the resource shares the flow forfeits as a

result of not having eligible requests. Gaps cause a break in a flow’s balance of work

over time. A queue transformation could push a gap further back in a flow’s queue

since the transformation may take a request behind a gap and move it to the front of

the queue. When looking at a flow’s requested work over time before and after the

queue transformation, there can be a disparity where the transformation allows the

flow to dispatch more requests before a gap. This section seeks to minimize the ability

of a transformation to affect the location of gaps over time, and therefore, maintain

the balance of work of a flow even in the presence of gaps and queue transformations.

Consider the case when flow f has eligible requests and is consuming its share.

When request pk
f arrives at f , the scheduler assigns its start tag based on Equation 5.1.

Since the flow has eligible requests, S(pk
f) = F (pk−1

f ). However, if f is idle or stalled,
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v(t) may progress ahead as a result of other flows consuming f ’s share (Section 5.4.1).

In this case, it is possible for v(t) > F (pk−1
f ). Therefore, S(pk

f) = v(t), resulting in

S(pk
f) �= F (pk−1

f ). Figures 5.2 and 5.3 illustrate an example of the scheduler assigning

an incoming request v(t), causing a gap in the flow. When the gap moves to the front

of the queue, the flow loses its share of resources for the duration of the gap. This

is consistent with the work-conserving nature of Winks. If the scheduler was not

work-conserving and instead always assigned S(pk
f) = F (pk−1

f ), f would be allowed

to recover the share it forfeited by not having eligible requests.

Winks tries to preserve the behavior of a flow across transformations by retaining

the balance of work over time in a flow. This means that where a flow has gaps, after

a queue transformation, the gaps should remain as close to their original position as

possible. However, with a transformation, the gaps may be pushed further back in

the queue. This is problematic since the flow could game the system and cause a gap

to continuously be moved backwards and never receive the penalty. The following

addresses two considerations with respect to gaps in a queue: what happens when a

queue transformation leaves a gap at the end of the queue, and what happens to a

gap when the scheduler switches the position of a request that is behind a gap.

• Gap at tail of queue. Any gaps that exist before a transformation should

persist after the transformation, even if they are at the tail of the queue. Sup-

pose pk
f is the last request on f ’s queue, and is the only eligible request. The

scheduler transforms the queue and dispatches pk
f . When request pk+1

f arrives

at f , instead of assigning its start tag based on pk−1
f , its start tag is F (pk

f) from

before the transformation. This ensures that if there was a gap between pk
f and

pk−1
f , the gap will remain between pk+1

f and pk−1
f .

• Gap before eligible request. When a gap occurs before an eligible request
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in a flow, after the queue transformation, the gap’s location is further back than

it was before since the start and finish tags of the requests around the gap are

increased following Equations 5.7 and 5.8. Therefore, retaining flow behavior

may involving moving the gap’s location after the transformation.

To illustrate, suppose that all requests in flow f have the same cost cf . Let

f be stalled and pk
f be the first eligible request on the queue. Assume that

there is a gap between pk
f and pk−1

f . After the scheduler transforms f ’s queue

and modifies tags to schedule pk
f (Section 5.4.1), the start of the gap will be

cf later in time than it was before the transformation. Since requests are the

same cost, to preserve the flow of work in a queue, the scheduler moves the

request preceding the gap pk−1
f to after the gap. This causes the gap to start

at the same time it did before the queue transformation. To move the request

the scheduler updates pk−1
f ’s tags:

S(pk
f) = S(pk−1

f ) (5.9)

F (pk
f) = S(pk

f ) +
ck
f

ϕf
(5.10)

In general, when requests have different costs, the scheduler may not always

change the gap location. The scheduler tries to minimize the distance the gap’s

new start time is from where it was before the queue transformation. Let

soriginal be the gap’s original start time, stransform be the gap’s start time after

the queue transformation, and sreorder be the gap’s start time if the request

preceding the gap (pk
f) is moved behind the gap. The scheduler chooses the

ordering that moves the gap’s location the least from its original location:

min{|stransform − soriginal|, |sreorder − soriginal|} (5.11)

The most that the start time of a gap may deviate from its original start time
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is the maximum cost of a request cmax
f .

5.4.3 Intra-flow Priority Scheduling

Queue transformation can also be applied to support priority scheduling of requests

within a flow. Priority scheduling does not affect the dispatching of requests, only the

ordering of requests within a flow. In this case, queue transformations are triggered

by the arrival of a request rather than at dispatch time. When a request pnew
f arrives

to the queue with a higher priority than requests on the queue, Winks does a queue

transformation to place the request at the correct position in the queue, k. This

generalizes queue reordering since, unlike the queue transformations in Section 5.4.1,

a request may be placed at any position in the queue. The only difference is the way

the request’s tags are set:

S(pk
f) = F (pk−1

f ) (5.12)

F (pk
f) = S(pk

f) +
ck
f

ϕf
(5.13)

5.4.4 Fairness Bound

To define the fairness bounds for Winks, first it needs to be shown that Winks can

preserve the balance of work across within a flow. Before a queue transformation, a

flow is in order since the arrival order (the order that requests arrive in a flow’s queue)

is equivalent to the dispatch order (the order that requests pulled off the queue and

scheduled). However, after a queue transformation, the flow becomes out of order

since its requests are dispatched in a different order than arrival order.

Theorem 5.4.1 For any interval of virtual time, [t0, t1], Winks preserves the bal-

ance of work within a flow f within the maximum cost of a request for that flow

cmax
f .
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Outline of Proof. We first show that if a flow has eligible requests, the amount of

work before the reorder and after a reorder is preserved. We then show that when

there are gaps in a flow’s queue, the balance of work before and after the gap is

unchanged.

Let flow f be a flow with eligible requests. Let SinOrder be the set of requests in the

flow’s original queue that have virtual tags between t0 and t1, indicating they would

be dispatched during that time if the flow was dispatched in order. Let SoutOfOrder be

the set of requests the scheduler actually dispatches between t0 and t1. If all requests

are of the same cost, the size of each set is identical: |SinOrder| = |SoutOfOrder|.
Therefore, the amount of work in each set is equal: W (SinOrder) = W (SoutOfOrder).

If requests are of differing sizes, the difference in the amount of work in each set is

the maximum cost of a request for that flow cmax
f since a queue transformation only

displaces one request.

If there are gaps in the queue, since Winks preserves the balance of work, the

most a gap’s start time can deviate is the maximum cost of a request cmax. Therefore,

the balance of work before and after the gap will be off by most cmax
f .

Fairness and lag bounds for Winks are defined for when all flows are eligible.

Theorem 5.4.2 The fairness and lag bounds for requests completed in Winks when

flows have eligible requests are equal to those of SFQ(D).

Proof. We consider two cases: when Winks is scheduling all flows in arrival order,

and when Winks is scheduling at least one flow out of arrival order. Note that a

wide request pj
f for rj

f nodes and for duration dj
f can be reduced into a sequential

request of rj
f requests each of duration dj

f with the same start time.

• In Order. When Winks schedules wide requests from flows with eligible

requests, it is equivalent to SFQ(D) scheduling those requests sequentially. If
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Winks is scheduling requests in order, this must mean there are sufficient hosts

to schedule the wide requests, so there will be sufficient units to schedule all of

the sequential parts of the request simultaneously in SFQ(D). Therefore, since

the same requests are scheduled, the fairness bound of Winks scheduling in

order flows is equivalent to SFQ(D).

• Out of Arrival Order. Theorem 5.4.1 shows that the balance of work in

Winks in virtual time when flows have eligible requests, but are scheduled out

of order is the same as scheduling with SFQ(D) within the maximum cost of

a request cmax
f . The weight of work scheduled in virtual time is the same as

the work completed when flows are eligible. Therefore, the amount of work

completed for Winks differs from SFQ(D) by at most the maximum cost of a

request cmax
f .

Since the balance of work is the same,

∀[t0, t1], WWINKS(t0, t1) = WSFQ(D)(t0, t1).

This completes the proof.

5.5 Calendar Scheduling

The previous section described how Winks can reorder flows and accommodate for

wide requests by allowing other, eligible requests to bypass ineligible ones in the flow.

This section describes how Winks can schedule requests into the future.

By incorporating a calendar, Winks can look at host availability into the future.

Incorporating a calendar creates the need to distinguish between scheduling (removing

from flow’s queue) and dispatching (executing request on hosts) requests. Winks may

account for the cost of a request when it is scheduled or dispatched, I chose the latter

approach. This simplifies the scheduler since, in the other case, the scheduler would
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have to predict the number of hosts other flows will use in the future.

5.5.1 Scheduling Window

While the incorporation of a calendar provides extra flexibility for the scheduler, it

may increase the lag between flows beyond that from Theorem 5.4.2. Consider the

case when the scheduler allocates requests from multiple flows during the time in-

terval [t0, tn]. Let Ffirst be the time the first request scheduled during that period

completes and Flast be the time the last request completes. Note that with a calen-

dar, it is possible that the first request allocated at t0 is the one that completes at

Flast. Although Winks schedules the requests fairly across flows, the flows may not

complete a fair share of work until Flast since one flow may defer all of its work into

the future. The further ahead Winks schedules a request, the longer it will take for

there to be a fair distribution of shares across flows.

To prevent an unbounded amount of lag between flows, Winks uses a scheduling

window w to define how far in advance the scheduler may schedule a request. Winks

with no calendar is equivalent to w = 0. Larger values increase the flexibility of

a scheduler to satisfy a request and smaller values of w minimize the fairness lag

between flows. If dmax is the maximum duration of a request, the time when the last

scheduled request completes Flast is at most that duration plus the window size from

the current time tcurrent: Flast ≤ w + dmax + tcurrent.

5.5.2 Constraining a Window

To preserve fairness bounds when using a window, Winks needs to constrain the

amount that a request can schedule into the future. To illustrate, consider the case

where some set of flows F defer all of their requests into the future and another set of

flows P request nodes in the present such that F ∩P = ∅. Without loss of generality,
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assume F and P are each one flow. ϕF is the share for flow F and ϕP is the share

for flow P .

By allowing a flow to defer requests into the future, that flow may fill more than

its share of a future window. Since F is requesting for the future and P is requesting

for the present, each of them can consume more than their share of nodes. This

increase in resource acquisition (speedup) occurs because each flow only competes

with itself for nodes in the scheduling window. There exists a speedup for flow F

within a given window:

	ϕF

ϕP

, ϕF < .5 (5.14)

1, ϕF ≥ .5 (5.15)

Therefore, if cmax
F = 1, flow F can not consume more than 	ϕF

ϕP

 of a window. How-

ever, since cmax
F may be much larger than 1, it is possible that even 	ϕF

ϕP

 requests

can fill a window.

The preferred system behavior when scheduling requests into the future is to limit

each flow to only consume its share of resources during each scheduling window. If a

request will put a flow over its share limit during the scheduling window, the scheduler

treats the request as ineligible. Otherwise, Winks schedules it in the calendar.

However, if the window size is w and there are D hosts, this policy constrains the

maximum cost of a request to (w × D × ϕ).

5.5.3 Fairness with Scheduling Window

Lag between the work completed by flows in a time period shorter than the window

can be large. This is because for that interval, one flow could be the only flow

completing work. However, this is not the case when looking across a time interval

equivalent to the scheduling window if the scheduler restricts flows to their shares of
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system nodes. When looking across an interval larger than the scheduling window,

no guarantees may be made for the portion of the interval that extends beyond that

scheduling window. Therefore, the fairness bound is defined for Winks for the case

when a scheduler limits the number of nodes a flow may consume in a window to be

no more than its share. Theorem 5.5.1 derives the bound on the lag between flows.

Theorem 5.5.1 In a scheduler with a scheduling window w, if each flow with eligible

requests receives its share of the window’s hosts, the difference between the amount

of work completed for two flows f and g during any interval [t1, t2] where t2 − t1 = w

is given by Theorem 5.4.2.

Proof. We know by assumption that the work completed by all flows during [t1, t2] is

equal to their shares. Therefore, for the first window w the fair share and lag bounds

are equivalent to Theorem 5.4.2.

For the next window, since flows have eligible requests, at the time of scheduling

this window, the flows will again receive their share of hosts in this window.

Therefore, all the following windows follow by induction.

5.5.4 Backfill Scheduling

While Winks allows a flow to make progress even if the request at the head of

its queue is not eligible to be scheduled, it does not address how to schedule the

ineligible request. In the worst case, that request can become starved and sit on the

flow’s queue indefinitely. By being able to schedule requests into the future where

resources are available, Winks with a calendar can help prevent starved requests

by using backfill scheduling. To prevent the starvation of wide requests, backfill

scheduling looks into the future and schedules a wide request at the first position

where sufficient idle hosts exist [74, 77, 129]. The scheduler then backfills smaller

requests behind the wide request to consume the idle hosts.
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Figure 5.4: Illustration the Winks scheduler performing backfill with a window size
of w = 40. The flows and requests are identical to Figures 5.2 and 5.3. Unlike the
scheduling policies illustrated in the previous examples, backfilling with a calendar
allows Winks to schedule the previously starved request, pj+1

f . Also, since neither
flow becomes stalled, the flow clocks are very similar at 233 and 300 compared to
the previous two examples. This also affects the incoming requests. Since each flow
receives its share, f does not have a gap in its flow when the new requests arrive at
t = 11.

Depending on the size of requests and of the scheduling window, backfilling may

minimize the number of queue transformations that need to occur since many requests

that stall flows in Winks can be scheduled into the future by using a calendar.

Figure 5.4 illustrates Winks using backfill scheduling. Although there is no space

remaining for a very wide request pj+1
f , instead of stalling the flow and becoming a

starved request, the scheduler allocates it into the future at the first available place

in the calendar. By using backfill with a calendar, Winks is able to allocate flows

their share of system hosts.

A backfill scheduler needs to constrain its window as described in Section 5.5.2

to maintain fairness across flows. Without using a window or limiting the amount of

resources a flow can consume in a window it would be possible for a flow to request

many wide requests in succession and reserve a large block of resources in the future.

This would starve other requests that have smaller requests. By using the previously

described constraints, a backfill scheduler can preserve fairness across a scheduling

window.
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5.5.5 Advance Reservations

Through the use of its calendar, Winks can satisfy advance reservations. Winks

differentiates advance reservation requests from elastic-time requests. Advance reser-

vations allow requests to specify a start time (when the request is dispatched) to

provide predictable resource control. Elastic-time requests are requests with flexible

start times so they can be dispatched at any time. Incorporating a calendar allows

Winks to schedule both types of requests.

When an advance reservation arrives at a flow’s queue, Winks sees if its requested

start time is either outside of the current scheduling window, or if the desired hosts

are unavailable. If so, Winks rejects the request. The scheduler may choose to give

advance reservations priority in a flow’s queue and do an initial transformation to

have it be the first request, or it may have the advance reservation wait on the flow’s

queue.

5.6 Other Extensions

While calendar scheduling extends Winks to handle advance reservations, there are

other considerations to enable Winks to be practical in virtual computing systems.

Specifically, Winks needs to account for uncertainty from consumers and in the

infrastructure. For example, requests may not know how long they require resources

and hosts may leave the system due to failure. These may require the preemption

or early termination of requests. The following sections are extensions to Winks to

account for these dynamic and flexible environments.

5.6.1 Dynamic Resource Pools

In virtual computing, the number of hosts under the scheduler’s control is dynamic:

it can grow or shrink over time. For example, in clusters, servers may fail or be taken
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away for maintenance, or there may be new hosts donated to shared infrastructure.

Winks handles the growth of its resource pool since before allocating a request it

sees if resources are available, including any resources that recently came under its

control. When active hosts leave the system, the scheduler must determine what to

do with the request that was executing on the host. Two options are to cancel the

request, or preempt the request and dispatch it again when resources are available.

Cancel Request

Canceling a request prevents the request from completing its work. For the fair-share

algorithm, this can penalize the request’s flow because its work was accounted for

when Winks dispatched the request from the flow’s queue. By canceling the request,

Winks needs to credit the flow for the work that was not completed by the request.

When requests enter a flow’s queue, the scheduler assigns start and finish tags

that take into account the amount of work that came before the request in the

flow. Therefore, if a scheduler cancels a request, the requests in the queue need to be

adjusted to account for the work that was not accomplished. Consider the case where

request pk
f is canceled and the remaining cost of the uncompleted work is cremain. The

scheduler updates the tags of requests in f ’s queue. Take pj
f as an example:

S(pj
f) = S(pj

f) −
cremain

ϕ
(5.16)

F (pj
f) = F (pj

f) −
cremain

ϕ
(5.17)

The scheduler updates requests in f until it comes to a gap. It does not update

beyond that point because had pk
f not been on f ’s queue, the gap would have still

occurred, but would have been larger. Since the start tag of the first request at f is

modified, this also affects vf (t) since those values are equal.
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Preempt Request

Instead of canceling the request, it may be possible for the scheduler to preempt it

instead and resume it at a later time when resources become available. As long as

the request completes, fair share will be maintained across the flows. Preemption

may be suitable for batch jobs, but it is not applicable for long-running services.

When a request is preempted, Winks places it on a separate look-aside queue

ordered by start tag. The scheduler resumes requests from the look-aside queue before

drawing from the flow queues, since it has already accounted for their resource usage.

Theorem 5.6.1 derives the bound on the lag for flows that have requests preempted.

Theorem 5.6.1 Let Spreempt be the set of preempted requests and p be the number

of requests in Spreempt. If preempted requests are scheduled before any other request,

during an interval [t′1, t
′
2], the difference between the amount of work completed by a

preempting Winks scheduler for two eligible flows f and g is bounded by:

|Wf (t
′
1, t

′
2)

ϕf

− Wg(t
′
1, t

′
2)

ϕg

| ≤ (D + 1) × (
cmax
f

ϕf

+
cmax
g

ϕg

) + p × max{cmax
f , cmax

g } (5.18)

Proof. Since when Spreempt is empty, preempt Winks is identical to Winks, it is

only necessary to consider the times when |Spreempt| > 0. Without loss of generality,

assume there are two flows, f and g. When there are preempted requests, the amount

by which a flow may lag behind another flow increases by the amount of work of the

uncompleted, preempted requests. In the worst case, all of the preempted requests

may be from a single flow. Therefore, if |Spreempt| = p, the additional work not

completed is:

W (Spreempt) ≤ p × max{cmax
f , cmax

g }

This means the new lag between flows f and g is the sum of the lag from Winks

and the additional lag caused by the preempted requests; as shown in Equation 5.18.
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This is the upper bound on the lag because the requests in Spreempt will be executed

before any other requests queued at the scheduler.

5.6.2 Unknown Request Duration

Until this point this discussion assumed requests accurately know their required du-

ration. However, there are cases, such as job scheduling, where runtime estimates are

inaccurate [128]. In this case, requests incorporate estimates in their requests and

those are used to calculate the request’s cost and tags. Let destimate be the estimated

duration and dactual be the actual duration the request required. If dactual < destimate,

the flow should be credited back the unused cost. This follows the same process as

when a request is canceled due to a dynamic resource pool in Equations 5.16 and

5.17.

If dactual > destimate, the scheduler adds the cost of the excess resource usage

cover back to the flow. This is very similar to the reassigning of tags during a queue

transformation in Equations 5.7 and 5.8. However, in the case of inaccurate duration

estimates, all requests for flow f have their tags increased by cover/ϕf .

It is a policy decision for how the scheduler treats requests with inaccurate du-

rations. For example, the scheduler may choose to not support them and cancel

any requests that go beyond their estimated duration and not credit flows back for

unused resources. When scheduling requests in advance, it may have to preempt

a request that goes beyond its estimate to allow the advance reservation to begin.

The scheduler may also provide incentives for consumers to estimate their durations

as accurately as possible by penalizing a flow for large over-estimations in request

duration. Related work investigates the effects of inaccurate runtimes on backfill

scheduling for parallel supercomputers [76, 173].
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5.6.3 Elastic Size Requests

Winks assumes that the number of nodes a request specifies is static. However, it

is possible to apply Winks to the case where the scheduler determines the number

of nodes requests receive. This section describes how to extend Winks to satisfy

elastic-size requests. These requests specify a maximum rmax and minimum rmin

number of resources they will accept.

When flows have received exactly their fair share of resources over time their flow

clocks are equal. Therefore, the goal of the scheduler when allocating requests that

are elastic in size is to equalize flow clocks across flows. However, due to requests

having different durations and resource requirements, this will not always be the case,

so the scheduler tries to keep flow clocks as close as possible. The following discusses

how the scheduler determines host allocations for flows when flow clocks are equal or

different:

• Equal Flow Clocks. When flow clocks are equal, the scheduler allocates

available nodes to the first request in each flow in proportion to each flow’s

share. Suppose there are A available system hosts. The scheduler allocates

flow f its share of resources: rf = A × ϕf . These can be allocated to one

or more requests on f . One heuristic is to allocate the first request pj
f on the

queue max{rf , r
j
max} and if there are resources remaining, continue through the

queue. If rf is less that a request’s rmin, the scheduler treats the request as

ineligible and proceeds as in Section 5.4.1 to find an eligible request. If f has

no eligible requests and the scheduler has not allocated rf , then f sacrifices its

remaining share.

• Flow Clocks Not Equal. Since requests have varying costs, while flow clocks

may be close in value, it is the more common case that flow clocks are not
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identical. When flow clocks are not equal, the scheduler first tries to align

them, and then allocates the remaining resources according to the above case

where flow clocks are equal. To equalize flow clocks, the scheduler goes through

each flow and determines the number of nodes required to bring its clock to

that of the flow with the highest flow clock.

Consider the case where flow f has the smallest flow clock and flow g the largest.

To equalize the flow clocks, the scheduler first calculates the difference in work

cdif between the two flows:

cdif = (vg(t) − vf (t)) × ϕf (5.19)

The scheduler may decide how to allocate that work across f . Let pj
f be the

request at the head of f ’s queue. If the scheduler allocated all of the work to

that request, it would receive the following number of nodes rdif :

rdif =
cdif

dj
f

(5.20)

If rdif < A, where A is the number of available units, rj
f = A.

The scheduler does this for each flow until it runs out of available hosts, or

all flows have equal flow clocks. If hosts remain, the scheduler allocates the

remaining units to the requests as in the first case where flow clocks are equal.

The scheduler only dispatches requests once all available units are allocated or

each request is allocated its maximum requested nodes.

When elastic-size requests arrive at a flow, there is no certainty about the number

of nodes they will receive. To assign tags, the scheduler uses rmax as its resource

request; however, this may be an overestimate that requires updates to the queue

when the request is dispatched.
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Consider the case where the scheduler allocate request pj
f rj

f units. The amount

of overestimate in work oj
f for the request is:

oj
f = (F (pj

f) − S(pj
f)) −

df
j × rj

f

ϕf
(5.21)

The start tag of pj
f remains, but the oj

f is subtracted from F (pj
f) to account for the

overestimated work. As with the cancellation of a request (Section 5.6.1), overesti-

mating work requires the removing of work that was previously accounted for. To do

this, oj
f is subtracted from each of the start and finish tags of the queue.

When all flows are requesting elastic size requests, the scheduler may follow the

above algorithm. However, if a flow has requests that are for a specific number of

nodes, like those assumed previously for Winks, the scheduler must use a modified

algorithm to satisfy two different types of requests. One simple heuristic is that the

scheduler may look at the flow with the smallest flow clock and see if that request is

elastic-size or static and use that to guide the policy for allocation.

5.6.4 WINKS for Best-effort Requests

The previous sections assume that shares represent proportions of hosts a flow may

consume. Another way to view shares is as a fraction of a budget and that the budget

limits the amount the scheduler may allocate at a particular time. In this view of fair

share scheduling, the budget is divided between the different flows and the progress

of a flow related to budget consumption. Winks wants to be able to fairly distribute

a budget across hosts.

When considering a resource usage budget, a flow’s virtual clock represents the

proportional amount that flow has spent on nodes. Therefore, the cost calculation of

a request becomes the price of the nodes in the request. Depending on how the site

charges for nodes, this may incorporate the duration of the request, as in the prior
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cost calculation, or it may be a flat fee. When a request arrives at a flow’s queue,

it is tagged with start and finish tags as before, only the scheduler uses an estimate

of the node cost as the request’s cost, cf . If when the scheduler allocates a request,

its cost is updated to represent the cost of the nodes allocated to the request (this

may occur if nodes have different costs). If the cost of the node is different than the

estimated amount, the scheduler updates the start and finish tags of the requests

after the scheduled request in the flow’s queue to represent the change of the cost of

the request.

With best-effort requests, as was the case with requests with unknown durations,

a request may not consume all of its resources. Some virtual execution systems may

charge customers for the resources they use as opposed to charging for the entire

duration the customer controls the nodes. These systems meter usage to charge

customers what they use. This may also occur if sites implement resource control

with best-effort schedulers (Section 3.1) where it is unknown in advance how many

nodes a consumer will receive. When resource cost is unknown, a predicted cost

is used at the initial allocation, and if actual duration varies from the predicted

amount, modification to the request’s flow are made following the same procedures

in Section 5.6.2 to either add additional cost to the flow’s clock, or take cost away

from the flow’s clock.

One issue is how to propagate the information about the amount the site charges

the flow back to the scheduler, so it can update the flow’s progress to correctly

represent budget usage. If the scheduler is colocated with the site, the site may

periodically notify the scheduler about the amount it charged flows. If the scheduler

is part of a third-party broker, e.g., as is the case in Shirako, the site may make a

callback after requests complete to inform the scheduler of the real node cost. If this

is the case, it may be beneficial for a user to make shorter requests that are renewable
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so that its budget usage is updated with accurate costs frequently.

5.7 Experimental Evaluation

This section evaluates the Winks algorithm to see how well it ensures a proportional

share of hosts to competing flows in proportion to their weights or shares. This

section also illustrates the need for a future scheduling window as well as shows how

the algorithm performs with varying request durations and requests widths.

5.7.1 Experimental Setup

The goal of the evaluation is to illustrate the scheduling behavior of the Winks

algorithm. Winks was implemented as a resource controller in Shirako [106]. The

experiments use emulated resources to allow us to focus on the behavior of Winks.

Experiments are performed using an emulation of a virtual computing environment

of 100 homogeneous hosts. An external virtual clock drives the emulation. Each

clock tick represents 10 minutes in real time and the scheduling algorithm runs once

per tick.

The experiments test the scheduling policy under conditions where requests arrive

at a constant rate such that flows are not idle. Each flow’s queue contains a bounded

amount of work and the request rate is sufficiently high to prevent a flow from being

idle in steady state. Requests that arrive after the queue is full are dropped; this

is similar to a saturated server with overload control. This is done to analyze the

scheduler’s behavior when flows do not become idle in the middle of the experiment.

Flows submit requests for 4000 ticks and then stop and allow their queues to empty.

The experiments use a constant arrival rate for requests to be able to analyze the

fairness of Winks under backlogged conditions instead of using more realistic arrival

rates (e.g., exponential [75]) that may result in gaps the the request flows.
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Figure 5.5: Multiple resources with unitary requests from three flows. The cumula-
tive resource allocations (a) gives the ideal allocations for each flow if they received
their share of system hosts. The average response time of requests (b) shows queues
filling and flows reaching a steady state of request submissions. The shares allocated
to each flow (c) show that since requests have varying durations, there is a slight
fluctuation in allocated shares. It also shows the work-conserving behavior of Winks
at the end of the experiment as flows empty their queues.

The experimental workloads consist of flows that are either all unitary (i.e., re-

quests for one node) or wide. The workloads are based on behavior from grid and

supercomputing centers. The workload parameters are based on prior work that char-

acterizes these systems. The experiments use a log uniform distribution for request

width [58, 68] and 50% of the requests are assigned powers of two [58, 68, 75, 103].

Also, while not always the case in practice [128], this discussion assumes request

durations are accurate.

5.7.2 WINKS with Multiple Resources

The first experiments demonstrate the implementation of Winks for multiple re-

sources, but with unitary requests, from Section 5.3. Each flow submits requests for

a single node with runtimes varying between 10 and 200 ticks. These experiments

consist of three flows assigned shares of 50, 30, and 20 percent.

Figure 5.5 illustrates the cumulative nodes allocated to each flow (a), the response

time for each flow as its queue fills and reaches steady state (b), and the percent share
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Figure 5.6: Multiple resources with unitary requests from three flows where the
50 percent share flow submits requests only over two time periods. The cumulative
resource allocations (a) and shares allocated to each flow (c) show that when the 50
percent share flow submits requests, it receives its share of resources. The average
response time of requests (b) shows queues filling and flows reaching a steady state
queue length.

allocated to each flow over time (c). The cumulative resource graph shows what a flow

receives and the ideal line for what it would receive if allocations were exactly fair.

The graphs show that flows receive their share of resources over time. The efficiency

of a scheduler is defined as the difference between the cumulative allocation of all flows

divided by the ideal cumulative allocation. To minimize end effects of experiments,

efficiency is reported at the time flows stop submitting requests. For this experiment,

the efficiency is 99%.

To illustrate the work-conservation property of fair scheduling, the next experi-

ment is identical to that from Figure 5.5, but the flow with 50 percent shares submits

requests across only two durations (500–1000 ticks and 2500–3000 ticks). Figure 5.6

shows Winks allocating the remaining hosts when the 50 percent share flow is not

submitting requests to the flows with 30 and 20 percent shares in proportion to their

shares. Once the 50 percent flow begins submitting requests, each flow receives nodes

relative to their shares.
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Figure 5.7: Winks without calendar. The 30 percent flow makes wide requests
and the others issue unitary requests. The 30 percent flow becomes stalled when an
insufficient number of nodes become available at once to satisfy requests in its queue.

5.7.3 WINKS with Calendar

The next set of experiments illustrates the need for Winks with backfill to prevent

starved requests. They also show the need for a constrained window for backfill and

advance reservation scheduling. These experiments use three flows with shares of 50,

30, and 20 percent. The flow with 30 percent share only issues wide requests and the

other two flows issue unitary requests. This allows the experiments to directly illus-

trate the effect that different scheduling parameters have on wide requests. Request

runtimes vary from 10 to 200 ticks and requests widths vary from 4 to 64 nodes.

The first experiment shows Winks with wide requests but without a future

scheduling window. Figure 5.7 shows that the flow making wide requests quickly

becomes stalled, even with queue transformations. This is because after the sched-

uler dispatches the smaller requests, all that remains in the queue are the very wide

requests. The flow with wide requests makes very little progress until the other two

flows stop submitting requests.

Figure 5.8 shows how Winks uses a window to overcome starvation: Winks

uses a backfill policy where it schedules wide requests into a future scheduling win-

dow where there is available space and backfills smaller requests behind the future

allocations (Section 5.5.4). For this experiment the window is set to 200 ticks. In-
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Figure 5.8: Winks with backfill. Unlike in Figure 5.7, the 30 percent flow receives
most of the hosts since its requests are scheduled in the future and block the other
flows from making progress.
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Figure 5.9: Winks with backfill and a constrained allocation window. The flow
making wide requests (30 percent share) may not consume more than its share of the
scheduling window. This allows flows to receive their share of hosts over time.

troducing a window solves the above problem of starved wide requests; however, it

prevents unitary requests from receiving their share since the wide requests fill the

entire scheduling window.

To prevent the starvation of flows, the Winks scheduler adds an additional con-

straint; wide requests may only consume their flow’s share of hosts within a window

(Section 5.5.2). Figure 5.9 illustrates how placing a constraint on the amount that

the scheduler may allocate wide requests in the future allows flows to receive their

share of system hosts.

The next experiment shows the effect of increasing the width of wide requests on

efficiency. In these experiments, unitary request durations vary from 100 to 300. In

Figure 5.11 the width of the wide requests is increased: (a) has wide requests from
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(a) Short request duration.
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(b) Medium request duration.
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(c) Long request duration.

Figure 5.10: Comparing Winks efficiency when request duration varies. As the
request duration increases, efficiency decreases. In (a) the unitary request duration
is equivalent to that of the wide requests and efficiency is 99%. In (b) the unitary
request duration is greater than the wide requests and efficiency is 89% and in (c)
the request duration is much longer than that of wide requests and the efficiency is
85%.

2 to 20, (b) from 2 to 50, and (c) from 2 to 80. As the width of the wide requests

increases, efficiency decreases. This occurs because as wide requests take up more of

the resources, it becomes more difficult to backfill the unitary requests around the

wide requests.

5.7.4 Varying WINKS Parameters

The last set of experiments explores how changing the distribution of unitary request

duration and wide request widths affects the efficiency of Winks. Throughout these

experiments, the scheduling window is 200 ticks and the distribution of the length of

wide requests is 5 to 100 ticks.

Figure 5.10 illustrates the effect that increasing the duration of unitary requests

has on the efficiency of the experiment. The durations are 5 to 100 ticks, 100 to

300 ticks, and 300 to 500 ticks for Figure 5.10 (a), (b), and (c), respectfully. The 30

percent flow makes requests with widths of 30 to 60 nodes. As the duration of the

unitary requests increases relative to the duration of the wide requests, the efficiency

decreases. This behavior occurs because it becomes increasingly difficult to backfill
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(a) Small wide requests.
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(b) Medium wide requests.
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(c) Large wide requests.

Figure 5.11: Comparing Winks with varying width of wide requests. As the
distribution of the width of requests increases, efficiency decreases. For small widths
(a) the efficiency is 98%, for medium widths (b) the efficiency is 94% and for large
widths (c) the efficiency is 91%.

the requests behind the wide requests. Also, as the duration of the requests increases,

there are longer periods of time during which the wide requests are starved as seen in

Figure 5.10 (c). Efficiency can be improved if the scheduler used a preemption scheme

that backfills part of a request, preempts it when the wide request begins, and then

schedules the later part of the request after the wide request completes. However,

this approach is only viable for types of requests that are preemptable (e.g., jobs)

and would not be applicable to all virtual resource settings or those that incur high

preemption costs.

5.8 Discussion

This chapter proposes an approach to proportional share resource scheduling for

virtual computing. It integrates fair queuing approaches with calendar scheduling as

a foundation for advance reservation and backfill scheduling of wide requests. The

discussion and experiments show that Winks can support wide requests in a way

that preserves previous SFQ fairness bounds. This chapter also shows that Winks

can integrate a calendar scheduler to allocate resources into the future, but that a
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future scheduling window with constraints based on weights is required to achieve

fairness between flows.
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Chapter 6

Dynamic Resource Slivering

Chapter 5 addresses the broker’s problem of fair allocation of resources between com-

peting consumers. Another challenge brokers face in the context of virtual computing

is the partitioning of resources into slivers to fit consumer requirements. As stated

in Section 3.4.5, slivers can be sized in multiple dimensions. To receive a virtual

machine, a consumer requests a sliver from a broker with a specified amount of CPU,

memory, and network bandwidth. The broker carves the sliver out of a host and

then the provider then binds a virtual machine to the sliver. Resource slivering is

the act of partitioning the resources into slivers. Slivering is a challenge since the

policy needs to determine the different dimensions of the sliver and be able to pack

multiple slivers onto hosts. The policy should also accommodate requests to resize

slivers over time to satisfy the dynamic demands of guests. For example, consumers

may request an increase in one or more resource dimensions on a lease extension

(Section 3.4.3 and Section 4.3.1). A broker allocation policy should be able to satisfy

initial requests for customized slivers, as well as the dynamic changes in sliver sizes

over time. This chapter describes a dynamic slivering policy, WorstFit, that ad-

dresses this problem (Section 6.1). The policy uses a greedy, worst-fit heuristic that

tries to provide flexibility for guests to grow and shrink their slivers as their demand

changes. It also provides experiments that demonstrate the flexibility of this policy

(Section 6.2).

Performing resource slivering at brokers exposes potential conflicts in objectives

between the broker’s allocation policy and the provider’s placement policy. This

occurs when the actors have different objectives for how slivers should be provisioned
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from host servers. This chapter addresses this tension by providing example policy

interactions and illustrates how to reconcile the tensions, but at a cost (Sections 6.3

and 6.4).1

6.1 Multidimensional Worst-Fit Slivering

Recall from Section 3.6 that multidimensional resource allocation is NP-hard, causing

brokers to require heuristics to satisfy consumer requests. Two different allocation

heuristics for this problem are best-fit and worst-fit resource scheduling. One concern

for a slivering policy is how to accommodate lease extension requests that increase

their sliver sizes (Section 3.4.3). A policy that tightly packs slivers into hosts could

limit the broker’s ability to satisfy these types of requests. Therefore, this section

presents an algorithm, WorstFit, that uses a greedy, worst-fit heuristic to sliver

resources that loosely packs resources to allow for future growth. This discussion

is in the context of multidimensional partitioning of host servers; however, the same

policy and heuristics can apply to a larger set of provisioning problems where resource

dimensions are independent.

The WorstFit policy permits consumers to request specific sliver sizes in all

resource dimensions so they can fully customize their allocations. Additionally, con-

sumers may make their requests elastic (Section 3.4.1) to increase the likelihood of

a successful allocation. Requests may be elastic in each dimension, the number of

slivers, and start time. For example, a request i may define a range of eligible sliver

dimensions (�rmaxi
, �rmini

) or number of slivers (units) (unitsmaxi
, unitsmini

). However,

if the request is elastic in all of these ways, it should indicate a preference to limit

the scheduling options.

The multidimensional provisioning policy performs a placement of requests to

1The experiments and ideas expressed in this chapter are my contributions that have been drawn
from a join effort [94, 96].
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hosts, not just an allocation. The policy needs to maintain the space remaining on

each host to know if new allocations are feasible as well as if it can satisfy lease

extension requests. As a result it uses a local placement heuristic. Compared to the

Winks policy discussed in Chapter 5 where the policy only performs allocation, the

WorstFit policy does a placement of requests to specific hosts so that the broker

can maintain the amount of space remaining on each host to be able to know if

new allocations are feasible. However, in Orca, providers delegate allocation power

and may retain the ability to perform placement. With resource slivering, this may

result in a conflict between the broker’s local placement heuristic and the provider’s

placement policy. Section 6.3 addresses this issue.

6.1.1 WORSTFIT Policy

WorstFit is a greedy algorithm that fills requests in a fixed order from type-

compatible resources (hosts) from source tickets. The implementation uses a FIFO

request order, but could easily use dynamic priority or some other ordering. Greedy

algorithms tend to be effective for bin-packing problems if the requests are sorted by

size, and for knapsack problems if they are sorted by value density.

The WorstFit algorithm first constructs a table with valid hosts from the bro-

ker’s inventory and then sorts the hosts in decreasing order based on the space avail-

able in their resource dimensions �s. Ties are resolved by looking at the different

dimensions in a pre-determined ordering (e.g., provided within a consumer’s request

or set at the broker). The algorithm handles advance reservations by using a cal-

endar structure as discussed in Chapter 4 and Section 5.5. Since the policy targets

elastic requests, it first tries to provision a request based on the minimum sliver size

allowed in the request. This allows the policy to find a satisfactory allocation for

the request and then grow the slivers as close as possible to the consumer’s resource
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requirements. As a worst-fit heuristic, it chooses different hosts before allocating two

slivers from the same host. If the policy finds sufficient hosts to satisfy the requested

unit count, it sees if it can grow the sliver up to the maximum desired size. If the

policy does not find an acceptable allocation, the broker can choose to wait and try

to satisfy the request at a later scheduling time, or reject the request. Algorithms 1

and 2 detail the steps of the WorstFit algorithm.

On lease extensions, a request may flex the number of units or the size of its

slivers. WorstFit first determines which of the hosts of its current lease can satisfy

the flex extend request, and then decides if any additional hosts should be added to

the extend lease to satisfy the request.

6.1.2 Policy Implementation

As described in Algorithm 1, the WorstFit algorithm scales in complexity with the

number of hosts in the broker’s inventory. However, if the inventory is very large, it

is preferred for the implementation to scale with the number of requests to allow the

algorithm to increase its scalability.

One optimization included in the current WorstFit implementation in Shirako

is limiting the amount of searching through the table the algorithm performs on each

iteration of the policy. During an iteration, since the policy looks through the table

of hosts in order, it determines the maximum index of a host that has sufficient space

to accommodate the request’s sliver size. Since the hosts are sorted by decreasing

available space, all hosts with a higher index in the table cannot satisfy that request

so on the recursion, the algorithm does not need to recheck those hosts.
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Algorithm 1 WorstFit Policy
For each request: requesti(termi, unitsmaxi , unitsmini , �rmaxi , �rmini):
termi // time interval (start time and duration of the request)
unitsmaxi // maximum bound on units allocated to requesti
unitsmini // minimum bound on units
�rmaxi // requirements for the dimensions [resource1, ...resourced] for each sliver
�rmini // bounds the flexibility of requesti in its sliver size �r

1. Generate table: Construct a table with the broker’s inventory (table). Sort the
table of hosts based on the space available in one dimension, using the other dimen-
sions as tie breakers. To allocate slivers in worst-fit order, the policy creates a table
of all hosts under its control during the termi specified by the request and sorts the
table in decreasing order of space available.

2. Determine hosts for current request: Based on the available hosts in table and
the requested units of requesti, find an allocation across the inventory. The policy
maintains the hosts provisioned to a request in set called allotment. At the start of
the algorithm allotment is empty, but if a suitable allocation is found, the algorithm
returns allotment for the request, and if no allocation is found, the algorithm returns
null. The details of this part of the algorithm are described in Algorithm 2.
FindAllotment(requesti, table, unitsmaxi , allotment)

3. Determine if the request can be allocated larger slivers: The FindAl-
lotment algorithm determines the allocation based on requesti’s minimum sub-
type: �rmini . However, the request would prefer to have larger slivers (up to �rmaxi).
GrowResources(requesti, allotment) attempts to grow slivers in each dimension:
Begin GrowResources:

�rgrowthi
= �rmaxi // the sliver size after growth

for all hosts in allotment do
�ravailSpacePerUniti = the space remaining in each sliver dimension after the allocation
from allotment
if �ravailSpacePerUniti < �rgrowthi

then
�rgrowthi

= �ravailSpacePerUniti + �rmini

end if
end for
return �rgrowthi

4. Commit: Take the sliver size specification returned by GrowResources and com-
mit the allocation from allotment but using �rgrowthi

as opposed to �rmini .
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Algorithm 2 FindAllotment(requesti, table, unitsNeeded, allotment)

Initialize variables:
requesti //current request
table //list of m hosts descending by space available
unitsNeeded = requesti.unitsmaxi //required units
allotment //hosts already allocated to this request
�rmini = requesti.�rmini //smallest sliver size permitted by the request

Begin FindAllotment:
u = min(m, unitsNeeded) //max units scheduler can allocate in this iteration

/* See if the host in position u in the table has sufficient space to allocate a unit to this request.
If so, since the table is sorted, all requests before it in the table also have sufficient space. The
algorithm compares the host’s available space, minus what this policy already allocated from this
host, to the request’s minimum sliver requirements. If there are no sufficient hosts, the algorithm
finds the first host with sufficient space and allocates units starting at that position. */

if hostu.availResources− hostu.allotment ≥ �rmini then
/* Sufficient space so add u units to the request’s allotment */
for (i = 0; i < u; i + +) do

allotment.add(hosti)
end for
unitsNeeded− = u

else
/* Insufficient space in hostu so determine the host with the most space that satisfies the
request’s sliver specifications. */
while hostu.availResources− hostu.allotment < �rmini && u > 0 do

u −−
end while
if u! = 0 then

for (i = 0; i < u; i + +) do
allotment.add(hosti)

end for
unitsNeeded− = u
if unitsNeeded > 0 then

FindAllotment(requesti, table, unitsNeeded, allotment)
else

return allotment
end if

else
/* Although there were no sufficient hosts to fulfill requestr, see if the request is
flexible in the number of units it can receive. */
if requesti(unitsmini) ≥ allotments.units then

return allotment
else

return null
end if

end if
end if
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6.1.3 Fair Share Multidimensional Allocation

Multidimensional resource slivering may also be integrated into the Winks fair shar-

ing policy from Chapter 5. Winks assumes that a resource unit is an entire host;

however, the following describes the integration of the Winks and WorstFit poli-

cies into a single policy: Multidimensional Winks. The scheduling algorithm

proceeds in Winks, but uses a new cost calculation (below) for determining finish

tags of requests. To determine if a request is eligible, it submits the request into the

WorstFit Scheduling algorithm. If the request is schedulable, Multidimensional

Winks proceeds as Winks, updating tags and clocks as necessary. If the request is

not eligible, Winks chooses the next request as it did previously.

• Determining Resource Availability. Before dispatching a request, Winks

determines if it is schedulable. As described in Chapter 5, Winks algorithm

compares the desired nodes in the request to the number of available hosts;

however, this is not sufficient for multidimensional requests since Winks must

decide if there is sufficient space for the requested slivers, where multiple slivers

may fit on one host machine. The WorstFit Scheduling algorithm described

above provides one method for accomplishing this check since it determines how

to schedule virtual machines with multidimensional specifications across hosts.

• Request Cost. The other modification to Winks for multidimensional schedul-

ing is in the cost of a request. In Equation 5.3, Winks extends the cost defi-

nition of SFQ(D) to incorporate the width of a request. Multidimensional

Winks extends that cost to include the cost of each dimension since a request

may be for a sliver of a host. Each dimension may have its own cost, cdimension,

which acts as a way to normalize the differences between the different slivers

(e.g. 50% CPU compared to 2GB of bandwidth). The cost for each dimension
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in the request is summed and multiplied by the total number of those units

requested. If a request pj
f is for runits units and has three dimensions to its

request (CPU rcpu, memory rmemory, and network bandwidth rbandwidth), the

cost of a multidimensional request is:

cj
f(cpu) = rcpu × ccpu × dj

f (6.1)

cj
f(memory) = rmemory × cmemory × dj

f (6.2)

cj
f (bandwidth) = rbandwidth × cbandwidth × dj

f (6.3)

cj
f = rj

f × (cj
f(cpu) + cj

f(memory) + cj
f (bandwidth)) (6.4)

This is equivalent to the cost of a request in Winks if (rcpu × ccpu + rmemory ×
cmemory +rbandwidth ×cbandwidth) = 1, which should occur if each dimension sums

to equal an entire host.

6.1.4 Discussion

Multidimensional resource provisioning is an important policy for virtual environ-

ments because it allows hosts to be subdivided into slivers. The WorstFit policy

addresses this issue by allowing consumers to define customized sliver sizes in mul-

tiple dimensions, By using a greedy worst-fit heuristic that tries to retain available

space on hosts when there is little resource contention so that consumers to grow

their slivers as their resource demands change over time. This policy can also be

integrated with the Winks policy in Chapter 5 to help determine if the Winks pol-

icy can satisfy a multidimensional request on the available hosts. The WorstFit

policy also provides another example of a resource controller policy for a Shirako

broker. The following experiments use the WorstFit policy as a resource controller

to demonstrate dynamic slivering.
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6.2 Experiments with Slivering

With virtual resources, a provisioning policy may need to divide host resources into

slivers. To do so, it must determine how to size slivers to meet guest requests. The

following experiments investigate a policy’s ability to satisfy growing and shrinking

sliver requests to accommodate the changing resource demands of a guest application.

The experiments also compare how well a consumer can match its demand when the

policy uses customized or fixed-size slivers.

6.2.1 Methodology

The experiments in this section use a real deployment of the Shirako prototype (Sec-

tion 4.1). All experiments run on a testbed of IBM x335 servers, each with a single

2.8Ghz Intel Xeon processor and 1GB of memory. All servers run the Xen hypervisor

version 3.0.2-2 to create VMs. VMs use an iSCSI root drive mounted from a Network

Appliance FAS3020 filer. The capacity of resources in the experiment are 100 grains

(Section 3.4.5) of CPU and 700 Mbits/sec of bandwidth. The grains define the ca-

pacity of the resource in each dimension. Actors run in a single JVM, as described

in Section 4.7.1.

These experiments involve one provider, broker and service manager. This sim-

plified environment allows for evaluation of the broker’s ability to subdivide hosts

into slivers and of the provider’s ability to deliver that resource. The experiments do

not test resource contention or the algorithm’s ability to provision multiple resources.

Section 4.7.3 reports on experiments that test those aspects of the policy.

The provider uses resource driver modules (Section 4.2.3) that enable it to in-

stantiate and control the following attributes of Xen virtual machines: CPU share,

memory allotment (although the Shirako prototype does not resize the memory al-

lotment dynamically, due to various interacting limitations in Xen and Linux), and
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send/receive bandwidth. The provider can also perform live and stop-and-copy mi-

gration of VMs. The drivers are described in more detail in [94, 96].

To control the specific resource demands in multiple dimensions, these experi-

ments use two synthetic guest applications (gamut and netperf) that generate CPU

and bandwidth load in a controlled fashion. These applications mimic resource uti-

lization traces by exercising bandwidth and CPU independently on a guest’s re-

sources. gamut [136] interleaves execution of a compute-intensive loop with periods

of idleness to match a target CPU utilization. netperf is a UNIX utility for mea-

suring the capacity of network links; it was scripted to send bursts of TCP packets

over a specified time interval to match a target bandwidth utilization. While these

synthetic applications lack the complexities of real applications, they provide a way

to accurately quantify the effectiveness of the system.

The service manager leases one VM and initiates either a gamut application to

utilize CPU or a netperf application to utilize bandwidth; the applications try to

match a sequence of target resource demands from a resource utilization trace. A one-

month trace from a production application server in a major e-commerce website was

scaled to use as an input load signal. The trace is sped-up by a factor of 150 to increase

the amount of dynamic behavior and the load signal is scaled to an appropriate

common basis to derive CPU and bandwidth targets for workload emulation in the

applications. As in Section 4.7.1, the trace has a flop-flip filter applied to it by

the service manager to reduce bursty behavior. For these experiments, the filtered

demand curve, shown in Figure 4.9, uses a 50-second sliding window moving average,

a step threshold of one standard deviation, and a heavily damped average β=7/8.

The service manager makes requests for resources with lease lengths equivalent to

four hours in the original trace.
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Figure 6.1: These graphs show how a guest can extend leases to resize resource
slivers and adapt to fluctuations in its application’s load. The guest asks for varying
bandwidth (a) and CPU (b) resource grains. The demand is a scaled one-month trace
from an e-commerce website. The bursty demand is filtered and the filtered demand
is sent as resource requests to the broker. The broker uses the WorstFit policy to
allocate slivers of varying size to meet the guest’s demand.

6.2.2 Dynamic Sliver Sizes

This experiment tests the ability of the WorstFit algorithm to provision vary-

ing sized slivers. It also demonstrates the interacting feedback loops of the service

manager and the provider to allow an application to meet its resource demands.

The service manager monitors the application’s performance to determine how

many grains of resource to request from the broker for the subsequent lease. If

demand conditions change too rapidly, the guest may end up with more or less

resource grains than required. The guest voluntarily releases resources when demand

falls; although, in general, to induce such behavior requires incentives at the guest to

constrain usage. As opposed to issuing new requests to add resources to its holdings,

the guest extends its lease by resizing its slivers.

Figure 6.1 shows how well the WorstFit policy performs in allocating grains of

resources as demand for bandwidth (a) and CPU (b) fluctuate. The graphs show that
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WorstFit can subdivide resources to match both bandwidth and CPU requests,

even as the demand varies. The lag between the filtered demand and the received

resources occurs because the allocation policy gathers requests and runs the algorithm

at regular intervals. The longer the interval time, the longer guests need to wait

to learn about their allocations and the longer it may take a guest to readjust its

allotment to match its demand.

6.3 Policy Interactions

While broker slivering policies incorporate placement heuristics, providers do not

need to follow how the broker places slivers on host resources. As Section 2.2.1

describes, providers delegate limited allocation power to brokers, but retain local

autonomy since they determine the placement of requests onto their resources and

have final say over the granting of leases to consumers. Due to this partitioning

of resource management functionality, brokers and providers are free to select the

policies governing their resource control loops (Section 2.2.3). While this helps en-

courage third-party federation by allowing actors to make autonomous decisions, the

interactions of the control loops may cause tensions between the different actors if

the resource management objectives of their policies are at odds. This is especially

true when the broker performs resource slivering since it performs a local placement

heuristic that may directly conflict with the provider’s placement policy if they use

different objectives for how to map slivers onto host resources.

6.3.1 Provider Autonomy

In networked computing environments a variety of providers, possibly under different

administrative domains, own resources, and each may have its own local objectives for

how to manage its resources. To encourage a sustainable federation where providers
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donate resources to the shared infrastructure, it is important to try to maintain

provider autonomy [62]. At the same time, federated systems should be able to

benefit from the aggregation and allocation capabilities of brokers. While providers

lose some autonomy through delegating limited allocation power to brokers, they still

can use their remaining resource management controls to meet local objectives.

In Orca, providers retain control over the assignment of specific host units at

the provider to satisfy requests approved by the brokers, and, with virtual machines,

provider-level placement policies determine the mapping of provisioned slivers onto

a provider’s servers and then the provider binds VMs to the slivers. As with allo-

cation (Section 3.3), placement is subject to continuous, online control as conditions

change. Since providers can maintain a holistic view of their infrastructure down

to the hardware level, they are well-positioned to control the placement of virtual

machines within their infrastructure. If, for example, a third-party broker were to

control the placement of requests, it would either have to ignore the objectives a

provider may have regarding issues such as energy costs, or make queries to the

provider to determine the real-time status of the provider’s infrastructure and how

the broker should allocate resources to meet the provider’s objectives. The following

are a few examples of why a provider may wish to retain placement control:

• Failures and maintenance. A provider may need to place consumers in

such a way that it can remove selected hosts from service due to failure or for

scheduled maintenance.

• Overbooking. A provider may use overbooking to increase the use of its re-

sources. This may occur at the level of individual resource schedulers to benefit

from statistical multiplexing [175], or at across all hosts in the provider [89,

135, 187]. Providers may handle overbooking differently, for example, Sharp

providers may over-allocate resources to brokers and then only redeem a subset
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of tickets [89]. Comparatively, Sandpiper [187] does not reject requests when

the provider becomes overloaded, and instead migrates users to underused hosts

until utilization is too high and then it accepts a decrease in consumer SLAs.

Usher [135] also allows overbooking but offloads the responsibility for how to

handle the overbooking to its consumers.

• Quality of service guarantees. To deliver negotiated quality of service guar-

antees to consumers, providers may use advanced placement policies. For exam-

ple, [69] uses a proactive, model-based approach to assign candidate resource

allotments to web services based on SLAs. In [140], the authors assign re-

sources to multi-tier applications to meet end-to-end quality of service metrics.

Sandpiper [187] determines when SLA violations occur and migrates workload

from overloaded resources to continue to meet the target SLA. Violin [151, 152]

migrates consumer virtual machines to meet resource utilization targets.

• Thermal management. A provider may choose to respond to cooling prob-

lems by placing heat-generating workloads away from hot spots. It has also

been shown that intelligent workload placement at typical utilization may re-

sult in significant reductions in total cost of ownership from reduced cooling

costs [137].

• Energy management. A provider may also use a placement policy to reduce

energy consumption. At low utilization, concentrating workload on a subset of

servers can reduce energy consumption proportionally if the provider powers

down unused hosts [52, 142].

While these examples motivate having provider autonomy over placement and

assignment decisions, it remains an open question as to how much control a provider

should have over resource provisioning. As previously stated, Orca allows an ex-
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plicit separation of these two policy concerns; however, other systems interleave them

into a single resource management policy. Hippodrome determines a storage system

configuration for a utility data center based on a iterative loop involving resource

performance estimates and workload requirements, and converges to an assignment

with good overall performance [23]. It does so because currently storage systems have

cross-talk, which makes it more difficult to separate allocation and placement. The

Orca architecture allows a variety of partitionings so that systems can determine

which policy factoring (described later in this section) works for their types of re-

sources. In [114] and [169], the authors propose integrated allocation and placement

algorithms to allocate resources to web services by placing demand on resources to

balance load under dynamic conditions. Their systems estimate application resource

demands and use load shifting to create an assignment of resources to match the

required resource demands. The MBRP algorithm from [69] is a feedback-controlled

policy that first determines candidate resource allotments to meet web service re-

source demands and then assigns resources to balance candidate allotments and meet

system-wide goals. These systems primarily apply their approach to the management

of a single data center. A goal of Orca is to perform resource management across

multiple providers; this is reflected in the decision to use a different approach and

separate allocation and placement.

Existing federated systems take different views on provider autonomy. Computa-

tional grids (e.g., TeraGrid [3] and Open Service Grid [4]) and the XenoServer Open

Platform [99, 124] employ resource indexing and discovery services to provide users

with hints of resource availability across providers. Grids use job execution systems,

such as PBS [16] or Maui [43], to provide both allocation and placement of consumer

requests at individual providers [81]. Comparatively, in PlanetLab [35], PlanetLab

Central (PLC) assumes the role of a powerful broker controlling both placement and
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allocation. PlanetLab sites are not autonomous, but PlanetLab does support broker-

ing; PLC may direct individual hosts to delegate control of portions of their resources

to PLC-approved brokers. A system using the Orca architecture may replicate this

structure by constructing a single actor that fills the roles of both a broker and au-

thority for all providers. In essence, this structure requires that the providers operate

under central control, but is possible if the system does not value provider autonomy.

Even within the Orca architecture it is an open question to determine the tradeoff

between global allocation and full provider autonomy. The architecture design is

flexible to allow different choices to balance the goals of brokers and providers:

• Towards less provider autonomy. Providers may choose to delegate both

allocation and placement power to brokers; this gives brokers more control over

shared resources. This requires the provider to name hosts when delegating

them to brokers and for brokers to communicate the names of hosts they allocate

to specific requests within tickets. Further discussion of naming resources is in

[94]. In the case of multidimensional resource allocation for virtual machines

(e.g., the WorstFit algorithm from Section 6.1) the broker must perform

some local placement policy across its logical resource inventory to know if it

can satisfy requests even if it does not communicate that placement back to

the provider. As a result, if the broker is correct and honest, then some feasible

placement will always exist at the provider to satisfy the broker’s allocation

decisions.

• Towards more provider autonomy. Providers have different ways they can

maintain greater control over their resources. Providers may allot hosts for

small time periods to allow them to reevaluate to which brokers they should

give allocation power. Providers may define conditions on their contracts with

brokers which can include having a broker follow a specific objective (e.g., reject
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resize requests if they require migration, or tightly pack virtual machines). To

further restrict a broker, the provider may limit the ability of a broker to

subdivide hosts into slivers. For example, in the case of virtual machines, a

provider may export computons (Section 3.4.5) to brokers, as opposed to the

physical hosts, to control the partitioning of its hosts.

• Integrate policies. To give complete provider autonomy, the system may

choose to integrate allocation and placement decisions. One way to accomplish

this is to have each provider implement its own broker and have their policies

cooperate to follow a common objective. These alternatives ensure that there

will be no conflicts between the allocation and placement policies. However this

integration removes the benefits of using brokers that offer federation across

multiple providers.

6.3.2 Example Tension Between Actors

When systems decide to implement allocation and placement policies in different

actors, tensions may occur between the different objectives of the actors. A tension

occurs when one of the policies is limited in its flexibility as a result of its interaction

with another policy. This is especially true with virtual resources when the broker

provisions slivers of hosts. If the broker uses a different placement policy than the

provider, the provider may run into a situation where it cannot satisfy a ticket redeem

request. Figure 6.2 illustrates a simple example of how this may occur.

In Figure 6.2, the broker uses a worst-fit policy to increase the likelihood it can

satisfy a lease extension request for a growing sliver size. However, the provider

uses a best-fit placement policy to reduce the number of physical hosts it requires

to satisfy the requests, thereby increasing the possibility for it to conserve energy.

Panel (b) shows the difference in these placement policies. In Panel (c) the broker
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Figure 6.2: How placement conflicts can arise when brokers and providers use dif-
ferent policies. The provider delegates rights to provision host servers to a broker (a).
The broker provisions slivers of hosts from its logical inventory based on a worst-fit
policy and maintains a logical placement of its allocations. The provider uses a best–
fit policy to map allocated slivers to host servers, and bind them to virtual machines.
Guests may request to resize their slivers, e.g, in response to changing load. Both the
broker and provider can provision a small sliver growth request (b). However, due to
conflicting placement policies (worst-fit and best-fit), the provider cannot provision
a growth request for an entire host (c). As a result of the sliver resizing, the provider
cannot satisfy the resize request on its current host (d). To resolve the conflict and
provision the request, the provider must migrate a VM to another host (e).

and provider can fulfill a sliver resize request without conflict. However, upon the

next resize request, there is a tension between the two policies. The broker can satisfy

the request without any problems due to its local placement heuristic, however, there

is no space on the physical host at the provider for it to grow the request (Panel (d)).

When this occurs, the provider needs to determine its course of action to resolve this

conflict.

In general, with resource slivering, if a provider deviates from the placement

determined by the broker’s placement heuristic, the provider may have requests it

cannot satisfy directly. Depending on its contracts with the consumer and broker, it

may reject the request and take a penalty for not being able to redeem the ticket.

Another strategy is for the provider to hold resources in reserve to satisfy these

types of requests; however, this may decrease resource utilization at the provider.

Alternatively, it may use mechanisms to resolve the tension, such as migration in the

case of virtual machines (Panel (e)). The remainder of this chapter focuses on using
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migration as a mechanism for overcoming this type of actor tensions.

6.3.3 Migration

When a system is allocating resource slivers, virtual machine migration is a viable

mechanism to resolve tensions between brokers and providers with different objec-

tives. Migration provides the flexibility to satisfy new and unforeseen resource de-

mands while retaining the continuity, liveness, and sliver sizing of existing VMs.

However, this flexibility comes at a cost: providers may choose to be conservative in

their use of migration since it can be expensive and disruptive. While the primary

use of VM migration in this chapter is to mediate policy tensions, other projects

use migration to meet their provider requirements. Violin [152] and Sandpiper [187]

use migration to meet resource utilization targets, [55] uses VM migration for load

balancing, and Usher [135] allows clients to migrate their VMs to satisfy their own

requirements.

The migration planning problem is as follows: given a set of hosts, a set of slivers

distributed among the hosts, and a target reassignment of slivers to hosts, find a

sequence of migrations that converges to the target assignment with minimal cost.

The problem is NP-hard but approximation algorithms exist to solve instances of

the problem at the expense of additional storage space and physical hosts [94, 96,

98]. Costs of migration include data storage and transfer and service interruptions.

Current virtualization solutions typically offer two types of migration: stop-and-copy

and live. The former approach suspends a VM and saves its state to stable storage.

At a later time, the VM can be reinstantiated on a different host using the saved state.

Stop-and-copy migration offers more flexible migration planning, because it has lower

overhead and VM images may be saved on storage. However, it temporarily suspends

all applications running inside the VM. Live migration addresses this limitation by
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significantly reducing application downtime to within a few milliseconds [59]. While

migration is a powerful tool, [96] shows that it can affect the performance of running

applications in current VM implementations.

6.4 Experiments with Migration for Dynamic Sliv-

ering

This section demonstrates how allowing brokers and providers to define their own

policies can allow them to achieve their own objectives; however, these objectives

may come into conflict as utilization of the shared resources grows. To resolve this

conflict, the provider may have to use virtual machine migration. The experiments

evaluate the interactions of two broker and two provider policies for allocating slivers

for virtual machines:

• Broker - in-place. The broker uses the WorstFit policy from Section 6.1.

• Broker - migrating. The broker modifies the WorstFit policy to be very

aggressive in satisfying its objective. If an allocation is not feasible, the broker

migrates the request to different hosts in its logical inventory with sufficient

space. When a request cannot extend its control over a particular resource

(either because another lease is consuming that resource or because the resource

is no longer under the broker’s control), the broker tries to replace it with

another resource. The broker also assigns a different resource to a request

(forcing a migration at the provider) if it cannot sufficiently grow a sliver.

Since this is a logical migration, as opposed to a virtual machine migration, the

broker assumes there is no cost to migrating a request. The broker’s choice to

migrate may or may not cause the provider to perform a physical VM migration:

this decision is under the control of the provider, not the broker.
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• Provider - follow-broker. The provider takes the incoming placement infor-

mation from the broker and uses that to place requests on its resources. Brokers

communicate placement information within a property list on ticket it issues

to the guest and the provider receives this information when the guest redeems

the ticket. Further information about the communication of placement between

the broker and the provider is in [94].

• Provider - energy-aware. The provider uses a best-fit heuristic placement

policy that allows it to be energy-aware since it tries to minimize the number of

resources in use at a time. In these experiments, the provider employs a simple

migration policy to converge to the broker’s placements under high utilization.

This allows the provider to meet its own objectives at low utilizations while

satisfying all commitments made by the broker at high utilization. Specifically,

the provider uses a policy that allows it to deviate from the broker’s placements

for up to a maximum of 50% utilization of its resources, after which it follows

the broker’s placement. When utilization is under 50%, the provider can assign

a request to any of its resources and ignore the placement information commu-

nicated by the broker. However, once the resource constraint at the provider

starts to increase, it starts reverting back to the placement decisions made by

the broker. This is because it needs to ensure that it has sufficient space to per-

form the necessary migrations to guarantee it can satisfy all of the redeem lease

requests. Alternatively the provider could keep spare resources to help perform

the migrations. More information about the provider’s placement policy is in

[94].
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6.4.1 Methodology

These experiments use Shirako to emulate two competing guest applications and a

hosting site of 100 host servers. Section 4.7.1 explains the Shirako emulation envi-

ronment. Each guest has a different workload: one based on a one-month trace from

a production application service in a major e-commerce website, and the other based

on a job trace from a production compute cluster at Duke University. They are the

same guest workloads described in Section 4.7.2. Guests request slices at the granu-

larity of half the size of a host server (e.g., one-half share CPU, memory, bandwidth,

disk) and request terms of 12 emulated hours. For the purpose of these experiments,

the provider delegates full control to the broker, which allows the broker the ability

to subdivide the hosts into slivers. The broker allocates slivers for guest applications

and, in doing so, creates a logical placement of slivers within its logical inventory.

The broker’s objective is to perform a worst-fit allocation, whereas the provider’s

objective is either to follow the broker’s allocation or to be energy-aware. If a broker

cannot meet a request, the request is rejected.

6.4.2 Comparing Broker Policies

To show the difference in the two broker policies, this section presents an experiment

that compares the ability of the policies to achieve their objective of worst-fit alloca-

tion of slivers: maximizing the number of hosts in use at the provider. In one run the

broker uses in-place and the other it uses migrating. Figure 6.3 illustrates how using

the migrating allocation policy increases a broker’s ability to maintain a high level

of resource usage compared to the in-place policy that does not allow for migrations.

The higher the resource usage, the closer the policy matches its worst-fit objective

to distribute consumers across hosts.
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Figure 6.3: The number of resources in use from a broker’s inventory for two variants
of the WorstFit policy: migrating where the broker may migrate slivers between
hosts on lease extensions to preserve its worst-fit heuristic, and in-place that satis-
fies extend requests only if it can do so without migrating the request. This is an
illustration of the differences of the broker worst-fit policies.

6.4.3 Broker and Provider with Different Objectives

These next experiments show how a provider and broker can work towards different

objectives, while still having the provider fulfill allocation commitments made by the

broker to guests. The experiments have a provider trying to be energy-aware and

tightly pack slivers and a broker using one of two different policies to loosely pack

slivers. Figure 6.4 illustrates the number of resources the provider uses when following

the energy-aware policy compared to the broker using the migrating policy (a) and in-

place policy (b). Both graphs show how the provider’s best-fit policy can concentrate

resource usage on a minimal set of hosts. Overall, best-fit allows the provider to

decrease the number of machines used at a given time relative to the broker. The

benefit of best-fit is greater at low utilization but decreases at higher utilization

as the provider must migrate towards compliance with the broker’s assignment. The

aggressive migrating broker variant (a) allows the broker more flexibility to distribute

its load more evenly across its inventory.

This experiment shows the cumulative number of resources used over time and
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(a) Broker uses migrating policy variant.
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(b) Broker uses in-place policy variant.

Figure 6.4: Number of machines used by the broker and the provider for resource
allocation. The broker satisfies requests using a worst-fit policy to spread requests
evenly across its inventory, while the provider uses a best-fit policy to reduce used
machines. Under moderate load, the provider can concentrate its placement and
achieve its local objective. With heavy load, the provider reverts to the broker’s
policy to ensure it can satisfy the requests. When the broker uses its migrating
variant (a), it can spread out its slivers across more hosts than when it uses the
in-place variant (b). In (b) the broker rejects some requests under moderate load due
to its inability to migrate requests. When the broker uses in-place, its placements
decisions are constrained by which requests choose to grow and extend their tickets.
This can result in tighter packing of its slivers than with the migrating policy (as the
case is in (b) when there is moderate load).

the number of migrations across the experiment for different policy combinations at

the broker and provider. Figure 6.5 shows the cumulative resource usage for four

scenarios: in-place/energy-aware, migrating/energy-aware, migrating/follow-broker,

and in-place/follow-broker. The broker’s migrating policy is successful at using a

greater number of resources over time than the in-place policy. This is because it

is able to migrate requests to a more distributed allocation than in-place. When

the provider uses its own policy, it reduces the number of resources it uses over time

since it can deviate from the broker and more tightly pack requests on fewer resources.

Figure 6.6 shows the cumulative number of migrations the provider performs for the

above scenarios: the fourth scenario, in-place/follow-broker, is not pictured as it leads

to no migrations. By using a broker and provider with competing policy goals, the

experiment approximates worst-case migration behavior at the provider. As intuition
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Figure 6.5: The provider’s cumulative resource hours for four broker/provider policy
combinations. The cumulative resource hours at the broker are equivalent to the
runs where the provider follows the broker. When the provider uses its own best-fit
heuristic (energy-aware), it succeeds at using fewer resources over time than the
broker using either of its policies (note that for these runs, the broker’s usage stays
the same as what is shown for the provider when it follows the broker). The broker’s
migrating policy uses more resources than the in-place policy since the policy with
migration uses the mechanisms to satisfy its worst-place heuristic which increases the
number of hosts used by the broker.

suggests, the number of migrations at the provider increases when the broker uses

migrations to satisfy requests (migrating). From the three alternatives presented in

Figure 6.6, when the provider uses its follow-broker policy, there are the least number

of migrations. For in-place/energy-aware, there are less than 500 migrations over the

month long trace. Therefore, providers need to determine how important it is for

them to use their own policy as opposed to following the placements sent by the

broker since there can be a cost in the number of migrations it must perform when

it follows its own policy.

6.5 Discussion

Dynamic resource slivering is an important policy for brokers to provide to be able

to allocate virtual resources. This chapter presents WorstFit, a policy that can

allocate customized resource slivers sized in different dimensions and satisfy dynamic

changes in sliver sizes over time. Resource slivering exposes potential tensions be-
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Figure 6.6: Number of provider migrations incurred for three broker/provider pol-
icy combinations. Different combinations of allocation and placement policies incur
different numbers of forced migrations. The largest number of migrations results
when the broker allocation policy incorporates migration, and the provider selects
a conflicting placement using an energy-aware placement policy. Not shown is in–
place/follow-broker which resulted in no migrations.

tween different actor policies since both the broker and provider may maintain a

local placement of slivers to hosts. Allowing the separation of allocation and assign-

ment policies in Orca is an important part of the architecture, since it preserves

a provider’s autonomy in a federated infrastructure. When implementing a system,

designers need to balance the tradeoffs of having brokering intermediaries for resource

federation or avoiding potential conflicts between actors. This chapter provides an

example where, despite the ability to have tensions between actors, in the example of

virtual machines, it is possible to use migration to reconcile those tensions. While the

results are sensitive to utilization and workload, the results presented in this chapter

quantify both the benefits and costs of having brokering intermediaries and using a

resource migration mechanism to resolve actor tensions.
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Chapter 7

Dynamic Middleware and Resource

Control

The previous chapters explore resource management within the context of a resource

control plane for virtual computing environments. The introduction of a resource

management layer for virtual computing adds another layer where resource manage-

ment may occur below what is currently provided by existing middleware systems

(e.g., grid computing software and job execution systems). This chapter explores

questions that result from having resource management exist at multiple layers; it

describes the tradeoffs of having resource management policies at the different layers

and provides results illustrating the cost and benefit of different alternatives.

To frame the discussion, this chapter considers job execution systems as an exam-

ple of middleware that provides resource management to its clients. Both job execu-

tion systems and the Shirako prototype allocate resources to clients in shared server

infrastructures. However, job execution systems run on dedicated hardware, whereas

running on Shirako allows multiple consumers to dynamically share resources. Sec-

tion 7.1 provides a further description of job execution services and explains how

jobs benefit from virtualization. It also explores a design space for combining job

execution middleware with resource leasing environments in a hybrid system.

The remainder of this chapter explores the design space using three prototyped

systems implemented with the Shirako toolkit. Section 7.2 gives the methodology.

Sections 7.3–7.5 describe three representative systems from the design space. Sec-

tion 7.6 explores the tradeoffs of the different points of the design space. Section 7.7

gives a summary and a discussion of future work.
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7.1 Resource Control for Job Execution Systems

This section addresses different ways in which job execution systems, such as those

used in clusters and grids, may service their users—job owners—while obtaining vir-

tual computing resources from Shirako. In particular, the focus is on the benefits

provided to virtual communities (VCs)—a group of users or institutions that collab-

orate across administrative domains to share resources and data. However, these

benefits may apply more broadly to different applications and middleware systems.

Job execution systems schedule jobs onto shared system resources. A job is a

unit of work with a description of the resources it requires. It typically defines its

required duration of resource control (the length of its computation) and may also

make wide requests (Chapter 5). Popular batch and clustering systems such as Sun

Grid Engine [2], Load Sharing Facility [13], and PBS/Maui [43] manage compute-

intensive jobs across clusters and/or idle desktop workstations. Grid environments

also act as job execution systems, but across federated resources (e.g., TeraGrid [3] or

Open Science Grid [4]). Jobs are sent through the grid middleware to an appropriate

queue at autonomous providers. Condor [87, 171] and LSF Multicluster [190] are also

job execution systems that schedule jobs across multiple administrative domains.

7.1.1 Challenges for Job Execution Systems

While traditionally used by scientific applications, job execution systems are increas-

ingly used by a variety of applications, such as real-time environmental monitoring,

and business applications. Due to the diverse set of applications using these systems,

job execution systems are under “evolutionary pressure” to support more flexible

resource control. These extended capabilities include: advance reservations, check-

pointing and migration, urgent computing, coordinated execution of composite appli-

cations (e.g., workflows), differentiated sharing, persistent or long-running services,
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and dynamic instantiation of customized virtual computing environments.

To support these requirements, some job execution systems support advanced

features for resource brokering, provisioning for service agreements, or resource ne-

gotiation and matching [29, 38, 65, 71, 82, 86, 87, 118, 134, 171]. The following are

a few challenges for job execution systems:

• Support for diverse environments. Within a grid or a cluster, jobs may

require different, and complex execution environments. Advances in virtualiza-

tion technologies, including, but not limited to VMs, create new opportunities

to provide job execution systems more control over their resources [53, 106, 117,

148, 164, 167]. For example, virtual machines may be customized to specific

software stacks required by jobs (e.g., different library versions dependencies

or operating systems). To define customized environments, users can lever-

age software environments packaged as appliances: complete bootable images

containing both application and (custom) operating system components.

Virtualization techniques have been proposed to increase resource control for

job management [38, 116, 117, 153]. These approaches provide basic job and

resource management; however, the techniques often prove to be insufficient

when managing complex middleware environments and allowing more flexibility

to the end users to be part of the decision control policy.

• Predictable allocations. Sophisticated applications may want to know what

resources they have control over and when, while some applications may require

resources at specific times. For example, dynamic, predictable resource alloca-

tion is a prerequisite for high-priority, urgent computing tasks, such as storm

impact prediction, wildfire response, or modeling of infectious disease outbreaks

(e.g., SPRUCE and LEAD [70]). To be able to meet deadlines and have as-

surances of resource control, jobs have a need for predictability and isolation.
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Moreover, advanced applications are often composites: groups of multiple tasks

with well-defined workflow ordering and dependencies [170]. Workflows require

precise orchestration of multiple tasks.

Advance reservations allow users to request resources for a specific time in the

future. Many batch schedulers support advance reservations [43, 149]. However,

in practice, advance reservations on large clusters are often handled out-of-band

through web forms where users pre-reserve resources on one or more clusters.

While this works well to assure quality of service for predicted workloads, this

process is tedious and impractical for dynamic and time-sensitive workloads

such as weather prediction.

• Robust computing. Long-running jobs require a complex hierarchy of re-

sources and can benefit from VM resource control. Virtualization provides a

more robust computing environment for jobs including: saving VM images as

they execute for checkpoint or recovery, snapshotting file system images, and

VM migration to balance load or perform system maintenance. The job-level

and process-level resource control of job execution systems offers limited pre-

dictability and isolation [153].

7.1.2 Hybrid Systems for Job Management

There are multiple ways to provide a job execution system for consumers. The cur-

rent approach is to use a batch system or a grid where the resource allocation policy is

determined and controlled by the provider. However, the introduction of the virtual

resource control layer introduces new ways to provide job management to consumers.

A premise of my work is that to further advance the resource management capabili-

ties of job execution systems and to increase resource control provided to users, job

execution systems should incorporate techniques from utility computing systems: in
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particular, the use of leases to define resource control. For example, by leasing shared

resources from Shirako providers, current middleware systems may access the con-

trols to the virtualization technologies within the context of a container (Section 2.2):

the collection of active resources from a consumer’s leases. This chapter refers to the

entity that requests the leases for the container as the owner. Container mechanisms

expose job execution services to the resource control mechanisms supported by the

underlying virtualization technology and allows systems to choose the amount of

control that best satisfies their requirements.

My work proposes a blending of the two paradigms—job execution services with

utility computing systems—into a hybrid system that enables job execution systems

to extend their resource management capabilities beyond that provided by grid or

batch middleware and better meet the evolving requirements of their systems.

With hybrid systems, job scheduling and execution is either performed by the

container owner or the virtual layer. In this new model, providers lease resources

to owners. Owners then have complete control over the resources and can choose to

install a customized software stack including middleware, such as a job scheduler, to

create a second layer of policy control outside of the virtual layer. Communities may

also decide to simply use the virtual layer as the scheduler for their jobs by leasing a

container for each job.

Figure 7.1 defines hybrid systems within a design space classified along two axes

based on how systems may combine lease and job resource control within containers.

The figure depicts the design space of hybrid models for job execution systems. The

x-axis quantifies the number of jobs that are executed within a container. When a

single job is executed within a private container, the container may be customized

for that particular job, allowing the job to be controlled independently of other

jobs. Alternatively, if a container is shared among many jobs, then middleware
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Figure 7.1: Design space for job scheduling systems using a container abstraction
for resource control. Design structures are classified by the amount of job scheduling
performed within a container and by their ability to dynamically change resources
assigned to a container.

associated with the owner of the jobs controls the environment. A owner may choose

to instantiate an entire job management system within the container to handle the

scheduling of jobs across those resources. Systems with a job per container are

referred to as private and those with many jobs per container as shared.

The y-axis characterizes systems based on their ability to dynamically adjust

resource control within a container. One option is to bind the container to a fixed

set of resources, defined by a fixed set of one or more leases (static). Alternatively,

a system may adapt resource assignments to respond to changes (dynamic). For

example, the system may change the leases bound to a container to add more storage

or increase computing power if the job queue backs up. Figure 7.1 divides the design

space into four distinct categories, which are described below; however, it is important

to note that these are not concrete boundaries and hybrid systems may cover the

entire x axis and y axis:

• Static/Shared: These systems closely resemble basic batch computing sys-

tems; however, each container owner determines the job execution system run-
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ning in their container to satisfy the needs of their users, as opposed to the

provider. However, to use this hybrid model, a owner must predetermine the

amount of resources the container owner requires to satisfy their needs.

• Static/Private: The system creates a container for every job and the job-level

scheduling is performed at the virtual resource control layer [79, 116, 117, 130].

This design may be used if users require different containers for each job. It

exposes resources controls such as checkpointing and suspend/restart to the job

owner. While this model exposes control to users, it is subject to the cost of VM

instantiation for each job and only provides resource allocation, not necessarily

all of the functionality in current middleware systems.

• Dynamic/Shared: This model is similar to Static/Shared but it allows con-

tainers to dynamically change as the demand from users varies. For example, if

there is a demand spike, this model allows an owner to request more resources

to incorporate into its container. This model retrofits virtualization support

into existing middleware by using containers to increase user isolation and cus-

tomization of hosted computing environments [53, 102, 106, 116, 117, 164, 167].

These systems expose virtualization controls to the middleware layer; however,

the resource control is given to the owner, not the user that submits the job.

• Dynamic/Private: This model is similar to Static/Private hybrid models, but

it allows owners the ability to dynamically configure their resource containers

to match the current needs of their users.

Hybrid systems that fall into these quadrants provide different levels of control

for resource allocation through job and lease scheduling. Static systems may be less

complicated, since these systems do not have to manage dynamic aspects of resource

management, and can have smaller overheads but, are a result, are less flexible in
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adapting to a owner’s changing needs compared to dynamic systems.

7.2 Evaluation of Hybrid Systems

The remainder of this chapter explores different points in the design space using four

different systems:

• Static Leased Container. Each container owner has an associated job man-

ager running within a container with a fixed set of resources bound to it. End-

users submit requests to the job manager share the resources. This model is

very similar to batch computing systems, where different groups use a dedicated

cluster. (Section 7.3)

• GROC. A container owner runs a job manager that is shared among all of its

users.1 The job manager may invoke leasing primitives to adjust the resource

bound to its container dynamically based on the requirements of its users.

(Section 7.4)

• JAWS. The job manager for groups issues lease requests to obtain resources

per job: each job is assigned its own container.2 Multiple jobs may use the same

container in sequence to reduce the cost of leasing and instantiating containers.

(Section 7.5)

• Batch Scheduler. End-users submit requests to a job manager located at a

provider.

The following sections discuss how the systems expose resource control up to the

container owner and how they perform when there are multiple groups competing for

1Groc is joint work with Lavanya Ramakrishnan, David Irwin, and Aydan Yumerefendi [144].
2JAWS is joint work with David Irwin, Aydan Yumerefendi, Varun Marupadi, and Piyush
Shivam [95].
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shared resources.

These experiments compare hybrid systems by applying common scheduling poli-

cies at the job level and the lease level. They use a variety of metrics to analyze

the cost and benefits of using the different systems for resource management for job

execution systems. Experiments compare the fidelity of the different systems, which

is the goodness of the policy with respect to its objectives. These experiments use a

priority policy at each level. For this policy, the objective is to avoid priority inversion

and to have efficient resource usage. As a result, fidelity becomes the efficiency of the

partitionings. Efficiency is defined as 100 minus the percentage of usable resources

that are wasted. A resource is “wasted” when it sits idle while there is a job some-

where else in the system that could run on it. Efficiency for a batch cluster is 100%

since it always runs the next job if there is one in the queue. The experiments also

report makespan (time from when the first job begins to when the last job completes)

and stretch factor (the ratio of job completion time, including wait time at the queue,

to job duration). They also compare the overheads that result from applying resource

management at the different levels.

Section 7.2.1 describes the setup of the experimental environment and system

workload. Sections 7.3, 7.4, and 7.5 describe the hybrid systems. Section 7.6 com-

pares and contrasts the tradeoffs of these different approaches.

7.2.1 Methodology

Each hybrid system is implemented with the Shirako toolkit (Section 4.1). Exper-

iments emulate a single provider whose resources are shared among two competing

virtual communities. A broker arbitrates lease requests and provisions resources on

behalf of the provider. Previous work expands this model to allow resource leasing

from multiple providers and multiple brokers and provides experiments from a tested
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deployment [144].

Each virtual community has a job stream for which it is trying to obtain resources.

Communities lease resources that become associated with containers. In these exper-

iments, a container is a set of Xen virtual machines, although the principles apply to

a wider range of virtual resources. Currently, the Shirako toolkit exposes the ability

of a virtual community to customize the complete software stack for each of the re-

sources it leases, and allows communities the ability to resize their resources on lease

extensions (Section 4.3.1). While providers may migrate and save/restore virtual

machines [96], it is future work to expose this ability directly to Shirako guests.

To be able to make resource management comparisons across the different sys-

tems, the systems must use common scheduling policies applied at either the job

level or the lease level (the broker). The experiments in this chapter use the Maui

Scheduler since its policies are widely used in cluster and grid environments (Sec-

tion 4.8). In the Static Leased Container and in Groc, virtual communities (VCs)

instantiate a Maui Scheduler within their shared containers and use it to determine

the scheduling of their jobs. For emulation of the job execution service, since no

jobs actually execute, experiments use the simple Maui resource manager described

in Section 4.8.3. In JAWS, since the job scheduling occurs within the leasing core,

the broker uses a modified version of the Maui Scheduler to schedule per-job leases

to assure the same job management policies are used across the systems.

Identical policies are used for job and lease management at the virtual community

and provider, making job scheduling across the different hybrid systems comparable.

When using a strict priority scheduler, requests from the different virtual communities

are prioritized so that VC 0 has higher priority than VC 1.

To emulate the overheads imposed by using the Shirako leasing core to setup and

configure virtual resources, lease overheads were measured on a real deployment of
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Shirako. An experiment tested the time it takes the leasing core to setup a lease

for a single Xen virtual machine. This setup time includes: creating a disk image,

creating the virtual machine with a swap partition and scratch space, booting the

virtual machine, and performing post-installation procedures (such as registering

public keys). Experiments found that, on average, it takes 86 seconds to setup a

lease. While this time may be minimized using techniques such as flash cloning, it may

also take much longer depending on the amount of post-installation actions or if the

lease instantiates physical machines instead of virtual machines. For the emulation

experiments, one virtual clock tick is equivalent to 10 seconds, so the experiments

incorporate a lease overhead of 9 ticks (90 seconds) to each lease initiated in the

system.

7.2.2 Application Workload

Each jobstream consists of individual jobs similar to those seen with batch clusters

or grids today. In the workload, the jobstream for virtual community (VC) 0 is

dynamic: job arrival rates were obtained from a representative trace segment of a

local production compute cluster. Comparatively, VC 1 has a synthetic jobstream

with a constant rate of work arrival. Figure 7.2 shows the load signal for the two

virtual communities. Job runtimes for both traces are in the range of 5-10 minutes.

This chapter refers to this workload as the short job workload, and a trace with job

runtimes in the range of 60-75 minutes as the long job workload.

These experiments assume that runtimes are accurate and that jobs vacate re-

sources when complete. This is a simplifying assumption since job runtimes are

difficult to predict [128]. As a result, in the implementation, leases are for exact

durations to complete a job, and no longer. An alternative is to have the service

manager vacate the lease when a job completes before the end of the lease, which
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allows the broker to reallocate those resources to another job. These two implemen-

tations provide the same results for the experiments.
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Figure 7.2: The load signal for the workload. VC 0 runs a dynamic jobstream
whereas VC 1 has constant demand.

7.3 Static Resource Leasing

Grid middleware, such as Globus, provides a uniform sharing and execution model;

however, it does not control operating systems or hardware resources, and it has lim-

ited control over resource management. For example, QoS, reservations, and flexible

provider control are important for grid computing, but have been elusive in practice.

The problem is that middleware can only control when to submit jobs to queues or

operating systems; it cannot predict or control what resources are allocated by the

lower layer, unless the lower layer provides those hooks.

Hybrid systems allow those resource controls to be exposed at a higher level, and

allow container owners, such as virtual communities, the ability to configure their

resources to fit the specific needs of their users. The hybrid system design that

most resembles today’s clusters is Static/Shared. As described in Section 7.1.2, in

this model, each virtual community receives a single lease for a statically defined

set of cluster resources that forms their static container. Within their container,

each virtual community can instantiate their customized job management system.
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Figure 7.3: A conventional batch system (a) compared to a Shared/Static hybrid
model (b). Each example shows a provider and two virtual communities (VCs). In
a conventional batch system virtual communities submit their jobs to a central job
scheduler owned by the provider. The job scheduler exists in conjunction with the
batch system. In a Shared/Static hybrid model, each virtual community receives a
static set of resources for a virtual container within which the owners instantiate their
own batch scheduler with a job scheduler that may be customized to the needs of that
particular VC. This allows them to determine their software stack for the container
including which job scheduling system and/or policies are best for their community.

Figure 7.3 shows two virtual communities submitting jobs to a batch system at a

provider (a) compared to virtual communities participating in a Shared/Static hybrid

model where owners each control their own job schedulers (b).

7.3.1 Experimentation

This section explores the ability of a simple Static/Shared hybrid system, Static

Leased Container, to meet the resource needs of communities to schedule their user

job requests. Provider resources are statically divided across two virtual communities,

and each community instantiates its own job execution system across its statically

allocated resources. Results from five different resource partitionings are compared

to those from a batch cluster. Experiments emulate a provider with 100 resources.

The Static Leased Container was implemented for comparison with other hybrid

systems from the design space. The Static Leased Container is a Shirako service

manager controller that instantiates a job execution system within its container of

leased resources. As a comparison to the hybrid system, experiments include results
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Figure 7.4: A comparison of multiple static partitionings of shared resources to two
virtual communities (VC 0/VC 1). The makespan (a) and stretch factor (b) of the
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Figure 7.5: The efficiency of multiple static partitionings of shared resources to two
virtual communities.

from a batch cluster as depicted in Figure 7.3 (a).

Figure 7.4 shows the comparative makespans (time from when the first job begins

to when the last job completes) (a) and stretch factors (the ratio of job completion

time, including wait time at the queue, to job duration) (b) between five partition-

ings of the provider’s shared resources and a batch cluster. Figure 7.5 shows the

percent efficiency (recall from Section 7.2.1 that the batch cluster has an efficiency

of 100% since it reallocates resources immediately after a job completes and tightly

interleaves requests from both communities). When VC 0 is constrained (e.g., the
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30/70 partitioning), its stretch factor is very high and since Static Lease Container

does not dynamically change the size of the container, even when VC 1 completes

all of its jobs, VC 0 cannot utilize those idle resources. As a result, for the 30/70

partitioning, the efficiency is below 60%. However, it is possible in static partitioning

for the provider to make a better division of resources. For example, for a 60/40

partition of resources, each VC is able to use its resources for most of the duration

of the experiment, resulting in similar stretch factors between the VCs and a high

efficiency of 96%.

While it is possible that when virtual communities have short jobstreams the leas-

ing substrate can determine the appropriate static partitioning of cluster resources

with high efficiency, the “best” partitioning is difficult to predict and is not suffi-

cient for long-running services with fluctuating demands. As demand changes at the

communities, there should be a repartitioning of system resources to meet system

objectives for allocating resources across the communities. Containers should be able

to grow and shrink to allocate more or less resources to a community’s job execution

service and demand for the service changes over time and as contention for shared

resources between communities fluctuates.

7.4 Dynamic Resource Leasing

A dynamic resource leasing model can help overcome the limitations of the static

partitioning model. These systems allow for a shifting of shared resources from one

community to another depending on the policy objectives of the communities and

the demand at each. For example, one Dynamic/Shared hybrid system is Groc, a

dynamic grid hosting system [144]. Groc adaptively hosts multiple job execution

system instances on networked clusters using the Shirako resource control plane.
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Groc includes a customized guest controller called a Grid Resource Oversight

Controller. To initialize a job execution system instance, Groc leases initial re-

sources from a Shirako broker, places them into a container and instantiates a job

manager (for the following experiments, Maui) within that container. Groc issues

lease requests to a Shirako broker to modulate the resources held by the hosted job

manager and associates these leases with the container. If a backlog of requests

accumulates, Groc attempts to lease additional resources and integrate them into

its container. If there are under-used resources in the container, Groc relinquishes

and resizes resource leasing to contain smaller resource amounts. The bidding policy

and how Groc integrates with Globus and Maui as hosted job scheduling systems

is described in more detail in [144].

Figure 7.6 illustrates the basic design structure of Groc. Resource management

occurs at the broker to dynamically lease resources between VCs, and then in the

container of each VC where the batch system allocates resources to jobs. Leasing

resources from the resource control plane makes it possible for the Groc controller

to support dynamic provisioning, advance reservations, and to provide control over

resource sharing without modifying Globus middleware.

7.4.1 Implementation

Groc is implemented as a guest controller with the Shirako toolkit. Currently,

Groc is a wrapper around grid middleware and interposes to see the status of the

queue and uses that information to determine how much resource it requests from

the broker. When a Groc determines it does not require resources within a lease, it

allows the lease to be closed at the end of its term to allow another participant in the

system to utilize the resources. In the current implementation, Groc requests fixed-

sized resource leases, but it is possible to extend the Groc policy to request resource
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Figure 7.6: Dynamic grid hosting with the Shirako control plane and Groc. Each
virtual community requests leases from a Shirako broker and forms a virtual container
with the leased resources. The Groc at each virtual community instantiates a local
job scheduler (e.g., a batch system) within its containers.

leases of varying durations depending on the requirements of the virtual community.

The current implementation does not vacate a lease if there is no demand for the

resources, but instead holds onto the lease until the end of the lease’s term.

To run emulated experiments with Groc, experiments use an emulated middle-

ware environment. The middleware environment is a grid emulator that exposes

Globus interfaces for job submission and status query as well as the ability to add

and remove nodes. While the initial Groc prototype used Globus, the experiments

presented here use the Maui Scheduler with a modified resource management module

to emulate the job execution on worker nodes (Section 4.8.2).

7.4.2 Experimental Results

Figure 7.7 shows the ability of Groc to perform dynamic resource leasing using a

hybrid system model. Section 7.6 gives further results from Groc in relation to

other hybrid systems. This experiment uses the short job workload described in

Section 7.2.2 and emulates two virtual communities competing for shared resources
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Figure 7.7: The number of waiting jobs (a) and resources acquired (b) for hybrid
model with a batch scheduler at each community with adaptive resource control
requesting 16 minute leases. These show that when VC 0 has a demand spike, it
receives resources to satisfy its request queue since it has priority.

at providers. The resource controller uses the priority scheduling policy where VC 0

is given priority over VC 1. Both Grocs use fixed lease requests of 16 minutes.

As the number of waiting jobs (Figure 7.7 (a)) increases for VC 0, it claims the

resources from VC 1 (Figure 7.7 (b)). Since VC 0 has priority, its job stream is

satisfied before VC 1. Once VC 0 completes the execution of its job stream, VC

1 acquires the resources to satisfy its job queue. To ensure that the lower-priority

Groc receives resources, if any remain after the high-priority Groc has its request

satisfied, it is useful for a Groc to mark that its requests are elastic.

Experiments from a deployed prototype of Groc are in [144]. They show how the

hybrid system approach can perform adaptive resource provisioning across multiple

providers and how it exposes resource control for virtual communities to support

advance resource management functions, such as advance reservations.
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7.5 Virtualized Control for Job Management

Section 7.4 shows that dynamic grid hosting can allow multiple virtual communities

and middleware environments to share computing resources with policy-based adap-

tive resource control. However, since virtual containers are shared across many users

within a community, this design model is limited in that virtual machine control

interfaces do not apply to individual jobs, but only to complete middleware environ-

ments: resource control is given at a coarse granularity. While VM support may be

retrofitted into existing middleware as an option for job management [153, 116], vir-

tualization technology offers a rare opportunity to rethink the software architecture

from the ground up.

An alternative to the shared-container approach is to allocate per-job containers.

This exposes resource control up to the user to allow finer-grained resource control,

customization of execution environments for each job, and direct access to container

control primitives (e.g., checkpoint/restore) on a per-job basis. Multiple jobs may

use the same container in sequence to reduce the cost of leasing and instantiating

containers.

The Job-Aware Workspace Service (JAWS) [95] is an instance of a hybrid system

that provides private virtual containers on a per-job basis. The key architectural

principle in JAWS is to separate control over resource sharing from job execution

and management. It is a streamlined job execution system that exposes resource

control at a higher level than middleware systems. It acts as a thin job management

veneer that uses Shirako as a leasing substrate to satisfy the resource requirements of

its users. JAWS is not a job scheduler: all functions to schedule and arbitrate shared

resources between jobs take place in a Shirako broker. A Shirako authority assigns

jobs to resources and configures their environments. Decoupling resource control and

job management simplifies the responsibilities of the job execution service (e.g., a job
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execution service can take advantage of Shirako’s ability to handle underlying trust

and authorization issues). Since JAWS uses the resource management functions

of the control plane, it can share a common pool of networked cluster resources

with other cluster services, including other middleware environments such as grid

software applications such as web services. It supports both the Static/Private and

Dynamic/Private hybrid models depending on how much flexibility JAWS gives to

the resource leases assigned to each job.

7.5.1 Implementation

JAWS is implemented as a guest controller that translates job service requests di-

rectly into resource requests; for every incoming job request, JAWS sends a corre-

sponding request for virtual machines to a Shirako broker with the same resource

requirements as the job. Figure 7.8 illustrates the basic design of JAWS.

The JAWS prototype uses Plush [19, 21] to execute a job on newly instantiated

Xen VMs. Job workflows are described in an XML specification language that details

data staging, software installation, and process sequencing. Plush monitors the exe-

cution of the job and reports, via XML-RPC callbacks, job completion or failure. The

JAWS implementation is described in more detail in [95]. The emulated experiment

uses Shirako emulation and does not use Plush since real jobs are not executed.

7.5.2 Leasing Challenges

For JAWS, and other job execution services, a core challenge is determining how

long a job requires system resources [155]. Basing JAWS on a leasing abstraction

forces JAWS to directly address the challenges of determining job runtimes since it

must translate job requests into lease requests that are sufficiently long to initialize

virtual containers and complete the execution of jobs. If the lease is too short, the
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Figure 7.8: JAWS uses a Shirako broker as the job scheduler by making requests
for virtual workspaces on a per-job granularity. JAWS determines how to queue and
manage its submitted jobs. The resource control policy determines what resources
to request from a Shirako broker.

job may be terminated before its execution completes, and if the lease is too long, it

will waste system resources and may create longer wait times for other jobs waiting

to execute. A JAWS job management policy has multiple options to address the

issue of determining an appropriate lease length for a virtual container:

• Client decides lease length. The simplest solution is for JAWS to of-

fload this problem onto its users by having them specify their required resource

durations when users submit their jobs as is the current case for production

job execution systems. However, user estimates of job duration can be inac-

curate [128]. It is challenging for users to figure out for how long their jobs

will run since many factors—such as job input parameters, underlying resource

configurations, or competing services executing on the same host—may affect

a job’s runtime.

Running jobs within virtual workspaces can help address these concerns by

creating identical virtual machine configurations over different physical hard-

ware and using virtual machine isolation to eliminate the impact of colocating
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services on the same underlying resources.

• Active learning. If the system clients submit similar jobs repeatedly, the

JAWS job management policy may use other services to actively learn the

runtime of jobs. In [95], JAWS uses NIMO [155] as an active learning sub-

system to determine how much resource to request and for what term.

• Lease extensions. JAWS may utilize the lease extension functionality of Shi-

rako. While extensions are not guaranteed, if there is low resource contention,

it is likely extensions will be granted. Using short leases has the advantage that

it does not require JAWS to know exactly how long a job will execute, but

can instead request resources for a short time and renew the lease until the job

completes. Another advantage of this approach is if the resource requirements

of a job vary over time, JAWS may request that resources be resized on a lease

extension. However, when there is high resource contention, depending on lease

extensions may be risky.

• Suspend/Resume. If lease estimates are not correct and lease extensions are

not successful, JAWS may use VM suspension as a last resort to prevent the

early termination of a job. Using virtual machines allows JAWS to suspend the

virtual container of a job before the resources are revoked for a different service

so that when it can acquire additional resources, it can resume the container,

thereby resuming the job on those new resources.

• Higher-level SLAs. JAWS may form more sophisticated resource-leasing

SLAs with brokers that offer soft guarantees about resource availability across

multiple requests [28]. This would allow JAWS to give its clients assurances

over resources, but then have the ability to negotiate for lease extensions or

more resources in the future.
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Figure 7.9: The number of waiting jobs (a) and resources acquired (b) for JAWS
where each VC runs every job within an on-demand workspace. The three times in
the short job workload where the VC 0 has a spike in its demand, it acquires the
necessary resources to satisfy that demand since it has priority over VC 1. During
those periods, since VC 0 has a majority of the resources, the number of waiting jobs
at VC 1 increases.

7.5.3 Experimental Results

Figure 7.9 shows an example of using JAWS to perform fine-grained, dynamic re-

source sharing between two virtual communities. This experiment uses the priority

scheduler and the short job workload described in Section 7.2.2. JAWS assumes

client runtime estimates are correct and uses those for lease duration; therefore,

experiments do not extend leases or use active learning to determine lease terms.

Figure 7.9 shows the number of resources assigned by the leasing policy (a) and the

waiting jobs for each community (b). Since VC 0 has priority, as soon as its queue

increases, its jobs are given preference for resources.

JAWS is more dynamic in sharing resources across communities than Groc.

This is illustrated in comparing Figure 7.9 to Figure 7.7. The experiment for Groc

used leases that were longer than average job lengths, which caused Groc to be

less dynamic in switching resources between communities. Since Groc instantiates

a job execution environment to schedule is jobs, as opposed to JAWS that uses a
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Shirako broker, there is a tradeoff for Groc in determining the length of its leases.

The longer the lease, the more stability a job execution environment has to schedule

jobs and provision future demands, whereas the shorter the lease, the more dynamic

a Groc can be in sharing resources with other communities. Section 7.6 provides

a comparison of overheads incurred by using Groc with shorter and longer leases.

JAWS also has a tradeoff in its lease lengths: the longer the lease, the less risk in

a lease terminating before a job completes, the shorter the lease, the more dynamic

JAWS can be in sharing resources and the higher the risk that it will not be granted

a lease extension (without higher-level SLAs) and have to prematurely terminate or

preempt the job.

7.6 Hybrid System Comparison

This section compares the JAWS and Groc hybrid systems from the previous sec-

tions to a job execution system in a batch cluster. The goal of this section is to

illustrate some of the tradeoffs in using the different hybrid systems and highlight

where the systems compare. While both Groc and JAWS can dynamically share

resources between multiple groups, each model has different overheads and resource

waste, which can result in a decrease in resource utilization. There are two instances

of Groc used in the experiments, one where Grocs request 16 minute leases (Groc-

16), and one where Grocs use 33 minute leases (Groc-33). The job scheduler (either

in a broker or in a job execution system) uses a priority scheduling policy described

in Section 7.2.1. This section compares the hybrid systems based on their resource

utilization and fidelity.

While dynamic leasing allows shared cluster resources to be provisioned to the

communities that require the resources, adding the layer of resource leasing into

job scheduling has functional tradeoffs. Inefficient resource usage may result from
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(b) Long job workload.

Figure 7.10: Dynamic leasing effects on job and resource utilization for three hybrid
models and a batch cluster for the short job workload (a) and long job workload (b).

the costs of initializing customized containers or through communities requesting

leases for resources for longer than owners require them. To compare the different

models, experiments calculate how resources are utilized across the makespan of the

experiment. Figure 7.10 shows the percent resource utilization for the short jobs

workload (a) and long jobs workload (b). The different ways that resources may be

used are characterized as active (running a job), overheads (setting up a lease), waste

(idle when another community could be using it to run one of its jobs), and idle

(neither community requires the resource).

The batch cluster never has waste or lease overheads since it does not use leases

and its job scheduler always runs the next job in the queue if there are jobs waiting.

Likewise, JAWS does not have waste unless the VC manager incorrectly estimates

runtimes and the leasing policy does not allow vacation. However, since runtimes are

assumed to be accurate, JAWS does not have waste in these experiments. However,

JAWS has lease overheads to set up a container for each job. Groc has both

waste and lease overheads. The percentage of lease overheads for Groc are smaller

than for JAWS since multiple jobs use the same lease. The waste occurs when one
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community is holding a lease for resources but has emptied its job queue and the

other community cannot obtain those resources until the lease closes. Lease vacation

can minimize the waste, but that mechanism was not used in this experiment. When

the Groc uses longer leases, the percentage of lease overheads decrease because fewer

leases are required to satisfy its queue; however, longer leases increase the amount of

waste since it may take longer to switch resources between communities.

Figure 7.10 (b) shows that with longer jobs, the models spend a higher percentage

of their job makespans actively running jobs than with short jobs. Since leases are

typically longer in the long job workload, percentage lease overheads are smaller for

JAWS and Groc since a higher percentage of time is spent executing jobs. Groc-

33 has less waste, but more idle time with longer leases. This is an artifact of the

workload and the arbitration policy since, compared to the short job workload, in this

experiment VC 0 completes well before VC 1, causing an increase of idle resources.

Experiments also measure fidelity. Recall from Section 7.2 that for a priority

policy, fidelity can be measured by resource efficiency. The batch scheduler and

JAWS have perfect fidelity with an efficiency of 100% since by definition if there

was an idle resource, it could be allocated to the next job. Resource waste accounts

for lower fidelity in the Groc model (87% efficiency for short job workload and 90%

efficiency for long job workload).

These experiments illustrate the impact of applying resource management at dif-

ferent levels. For this example, job scheduling can be accomplished across layers, but

the increased resource control may result in additional overheads or wasted resources

across competing groups when there is high system utilization. Resource allocation

at the middleware layer provides high fidelity but does not expose resource control.

Provisioning at the virtual layer, as in JAWS, has the cost of virtual machine instan-

tiation per job, but has high fidelity, so may be more applicable to guests that require
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long resource leases. Having resource provisioning at both the middleware and the

virtual layer, as in Groc, has the cost of lower fidelity from resource waste if hosted

middleware use longer leases, but allows guests to define their own job scheduling

policies as opposed to using those defined by the providers (as in middleware) or the

system (as in JAWS).

7.7 Discussion and Future Work

This chapter shows that providing resource management at a lower abstraction than

current middleware systems, such as the grid or job execution systems, allows com-

munities to have more resource control than in batch systems where providers control

resources and the job scheduling. Instead of a provider determining the appropriate

resource scheduling and allocation for a community’s users, a community can dynam-

ically lease required resources from the lower layer and instantiate its own resource

manager to allocate the leased resources to its end users. The community may be

given the resource control across multiple leases and resources, as in Groc, or the

community may be given resource control for each resource, as in JAWS. However,

experiments also show that this control comes at a cost; the batch cluster is more

efficient than all tested hybrid models.

Virtual communities should consider their goals when determining if they should

use a hybrid model as opposed to a batch cluster, and if so, which hybrid model

to use. The following are conclusions based on the experiments presented in this

chapter:

• If a virtual community does not care about the policy used to schedule its

jobs and its clients do not require additional resource control over that of the

execution of their jobs, the virtual community should use a batch cluster as

long at is has sufficient resources since it is the most efficient.
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• If a virtual community’s clients require resource control for functions such as job

checkpointing and customized execution environments, the virtual community

may choose to have an increase in per-job overheads and use a hybrid system

such as JAWS. Despite the increase in overheads, which may be reduced using

virtual appliances, JAWS has high fidelity since it performs resource allocation

at a fine granularity. It as the additional advantage of allowing multiple virtual

communities to share underlying resources.

• If a virtual community wishes to control the job scheduling policy for its clients

requests, it may choose to use a hybrid system like Groc. As opposed to

instantiating its own batch cluster, it allows the virtual community to share

resources with other communities yet control its allocation policy. This ap-

proach provides greater security isolation between communities than JAWS or

a batch scheduler. With the Groc approach, the virtual community needs to

determine the length of leases it requests from the virtualization layer. Long

leases may result in low fidelity due to resource waste, but short leases increase

the overheads for lease instantiation.

While the experiments in this chapter illustrate the feasibility and some of the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of the hybrid approach, further experimentation is re-

quired to fully understand the impact of providing resource control at a lower level

to hosted middleware systems. Results can vary with a number of factors including

lease length, job mix, job duration, and instantiation time. Future work should vary

these factors to help virtual communities quantify when to make the trade-offs to use

a hybrid system. Future work should consider more sophisticated scheduling policies;

for example, the fair share allocation policy from Chapter 5. Also, while this chapter

focuses on one job execution system, further analysis should be performed on a more

diverse set of middleware systems.
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Chapter 8

Conclusions

Dynamic resource management allows multiple guests to utilize resources in shared

server infrastructures by adapting resource assignments to meet the changing needs

of guests. Advances in virtualization offer new mechanisms that provide isolated re-

source sharing at a lower abstraction level than previously used in shared infrastruc-

tures. This thesis addresses resource management for shared virtual environments

by introducing a new layer of control that arbitrates resources between a diverse

set of guests. This new resource control plane supports resource allocation between

dynamic guests, including existing middleware environments (e.g., grids or job execu-

tion systems). My work in the Orca and Shirako projects defines the foundations for

resource management within a virtual computing layer, Orca. It explores the chal-

lenges of resource management in the context of a prototype, Shirako, that defines

actor and leasing protocols based on Orca components.

The following are my conclusions from my thesis research:

• To be extensible to meet a variety of system objectives, Shirako defines in-

terfaces that allow for pluggable policy modules (controllers) at each system

actor. System participants can tailor the virtual computing layer to satisfy

their objectives by implementing new controllers. By implementing adaptive

resource leasing policies in controllers, my work shows that a virtual computing

layer can provide dynamic resource allocation by allocating leases to competing

guests with fluctuating resource demands. This allocation can be across entire

host servers, or customized slivers of resources. I have implemented multiple

controller policies, in particular, those for resource arbitration and allocation,
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and believe the interfaces are correct for resource management.

To enable the federation of shared infrastructure spread across multiple admin-

istrative domains, Orca uses a factoring of resource management defined by

Sharp [89] where providers export control over allocation to brokering inter-

mediaries, but retain control over placement and assignment. While this sep-

aration allows for federation and for providers to retain some autonomy, there

may be resource provisioning conflicts between actors. If the objectives be-

tween actors conflict, some resolution must occur. Two solutions are to reduce

actor autonomy, or use virtualization mechanisms. In the first case, providers

impose restrictions on the allocation of their resources at brokers. In the second

case, virtual machine migration may be used at providers as a way to overcome

conflicts. My work exposes these conflicts between actors and points towards

future work in this area for how conflict resolution should occur in different

resource management scenarios.

• The sharing of resources across competing consumers requires a fair resource al-

location policy that can arbitrate between requests. Winks combines weighted

fair queuing with a calendar scheduler to address fair sharing of resources in

virtual computing environments. The algorithm can satisfy wide (parallel) re-

quests from competing consumers while preserving fairness bounds from prior

fair queuing work [111]. As a result of the incorporation of calendar schedul-

ing into Winks, consumer requests are not starved and Winks can satisfy

requests for advance reservations. I integrated Winks into Shirako as an ex-

ample of a broker resource controller, but it is also applicable in a wider range

of applications, such as a being a scheduler for a job execution system.

• The incorporation of a virtual computing layer exposes resource control in a

general way that is independent of the applications running above it. While the
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control plane can provide many of the same functions as existing middleware,

it can also host middleware environments to allow for a new level for resource

sharing between systems. The control plane introduces new ways for resource

management to be factored across shared server infrastructures. For example,

in the case of job execution middleware, resource management may occur at

the middleware layer, at the virtual computing layer, or be factored across

both layers. While the work described in this thesis is restricted to a single

allocation policy on a specific workload, it indicates there are tradeoffs with

each approach: the virtual computing layer is not the ideal solution for every

system. For example, it has overheads for lease and virtual machine instan-

tiation and there may be waste that results from guests requesting resources

for longer time periods than they actually require. However, using the virtual

layer allows dynamic sharing of resource between multiple guests. Also, using

the virtual layer can expose resource control to guests which can allow them

to directly utilize virtual computing controls such as checkpoint or migrate.

System designers should determine their priorities for resource usage and use

the factoring of resource management that best suits their needs.

In conclusion, this thesis presents a virtual computing resource control plane that

allows for extensible resource management of shared infrastructures. By abstracting

policy-specific components into pluggable modules, I believe it can be the basis for a

variety of systems. While there are tradeoffs and costs associated with using the con-

trol plane for resource allocation, it can dynamically host multiple guests, including

existing middleware instances, and can expose virtualization controls to guests in a

manner that allows them to define customized environments to tailor their resource

usage to their particular needs.
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